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I recorded my eldest son’s 
early years on fi lm, and have 
boxes full of prints of him. 
By the time his brother came 
along I’d switched to digital, 

and most of his early photos are on hard 
drives. Can I be confi dent that both my kids 
will be able to see their pictures when they’re 
my age? Until recently, I thought the answer 
was yes – I have a Drobo storage solution that 
stores my 2TB’s worth of images on multiple 

hard drives. But then the drives started 
failing. ‘They don’t last for ever, you know,’ 
I was reminded – and then it was pointed 
out to me that my fi ve-year-old Drobo was 
itself getting on a bit. I’m now having to 
rethink my entire archiving strategy. I know 
there are millions of others like me, and 
perhaps you’re even one of them yourself. 
If so, do take a look at our Digital 
Armageddon feature on pages 22-27. 
Nigel Atherton, Editor

Send us your pictures If you’d like to see your work published in Amateur Photographer, here’s how to send us your images:
Email Email a selection of low-res images (up to 5MB of attachments in total) to appicturedesk@timeinc.com.
CD/DVD Send us a disc of high-resolution JPEG, TIFF or PSD images (at least 2480 pixels along its longest length), with a contact sheet, to the address on page 20. 
Via our online communities Post your pictures into our Flickr group, Facebook page or the gallery on our website. See details above.
Transparencies/prints Well-packaged prints or slides (without glass mounts) should be sent by Special Delivery, with a return SAE, to the address on page 20.
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Knowing how best to 
arrange the chaotic 
elements of a scene 
in order to create an 
engaging composition  
is an important skill. 

However, in this 
shot by AP forum 
user Ben Wayman, 
we see the other end 
of the scale: making 
the best use of empty 
space. The bank of 
mist on the horizon 
really helps to pare 
the scene down, and 
by shooting from 
this angle Ben has 
ensured that the 
trees on the left and 
right act as strong 
compositional and 
visual anchors.

Wast 
Water, 
Wasdale 
by Ben 
Wayman
Nikon D60, 18-
55mm, 50secs at 
f/5.6, ISO 100

Each week we choose our favourite picture on Facebook, Flickr or the reader 
gallery using #appicoftheweek. PermaJet proudly supports the online picture 

of the week winner, who will receive a top-quality print of their image on the finest 
PermaJet paper. It is important to bring images to life outside the digital sphere, so we 
encourage everyone to get printing today! Visit www.permajet.com to learn more.

Win!



Red Cross challenge
Canon DSLR prizes are up for grabs 
in the British Red Cross 
competition for photographers 
aged 25 and under. Organisers say 
the event celebrates the 
‘extraordinary contributions’ young 
people make to the lives of others. 
The closing date is 20 September 
2015. For details visit 
www.redcross.org.uk/theaward.

Kenko converters
Kenko has launched two teleconverters, initially available in 
Canon fit. Compatible with Canon EF and EF-S lenses, the Teleplus 
HD DGX 1.4x and Teleplus HD DGX 2x teleconverters cost £219 and 
£279.99 respect r
unique circuitry 
maintain signal 
integrity betwee
the camera body
and lens, allowin
accurate recordi
of digital Exif da

Rights victory
Singer Taylor Swift (pictured) 
has issued a revised contract for 
photographers after complaints 
about previous ones. Last 
month, The Irish Times refused 
to publish photos of Swift 
because her contract demanded 
‘perpetual, worldwide right to 
use the published photographs 
in any way she sees fit’.

CSC video on rise
Videographers favour compact system cameras, such as the 
Fujifilm X-T10 pictured below, over DSLRs when shooting movies, 

says market analyst  
Futuresource Consulting. 

European shipments of 
DSLRs for professional 

video use fell 41% in 2014 
as more videographers 
turn to compact 
system cameras.
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Notting Hill Carnival
‘The Notting Hill Carnival has become an institution,’ 

says travel photographer Craig Roberts. ‘First held in 

1964 as an of shoot of the Trinidad Carnival, it’s now 

the largest street festival in Europe. Held yearly on 

the August Bank Holiday (this year on 29-31 August), 

it has become a spectacle of costumes, colour, 

music, Caribbean food, extravagance and sheer 

entertainment that rivals the carnivals that take 

place in Brazil, with more than one million people 

attending over the weekend. You can expect to see 

some 50,000 performers, so for the best viewpoints, 

take the Tube to Kensal Green station and walk 

down to Ladbroke Grove. This is where the f oats 

meet to start the procession and it allows you more 

access than later on the route. Have fun, enjoy the 

(loud!) music and above all, take plenty of pictures!’

1
You want to keep your kit 
small, light and 
inconspicuous, so take 

a DSLR or mirrorless camera 
with wide-to-standard zoom. 
This will allow you to get in 
nice and close to the dancers 
and other participants.

2
You’ll find that the 
participants are more 
than willing to have 

their picture taken and will 
often pose especially for you. 
You’ll find plenty of other 
photographers here doing 
the same thing, so you won’t 
be the only one doing this.
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Vivian Maier show
Photographs by US nanny Vivian 
Maier, who created an archive 
of 100,000 negatives and 
undeveloped rolls of film but 
died before achieving fame, have 
gone on show in London. Maier’s 
ascent from recluse to revered 
artist is phenomenal, explains 
the Beetles+Huxley gallery, 
which is hosting the exhibition 
until 5 September. Visit 
www.beetlesandhuxley.com.

The week in brief, edited by Chris Cheesman
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3
A flashgun is useful to 
add a splash of fill-in 
light on overcast days 

(it is a bank holiday!), or even if 
it’s sunny, to fill in the shadows 
on people’s faces. It will also 
make their colourful costumes 
all the more vibrant.

4
Use a wide aperture to 
help isolate your 
subject, while a 

telephoto lens will be useful to 
isolate individuals, as well as 
allowing you to crop in nice and 
tight when you can’t get close 
enough, or if shooting from one 
side of the street to the other. ©
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Many of the carnival’s 
participants will happily 
pose for pictures

Only 
photograph 
what you 

love
Tim Walker

British fashion photographer

b1970

Many of us have little or no 
exposure to the sport of 

fencing. This is unfortunate, 
because the skill involved in this 
most demanding of activities is an 
astonishing feat. It also happens to 
be a sport that, as we can see 
here in this shot by Kirill 
Kudryavtsev, lends itself perfectly 
to exciting and dramatic images. 
Here we see a long-exposure 
shot showing Japan’s Yuki Ota 
(left) vying with the USA’s 
Alexander Massialas (right) during 
the men’s individual foil fi nal event 
at the 2015 World Fencing 
Championships in July. The 
spectacle took place in Moscow, 
Russia, and saw Ota take a gold 
medal. Ota’s career is clearly on 
the up, as he also took a silver 
medal in the team foil at London 
2012 Olympic Games and an 
individual silver at the Beijing 
2008 Olympic Games. 

BIG
picture

10,700
Images entered into the 

Hasselblad Masters 2016, by 
more than 4,000 photographers

Japan takes a gold 

medal in the 2015 World 

Fencing Championships

Words & numbers

 5 

SOURCE : HASSELBLAD
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CANON has launched 
a compact ‘multi-

purpose’ professional video 
camera, built for ‘extremely 
low light’ with a top ISO of 
more than 4 million.

The Canon ME20F-SH is 
designed for fi lming wildlife 
at night, surveillance or 
astronomy, for example.

Its full-frame 2.26MP 
CMOS imaging sensor 
dispenses with the need 
for infrared illumination, 
so shooting in colour with 
reduced noise is possible 
even in low light, says Canon.

Canon added: ‘The ability 
to install the camera in a 
semi-permanent location, 
with remote-control 
operability, also means that 
for documentary and 
natural-history fi lmmakers, 
long-term projects and 
events can be captured 
with minimum staffi ng.’

Prices and availability are 
yet to be confi rmed, with 
Canon to release a list of 
compatible lenses soon.

Canon shows
 ‘4 million’ ISO 
video camera

Enthusiast quits job to 
become Instagram star

Eelco Roos gained 454,000 Instagram 
followers with his typically Dutch photos
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Eelco’s ‘Reflections 
from Canada’ taken 

with a Samsung NX1

A SELF-TAUGHT Dutch 
photographer who left his job 

in IT after more than a decade has 
become one of the biggest hits on 
Instagram, gaining nearly half a 
million followers.

Eelco Roos, who has been a 
passionate photographer since 
he was 16, quit his job at IBM in 
Amsterdam, the Netherlands, in 
April 2014, aged just 39.

Ditching a stable job after more 
than 10 years would count as a 
scary prospect for anyone, and 
Eelco was no exception.

‘I had some sleepless nights 
thinking about quitting and what 
that would mean for me and my 
family, for sure,’ he told AP.

‘The decision was not made lightly. 
I am the proud father of two boys, 
and my girlfriend and I have a 
mortgage, so there are loads 
of responsibilities.

‘After a lot of discussions with my 
girlfriend, she eventually gave me 
the confi dence to follow my heart 
and chase the dream.’

Before leaving IBM, Eelco had 
squeezed in some part-time 
commercial photography work. But 
juggling this with a nine-to-fi ve job 
was ‘far from ideal’. 

He added: ‘It got to a point where 
I had to buy vacation time to be able 
to travel for commissions. This was 
pretty stressful on my family – a 
nine-to-fi ve [job], plus a lot of travel 
for my photography.’

So, what’s Eelco’s secret to 
attracting such a vast number of 
Instagram followers – 454,000 at 
the last count?

‘I think I was lucky to be one of the 
fi rst to embrace the [Instagram] app 
in the Netherlands. Because the 

Instagram audience was 
predominantly American in the 
early days, I guess my typical Dutch 
photos of cows and cyclists stood 
out, which defi nitely helped me 
grow in the beginning.

‘After a good year or so, Instagram 
noticed my feed and added me to 
their suggested user list, which made 
me grow insanely fast.’

For Instagram newcomers, Eelco 
advises using popular hashtags 
because this is ‘usually a good way 
to get your work out there for 
others to see’.

He continued: ‘For anyone 
contemplating a similar move, if 
you feel you have a future in your 
hobby’s fi eld, go for it!

‘Make a plan on how you want to 
reach certain goals and then work 
for it, hard… 

‘I came to the conclusion that 
I’d rather take a chance, jump in 
head-fi rst and fail miserably than 
regret not even trying.’

Eelco’s kit includes a Canon EOS 
5D Mark III for commercial work, 
while for Instagram, he mainly uses 
an iPhone.

To view Eelco’s work visit 
www.croyable.com. You can also 
follow him on Twitter �eelcoroos.
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FLICKR owner Yahoo has rolled out 
what it says is an improved version 

of Flickr Pro to new and existing 
members, at a price of £32 per year.

Benefi ts include improved navigation 
and statistics when viewing photos, which 
is aimed at helping users discover which 
images ‘hit the mark with their friends’. 

For new members, Flickr Pro costs £4 
per month or £32 per year. The original 
Flickr Pro was discontinued for new 
users in May 2013.

The storage limit for both the free and 
Pro accounts is one terabyte.

Flickr states that existing Pro members 
will be automatically upgraded. 

For details, members can visit 
www.fl ickr.com/account/upgrade.

Dog Photographer of 
the Year competition
Dog Photographer of the Year is back! Time to snap some lovely 
portraits of our canine pals. There are a few different categories 
to try out, so shop around and try your luck.

Take a landscape weekend
Why not give your photography the treat it deserves by planning 
a weekend away to reconnect and take some great pictures? Our 
technique editor has 
put together a great 
guide on making the 
most of a weekend 
landscape shoot, 
which you can read 
at the link below.

Collecting Now
The Scottish National Portrait 
Gallery has acquired a 
selection of images from 20th 
century photographer Paul 
Strand, and will have them on 
display among its Collecting 
Now exhibition.

Out of the Blue
Enter this new ocean-focused 
photography competition, 
launched by the Prince of 
Wales, and you could stand a 
chance of winning £5,000. 
You’ve only got a couple of 
weeks, so get shooting.

Eden Project competition
You can win an Asus laptop with this 
competition by the Eden Project, the 
world’s largest indoor rainforest. Snap 
your best shot of some of the beautiful 
exotic plants on show, and post it on 
Twitter with the tag #edenphotocomp.
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Until 13 March 2016, www.dogphotographeroftheyear.org.uk

Until 20 September, 
www.nationalgalleries.org

Until 6 September, www.
outofthebluecompetition.com

Until 29 September, 
www.edenproject.com

www.
amateurphotographer.
co.uk/weekend

The most interesting things to see, to do 

and to shoot this week. By Jon Stapley

Flickr relaunches Flickr Pro

Nikon unveils three new lenses
NIKON has launched 
three new lenses, 

including the AF-S Nikkor 
24mm f/1.8G ED, priced 
£629.99.

The new 24mm f/1.8 
prime lens is built to 
deliver ‘exceptional image 
quality and low-light 
performance’, and adds a 
‘cinematic feel’ to movies. 

It is also compact and 
lightweight, so is ideal for 
travel photographers, 
adds Nikon. 

The FX-format 
newcomer boasts a

23cm. On a DX-format 
DSLR its equivalent focal 
length is 36mm. 

Nikon is also set to 
release a new super-
telephoto, the AF-S Nikkor 
200-500mm f/5.6E ED 
VR. This FX-format zoom 
is aimed at photographers 
shooting birds in fl ight, 
planes and sports. 

Priced £1,179.99, 
the 19-elements-in-12-
groups 200-500mm 
f/5.6 lens features Nikon’s 
Sport VR mode, which is 
designed to deliver a stable

r

Launch dates for the 
24mm and 200-500mm 
have yet to be announced.

Finally, Nikon has 
overhauled the most 
widely used zoom lens in 
its professional line-up: the 
AF-S Nikkor 24-70mm 
f/2.8E ED VR.

Nikon claims the new 
24-70mm f/2.8 lens is 
faster, stronger and 
steadier, thanks to its VR 
technology, and new 
optical construction 

The 24-70mm f/2.8E 
ED VR is out on 27

For the latest news visit www.amateurphotographer.co.uk

Flickr Pro will give users better access to 
the viewing statistics of their images

Get up & go

The new AF-S Nikkor 24mm f/1.8G ED (left) and 24-70mm f/2.8E ED VR (right)

Nikon’s new super-telephoto 

AF-S Nikkor 200-500mm 
f/5.6E ED VR lens 

CORNWALL

EVERYWHERE
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New Books
The latest and best books from the 

world of photography. By Oliver Atwell

Schude 
by Ryan Schude, Roads Publishing, 
£40, hardback, 192 pages,
ISBN 978-1-90939-962-4

LA-BASED photographer 
Ryan Schude is not known 
for his moderation. If you 
will, imagine Gregory 
Crewdson with attention 
defi cit disorder and that 
should give you a fair idea 
of what to expect from 

Schude’s prismatic and serried tableaux. That’s not 
a criticism by any means. Schude’s work is riotous in 
its extravagance, and is a beautiful exploration of pop 
Americana. Each image is exquisitely crafted. The 
images work almost in much the same manner as in 
which a magic-eye picture would reveal itself: the 
more you stare at Schude’s images, the more of the 
picture is revealed. This is Schude’s fi rst book, and 
while the image reproduction quality leaves a little to 
be desired, it’s a fi tting tribute to a man who works 
every detail to his utmost satisfaction. ★★★★★
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Do you have something you’d like to get off your chest? Send us your thoughts in around 
500 words to the address on page 20 and win a year’s digital subscription to AP, worth £79.99

Portrait Mastery
in Black & White
by Tim Kelly, Amherst Media, 
£24.99, paperback, 128 pages,
ISBN 978-1-60895-843-6

BOOKS by Amherst Media can vary 
wildly in quality (their range of books 
detailing 500 poses for models was 
a notable head-scratcher). However, 
once in a while the company 
produces a book or two that’s more 
than worth looking into, and this is 
one of those titles. It may be a little 

of an embellishment to refer to photographer Tim 
Kelly as legendary (as it does on the cover), but looking 
through Kelly’s images places you in no doubt that this 
is a practitioner who understands his craft. There are 
plenty of books like this on the market – ones in which 
we are presented with an image and a diagram of how 
it was lit – but rarely are the images themselves so 
engaging. With that in mind, this is defi nitely one of the 
better titles of its nature on the market. ★★★★★

©
 RYAN SCHUDE

N
ot long ago I wrote in this 
magazine that smart lenses 
that connect to your 
smartphone, such as the 

Sony QX series, the Kodak SL models or 
the Olympus Air, were a solution looking 
for a problem. Considering there’s no 
screen and only very few controls, relatively 
large dimensions and Wi-Fi-induced lag, 
they simply couldn’t rival similarly specifi ed 
compact cameras. 

However, a smart lens has fi nally been 
launched that I am very much looking 
forward to using and testing. And perhaps 
it’s no coincidence that the most 
innovative approach yet in this product 
segment hails from a company not known 
for its hardware. French software maker 
DxO Labs is best known for its raw image 
converter and as a provider of image-
processing solutions to camera and 
mobile device manufacturers, but its fi rst 
image-capturing device, the DxO One, 
already looks like a winner to me.

So why is the One better than the other 
models mentioned above? There are 
several reasons, but the most obvious is 
its physical connection to the smartphone. 
All models we’ve seen until now use a 
Wi-Fi connection to communicate with 
the smartphone. In contrast, the DxO One 
uses the Apple iPhone’s physical Lightning 
connector. This solution not only 
eliminates the annoying lag we’ve seen on 
the Wi-Fi models, but also effectively 
turns your iPhone into a premium 
compact camera with a useful swivel 

screen that has some resemblance to 
early digital cameras such as the Nikon 
Coolpix P900 or the Casio QV-R300.

Thanks to clever lens design and 
software correction, DxO has also 
managed to fi t a 20.2-million-pixel, 1in 
sensor and six-element f/1.8 lens with a 
32mm equivalent focal length into a very 
small package. The One is still not small 
enough to carry anywhere at any time, 
but remains smaller than competing 
devices with a similarly large sensor. Add 
raw capability and an intuitively designed 
camera app with full PASM modes into 
the mix and you have a powerful 
pocket-sized imaging tool. 

Unfortunately, there’s no optical image 
stabilisation and when in video mode, due 
to digital stabilisation, the focal length 
changes to 44mm equivalent. So the 
DxO One might not be perfect, but it 
defi nitely takes us one step closer to 
combining the image-capturing power
of a premium compact camera with the 
iPhone’s connectivity and ability to run 
apps. Hopefully, the established camera 
manufacturers will have a close look at 
the DxO model’s innovative concepts, too, 
and smart lenses could become much 
better in the near future.

Lars Rehm is a freelance photographer and writer, contributing to publications in the US, UK and Germany. In his former 
role as part of DPReview’s testing team, he shot with countless digital cameras of all shapes and sizes, but nowadays he 
captures most of his images with a smartphone. Visit www.larsrehm.com or follow him on Twitter @larsrehm

not boast image stabilisation, but the 

e is the f rst smart lens I actually want 

use. Here’s why…

wpoint
L rs Rehm

‘The DxO One has f tted 
a 20.2MP, 1in sensor and 
six-element f/1.8 lens into 
a very small package’ 





Technique  INTO THE LIGHT
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Jeremy Walker shows how the contre-jour 
technique can breathe new life into your landscapes 

I 
was in my early teens when 
I fi rst became interested in 
photography and probably 
15 when I bought my fi rst 

SLR. As a keen youngster I was 
enthusiastic and grateful for all the 
advice I could get, yet as a novice 
I was also very impressionable. 

One of the fi rst pieces of advice 
I was given was: ‘Don’t shoot into 
the light – always have the sun over 
your left shoulder.’ At the time I 
was young and naïve, and it seemed 
like good advice – but it wasn’t. In 
landscape photography you will 
often be looking for cross lighting to 

bring out the texture and character 
of the countryside. This is fi ne, but 
I would also advise trying your 
hand at contre-jour, or to put it 
more simply, shooting into the light. 
This technique creates a striking 
backlight behind your subject and  
will help to emphasise lines, 
shapes and silhouettes.

As with any photographic 
technique there are certain factors 
to consider, the fi rst and foremost 
of which is health and safety. No, 
you don’t need a high-visibility 
jacket and hard hat to shoot into 
the light, but you should avoid 

Quality 
lenses

The better the lens quality, 
the less chance of flare or 
ghosting. The latest lenses 
with anti-reflective coatings 
should therefore be the 
optics of choice.

Prime 
lenses

With less complicated 
element groupings than 
zoom lenses, there will 
be less chance of image 
degradation from flare.

Light shades

looking into the sun with a 
medium-to-long lens for any 
prolonged period of time, since 
this can damage your eyesight.

So, do you need any particular or 
specialist camera kit to shoot into 
the light? Well, yes and no. You only 
need a camera and anything from a 
wide-to-long lens, depending on 
your subject matter. Quality lenses 
are a must, as you will often be 
pointing your lens straight into 
the sun, or at least the main and 
brightest light source. Flare and 
ghosting (non-image forming light) 
will be your enemy, so modern 

Shooting into the 
light can transform 
flat, formless 
landscapes into 
something much 
more striking
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Quality lenses are 
a must to avoid 
the risk of flare 

and ghosting

Jeremy Walker
Jeremy Walker is an award-winning 
professional photographer and Nikon 
Ambassador. He has many years’ experience 
specialising in high-quality landscape and 
location photography for corporate clients who 
appreciate his meticulous approach and far- 
reaching vision. www.jeremywalker.co.uk
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ND graduated 
f lters

These hard or soft-edged 
grads are used for holding 
back the exposure of the 
sky and balancing it with 
the foreground, or for 
darkening a sky for added 
mood and atmosphere.

A ‘Hoodman’ 
or loupe

If you are spending much time 
shooting and looking into the light, 
your eyes will find it difficult to adjust 
to the small screen when you check 
the images on your monitor. Use a 
loupe with a magnifier that covers the 
whole screen to see more detail.

lenses designed for the digital era 
with fl are-resistant coatings, such 
as Nikon’s Nano Crystal Coating, 
will certainly help with image 
quality. Using prime lenses rather 
than zooms will also help reduce the 
chance of fl are, because the optical 
construction tends to be less 
complicated with fewer or simpler 
groupings of elements. From a 
purely aesthetic point of view, lenses 
with a nine-bladed diaphragm seem 
to create a better, cleaner, sharper 
‘ping’ or starburst when shooting 
into the sun, which can be a useful 
effect. The more you stop down, the 

better the ‘ping’, but be aware of 
diffraction at smaller apertures.

Metering
Contre-jour can be a tricky 
technique to meter and master, and 
takes some practice, but the results 
can be well worth the effort and 
are highly rewarding. 

Try taking light readings with a 
multi-pattern metering mode like 
Nikon’s Matrix metering, rather 
than spot metering, as it will be a 
little more forgiving. The real key is 
to meter with the sun or main 
light source not directly in the 
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Technique  inTo The LiGhT

feld of view, in order to retain 
detail in the subject matter.

Simply compose your image and 
then turn the camera away, so the 
sun or main light source is just 
outside the main feld of view. Then 
meter, recompose and shoot, and you 
should then only need to apply minor 
adjustments – if any. Of course, this 
is much easier if you are using a 
tripod and I strongly recommend 
that you do. If you are aiming for a 
pure silhouette and do not want 
detail in the shadows, meter for the 
brightest part of the scene. 

With modern DSLRs having  
such a huge dynamic range and  
the ability to retain shadow and 
highlight detail, even in extreme 
conditions, you will soon be able to 
get the hang of what type of subject, 
light or effect does and does not 
work. When shooting into the light 
you have to consider the subject 
matter as well as the technique. 
Landscapes, architecture or even 

people shots can be successful, 
provided the combination of  
subject, light and composition work 
together. The most important of 
these (as with many subjects) is the 
light: its quality, colour, strength  
and direction.

When talking about shooting ‘into 
the light’, it is very easy to imagine 
shots backlit by bright contrasty 
sunshine that cast long shadows. 
Certainly, this kind of strong 
directional light can be moody  
and dramatic, but soft sunlight 
through mist, fog or clouds should 
not be dismissed.

Techniques to try
If you are photographing a 
landscape, there are two main 
techniques to try when shooting 
into the light. The frst is to shoot 
pre-sunrise or post-sunset when the 
sun is below the horizon and the 
light can be soft and colourful 
with little contrast, especially 

Shoot with a 
graduated ND filter  
to help balance the 
exposure of the scene

Look for strong 
shapes and outlines 

when shooting 
into the sun
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USING a neutral density graduated fi lter is common 
practice for balancing the exposure from foreground to 
sky, especially in a big landscape. If you are shooting 
directly into the sun there is no reason why the same 
technique will not work. Meter for the foreground and 
then use the grad to balance the sky. However, if you 

are shooting into the light you will often fi nd that 
instead of a 2 or 3-stop grad, you will be combining 
fi lters and shooting with up to 5 stops of graduation. 
The only downside to this technique is that you may 
fi nd the upper corners of your image becoming a 
little too dark.

Try this

Modern DSLRs have 
such a huge dynamic 

range that you can 
easily retain detail
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Technique  inTo The LiGhT 

Jeremy’s top five tips

if there is a clear sky. Think  
of misty mornings, lakes or 

coastal images. In this lighting 
situation a neutral density graduated 
flter is advisable to help balance the 
exposure from foreground to sky.

The second technique, which is 
applicable at sunrise, sunset or even 
when the sun is getting quite high 
in the sky, is to try to hide the sun, 
or at least part of it, behind a 
structure, a tree or even a person.  
If you hide part of the sun you can 
shoot directly into it and minimise 
the risk of fare and get a perfect 
starburst effect. If shooting 
woodland, you will also backlight 
the leaves and still have an 
illuminated foreground. 

The amount of shadow detail will 
depend on the density of the foliage. 
If you hide the sun just enough you 
can meter for this kind of scene 
with the sun still in the image, 

without it affecting the end result. 
With a little trial and error this will 
help you achieve excellent results.

Another simple but useful 
technique for contre-jour is to use 
silhouettes to convey a strong sense 
of graphic shape and form. The sun 
can be either in the image or outside 
the main image area, but the 
technique is the same. You meter for 
the brightest part of the image, 
throwing everything else into 
shadow. Ideally, you should be 
interested in shape rather than 
detail. This can work well with 
buildings or subjects with strong 
shapes and lines that you can put 
against the sun, such as palm trees.

The next time you are out with 
your camera, occasionally look in 
the sun’s direction for shadows, 
shapes, form and colour to see what 
might work by shooting into 
the light, but do it carefully.

Look for lines and shapes
Find strong, bold lines and shapes that convey 
a story. Meter for the highlights and let the 
shadows go really dark. If the sun isn’t quite 
strong enough a little post-production 
prodding will help – increase the contrast  
and push the blacks slider along a little.

Shoot in the golden hour
Shoot into the light about 20 minutes before 
dawn or after the sun has set. These are 
optimum times when the light can be colourful 
but contrast is very low, revealing plenty of 
subtle detail. Choose the right conditions and 
your image will never be fat and dull.

Reduce faring efects
Partially hide the sun behind your subject to 
reduce fare. By stopping down to f/11 and 
beyond you’ll create a ‘ping’ or starburst (also 
with starburst software but a nine-bladed 
diaphragm prime lens produces better results). 
Note that stopping down increases diffraction.

One that didn’t work... or did it?
ShooTINg into the light can be tricky, with metering, composition and fare all causing problems.  
Flare can be an issue, especially if you shoot straight into the sun, and it is usually something to avoid. 
Sometimes, however, fare can add interest to an image. While shooting in Death Valley in the USA 
(above), I managed to get fare across the image from the rising sun. I didn’t know at the time as I was using 
a panoramic camera and there was no way of reviewing the image as I was shooting. Ask yourself whether 
the fare intrudes into the picture, or does it add a sense of oppressive heat and mood to the shot?

Right: Try stopping 
down your lens  
to enhance the 
starburst effect 
from the sun

Far right: Use 
silhouettes to 
introduce a strong 
sense of shape and 
form to your shots
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Work with 
weather
Mist or fog will 
soften the effects 
of direct sunlight, 
or even hide the 
sun. Find a 
‘see-through’ 
subject with simple 
shape and form, 
and use the mist. 
Meter for the 
brightest part of 
the image. Most 
modern cameras’ 
dynamic range will 
create shadow 
detail anyway.

High angles, high contrast
If you have a high-angle viewpoint down onto 
water and the sun is creating a strong highlight, 
meter for the highlight and even slightly 
underexpose it. The shadows and blacks will go 
really deep and dark to create a high-contrast 
monochrome effect.

Even once the sun 
has dropped below 
the horizon, there’s 
plenty of colour



I
n the digital era I’ve had 
Hasselblad and Phase One 
medium format kit along 
with DSLRs from Canon and 

Nikon, but it was about four years 
ago that I got a Fujifi lm X100. I 
saw it at Photokina in this glass 
cabinet and it was so beautiful and 
so retro. I could tell straight away 
that it was going to be a machine 
that was lovely to use. I didn’t need 
it, I desired it and decided to buy 
it. I kept bringing it out at shoots 
and it just transformed the way I 
worked. It felt totally natural, while 
the fi xed lens meant I didn’t have 
any decision-making to make. 

I then added the X-Pro1 with 
18mm, 35mm and 60mm lenses. 
Its fi rst proper outing was my road 
trip covering the full length of 
Route 66. My fi nance director 

(Julie, my wife) wouldn’t let me put 
the X-Pro1 camera purchase 
through the business as it was not 
an absolutely necessary expense, 
saying “You have a perfectly good 
Canon camera kit already” so I 
paid for the Fujifi lm X-Pro1 kit out 
of my own savings. It felt even 
more special for that.

The X-Pro1 was a joy to use and 
the images it gave me matched my 
Canon EOS 5D MkII for quality. I 
never picked up the Canon again 
and I eventually sold it once I had 
bought the 14mm f/2.8 prime to 
replace my Zeiss 21mm on the 
Canon system.

I’m now using the Fujifi lm X-T1 
for all my day to day shooting. 
There’s lots to love about it but the 
fl ip-out screen on it is perfect for 
me. I like to shoot from the hip, 

and use it like a waist-level 
viewfi nder. It allows me t  
communicate with my  
without having this g  
in front of my face. 

All the Fujifi lm  
amazingly shar  
that’s where I  
of the time. Th  
rapidly gainin  
It’s great at f/  
portraits with   
controlled bok   

The Fujifi lm 
the system is 
image quality 
a joy to use. T
photography h
the kit I’m usi
more creative 
I’ve said goodby
good.

Making
  the switch

Renowned photographer and lighting guru Damien Lovegrove 

explains why he gave up his DSLRs for Fujif lm’s X-series cameras

For further information, and special of ers and competitions visit www.amateurphotog ra



ADVERTISEMENT FEATURE

These shots were taken by Damien during his workshop at the Fujifi lm X-perience day at the AP offi ces. Attendees had 
the chance to shoot with a host of Fujifi lm kit under the expert guidance of Damien and fellow X-Photographers Paul 
Sanders and Matt Hart.  If you’d like to attend future events, please email photo_events@timeinc.com

The Fujif lm X-T1

og rapher.co.uk/fujif lm-x

Make a connection: Connect with the 
person you’re photographing. Put the 
camera aside, have a cup of tea, have a cup 
of coffee, have a laugh with them. Really 
get to know them and then bring the 
camera into the frame. 

Perspective: The perspective in a portrait 
isn’t related to what lens you’ve got on the 
front of the camera. A wide-angle is going 
to be the same as a telephoto in delivering 
perspective, but what matters is you 
relative to your subject. If you use a long 
telephoto lens, you’ll fi nd to get a mid-shot 
you’ll have to shoot from quite a long way 
back. It’s fl attering, but you don’t get that 
connection, that intimacy. You need to 
work at just beyond arms length to get 
something really really beautiful. I’m 
working with the 60mm, 35mm and 
23mm and only go to the 56mm if I want 
something a little bit tighter. 

Plan your style: Decide on the look you 
are aiming to achieve from the outset, 
such as high-key, rim lit or moody. Once 

you know what you hope to achieve from 
the shoot and have a clear idea of the look 
you’re after, it makes the rest of the process 
that much easier.

Review: Review each shot using the 
camera’s screen. Does the picture have the 
look you want? Is the contrast right? What 
could make the shot better? Zoom in and 
check the detail. Is there enough shadow 
information? Is the shot sharp? Are the 
highlights clipped? Get it right in-camera.

Damien’s top portrait tips
DAMIEN 
LOVEGROVE
PORTRAIT
Damien has 
forged a 
successful career 
as a high end 
wedding and 
portrait 
photographer
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CHELMSFORD 01245 255510
HighChelmer ShoppingCentre, Chelmsford, Essex CM11XB

LONDON 0207 636 5005
14Wells Street (off Oxford Street), LondonW1T3PB

TRADE-IN OFFERS

Fujifilm X-T1Body RRP £1,094 SAVE £290* £804*

Fujifilm X-T1&18-135mm RRP £1,499 SAVE £325* £1,174*
Fujifilm X-T10BodyFREE Accessories worth £33 £499

Fujifilm X-T10&18-55mm £799

£75
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BACK
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in black
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MORE X-SERIES LENSES
10-24mm f4 R OIS XF ............................................ RRP £999 SAVE £360* £639*

16-55mm f2.8 XF R LM WR ........................... RRP £899 SAVE £175* £724*
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14mm f2.8 R XF .............................................................. RRP £729 SAVE £155* £574*

23mm f1.4 R XF .............................................................. RRP £899 SAVE £325* £574*

35mm f1.4 R XF .............................................................. RRP £449 SAVE £145* £304*

56mm f1.2 R XF .............................................................. RRP £999 SAVE £345* £654*

60mm f2.4 XF MACRO ......................................... RRP £479 SAVE £129* £350*
*INC £75 CASHBACK **INC £150 CASHBACK

Goods and delivery services subject to stock and availability. Prices subject to change.
Pictures are for illustration purposes only. All prices include VAT@20%. E. &O.E.
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With ultra-fast performance, the new Samsung 16GB EVO SD card, 
Class 10, Grade 1, offers up to 48MB/sec transfer speed and has a 
ten-year warranty.
www.samsung.com

Inbox

Club hub
At the City of London and 
Cripplegate Photographic 
Society, we place great 
emphasis on being a 
photographic society rather 
than ‘just’ a camera club. 
Maybe this is partly because 
of the adverse press about 
camera clubs, as Harry 
Kitchen’s letter (AP 25 July) 
demonstrates, and partly 
because of our long history, 
of which we are proud. 

At our most recent Tuesday 
session, I canvassed new and 
nearly new members, to ask 
them whether they found us 
friendly, but really, I knew 
already from unsolicited 
comments that we are indeed 
a welcoming group. As we are 
located in central London, our 
membership comes in waves 
as people move in and out of 
the city, but we have some 

people who have been 
members for decades and 
travel from afar. People who 
are interested in photography 
need more than magazines 
and online forums to fl ourish. 
Perhaps if there were more 
encouragement for clubs in 
the specialist press and 
organisations like the RPS, 
more people would benefi t 
from the encouragement of 
other enthusiasts. 

At CoL&CPS, we are so 
appreciative of the experts who 
freely give their time to visit 
and speak on their subject. 
We’d warmly welcome any 
interested AP readers.
Jean Jameson, London

I was really interested, and not 
a little saddened, to read Harry 
Kitchen’s letter regarding his 
encounter with camera clubs. 
Unfortunately, my story will 

only serve to substantiate 
his experience. 

On one of my fi rst evenings 
at a local club there happened 
to be a prize-giving ceremony 
and a photograph was needed 
for the local paper. Up 
stepped some long-serving 
committee member with his 
newly purchased ‘pro’-grade 
Canon gear and promptly 
proceeded to fi ddle with all 
manner of buttons while he 
got ever-more frustrated. In 
the end, someone stepped in 
with a compact (sacrilege!) 
took the picture and stated 
with some sarcasm, ‘There 
you go. All done.’ Said owner 
of the Canon stormed out 
muttering to himself 
something about ‘upstarts’ 
and the ‘proper procedure’.

The point I’m trying to make 
is that things have to 
change, and if 

Email amateurphotographer@timeinc.com and include your full postal address
Write to Inbox, Amateur Photographer, Time Inc. (UK), Blue Fin Building, 110 Southwark Street, London SE1 0SU

LETTER OF THE WEEK

In AP 25 July we asked…

Have you ever updated the fi rmware 
for your camera?
You answered…
A Yes, I update whenever fi rmware is available 59%

B Yes, when I remember 15%

C No, I have no idea how to do it 13%

D No, I’m scared in case I break my camera 7%

E No, I had no idea I could do this 6%

What you said
‘With my Fujifi lm X-series cameras it makes sense to 
upgrade fi rmware with both my bodies and lenses. You 
wouldn’t drive a car and not get it serviced regularly’

‘I’ve updated the fi rmware on two cameras. It’s 
reasonably straightforward if you’re a bit of a techie, 
but it can be a bit daunting to someone who isn’t.  
Just one example from the Canon EOS 5D Mark II 
instructions: “Please download the compressed, 
self-extracting fi le that matches your computer’s 
operating system and extract the contents… to create 
the fi rmware update fi le” would perhaps put some off’

‘If I become aware of it, yes I’d update the fi rmware. 
As almost all my kit was bought second-hand, I’m not 
on the manufacturers’ mailing lists, so I generally only 
fi nd out when I have a problem’

Join the debate on the AP forum

This week we ask

Is there a future for camera clubs?
Vote online www.amateurphotographer.co.uk

Articles in recent issues of AP have 
commented on using fi lm to gain a fuller 
understanding of image control and creation.

After shooting on fi lm for more than 35 
years, including about 10 years of home 
darkroom processing and printing, I retired 
my fi lm cameras and darkroom equipment 
and, moving with the times, switched 
entirely to digital photography.

However, perhaps as a nostalgia trip or as 
a simple challenge, I’ve recently returned to 
shooting 35mm and 120mm fi lm and sent 
the exposed fi lm to labs for processing 
before scanning and printing from the 
processed negatives.

Then the penny dropped – I can 
home-process fi lm without needing a 
darkroom. I aim to process monochrome 
only, but colour processing is possible with 
the right chemicals and a well-controlled 
temperature regime.

After scanning my negatives I revert 
to conventional digital 

processing (I use Adobe Photoshop 
Elements 11) and I take the processed 
digital images to a local digital service for 
printing, although I’m considering buying an 
inkjet (dye or pigment ink) printer suited to 
best-quality monochrome printing.

Take the plunge and give fi lm a try. Even 
if you send the fi lm off for processing 
(the wait for the fi lm to return is in itself 
a nostalgia trip), you’re never sure of 
success until you hold the processed 
negatives in your hand.
Graham Lockerbie, Australia

I had a similar epiphany a few years ago 
and regularly developed my black & 
white negatives at home, hung them to 
dry and was scanning them within a 
couple of hours of shooting. It doesn’t 
quite have the immediacy of digital, but 
if you enjoy shooting fi lm it’s a good 
compromise and very straightforward 
to do – Richard Sibley, deputy editor

Every other week we post an old AP cover on our 
Facebook page and all you have to do is guess the 
issue date (day/month/year). To guess the date of this 
cover (above), head over to www.facebook.com/
Amateur.photographer.magazine. Forum members 
can also enter via the Forum.

Win!

The camera in AP 25 July was a Sigma 
SA-1. The winner is ‘Kirsty aka Boo 
Devoto’ from Essex, whose correct 
guess was the fi rst drawn at random

Guess the date
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organisations, and the 
people who make up an 

organisation, fi nd it impossible, 
or choose not to, then they will 
die a natural death. Much like 
the independent camera shop 
has had to fi nd new ways of 
offering a different kind of 
‘value’ to its customers, so 
must the humble camera club. 
David Richards, Dorset

I feel I should speak up for the 
group I was lucky enough to 
join two years ago.

The photography bug 
really bit in early 2013 and I 
decided to try to increase my 
knowledge, so joining a club 
seemed like a good idea. A 
quick internet search brought 
up a number of local clubs, 
and I duly contacted them.

Several did not bother to 
answer my emails and one 
telephone enquiry ended when 
the membership secretary told 
me, ‘We are a Canon-only 
club, so don’t bother coming if 
you use another make.’ Finally, 
I received a welcoming and 
very positive reply from Low 
Barns Photography Group.

I could not have been luckier 
in my choice. Not only do 
members use a wide range of 
makes and styles of camera, 
but they also offered, in my 
fi rst winter of membership, 
a beginner’s technical course. 
I learnt a lot and made some 
good friends. The second 

winter they offered a monthly 
intermediate course. My 
photography has improved 
no end. I enter the monthly 
competitions, and although 
I have yet to win or even be 
placed in one, I feel my images 
don’t look out of place on the 
club wall. 

The range of my hobby and 
my enjoyment have been 
much enhanced by being a 
member. While I’m aware that 
not all clubs are friendly, I’d 
recommend joining one – 
and if you’re unlucky in your 
choice, try another.
Geoff Dabbs, Co Durham

We had a huge response to 
Harry Kitchen’s letter on 
camera clubs in AP 25 July. 
It’s produced a lot of 
different reactions, but I’m 
pleased that many people 

have found clubs they enjoy.
Another question is, what 

is the future for camera 
clubs? Is there still a place 
for them when a younger 
generation relies so much on 
the internet? Why not have 
your say in this week’s poll 
(page 19)? – Richard Sibley, 
deputy editor

Gull-y gosh
In response to your Big picture 
of a gull fl ying alongside the 
Red Arrows (AP 27 June), 
here’s my image (above) to 
complete the air show. This 
time a gull fl ew in front of the 
Red Arrows synchro pair, at 
Scotland’s National Airshow 
on 25 July. I used a Nikon 
D2Xs and Nikkor AF-S VR 
70-200mm f/2.8 lens to 
capture the shot. 
Gordon Dewar, via email

Panasonic Lumix 
DMC-GX8
The successor to the GX7 has arrived, 
bringing with it a new 20-million-pixel 
sensor and 4K video capture

Hollywood style
Damien Lovegrove 
explains how to mimic 
classic Hollywood 
portraits with a few 
lighting tricks

Antarctic 
wildlife 
David Tipling explores 
the bird and animal life 
on South Georgia

Voigtländer 
MFT 10.5mm 
f/0.95 Nokton
Damien Demolder tests 
a Micro Four Thirds-
system wideangle lens 
with a huge aperture

In next week’s issue O ale Tuesday 18 August

Gordon Dewar’s shot of a gull joining the Red Arrows synchro pair
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P
rint it or lose it – that’s 
the stark warning from 
the Royal Photographic 
Society (RPS) and Photo 

Marketing Association, after Google 
vice-president Vint Cerf recently 
warned of a ‘digital dark age’, where 
data stored on computers will be 
lost forever. Speaking at a meeting 
of the American Association for the 
Advancement of Science in San Jose, 
California, Cerf said, ‘When you think 
about the quantity of documentation 
from our daily lives that’s captured 
in digital form, like our interactions 
by email, people’s tweets and all the 
[information on the] World Wide 
Web, it’s clear that we stand to lose  
an awful lot of our history.’

Turn the clock back 175 years to 
when the emerging photographic trend 
of the day was more salt-print than 
selfe. Photography pioneer William 
Henry Fox Talbot was busy churning 
out prints from the earliest form of 
paper photography. Yet Talbot’s work 
lives on today, bringing history to life 
in a recent exhibition at Tate Britain 
that documented daily activities and 
key mid-19th century moments, like 
the building of Nelson’s Column.

These days, the zillions of photos 
languishing unsorted on computer 
hard drives and mobile phones are in 
danger of being lost forever if not 
properly archived. Such concerns 

Digital
Photographers have been warned they must 

print images they want to preserve or treasured 

photos may become unavailable to future 

generations when digital storage media 

becomes obsolete. Chris Cheesman investigates

Armageddon
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PRINT YOUR DIGITAL IMAGES

of 10-20 years and CDs/DVDs 
around 10-25 years, and USB fash 
drives perhaps 10,000-plus read/
write cycles,’ he asserts.

Pritchard’s view is one echoed by 
Georgia McCabe, CEO of the Photo 
Marketing Association (PMA),  
a trade body based in the USA. 
McCabe recently warned that ‘the 
most photographed generation will 
have no pictures in ten years’, and 
called on the photo industry to 
‘fgure out’ a way to convince the 
public that their photos must be 
properly stored. Although she does 
not go so far as advocating ‘everyone 
print everything’, she says mobile 
phones are particularly vulnerable, 

especially where the user has 
changed phone, or accidentally 
damaged it without saving their 
images elsewhere. And what 
happens if ‘your hard drive goes 
kaput?’ she asked rhetorically, 
during an interview published  
on the PMA website.

Digital photos under threat
Even if your hard drive is fully ft, 
McCabe stresses that new gadgets 
bring design changes that are not all 
good. Unlike older models, the latest 
Apple MacBook Pro, for example, 
does not have a built-in DVD drive, 
so you’ll need an external DVD drive 
for storage.

Photo archiving
The Royal Photographic Society 
advises printing digital pictures
Edit down your digital fles to a small number that you 
really wish to preserve. Ideally, make traditional black 
& white prints (even from digital fles) and ensure the 
prints are properly processed and washed, and then 
store them in archival boxes, in a controlled environment 
at less than 21°C and in a relative humidity of 30-
50%. Realistically, for most of us, make prints using 
good-quality inks, on the best-quality rag paper and 
store them in archival sleeves and boxes away from 
extremes of heat/cold and in a dry environment, with 
pencil captions on the back (remember the [image fle] 
metadata is important) too.

Digital-to-flm option
Firstcall Photographic operates a digital-to-flm service. 
Customers can send in up to 36 digital images as TIFF 
or JPEG fles, on a CD, for transfer to flm and return by 
post. It costs £22.50 for a roll of black & white flm, £25 
for colour negative and £30 for recording on colour-
slide flm (students can claim a £2.50 discount). For 
details, visit www.frstcall-photographic.co.uk.

WE ALL know the triple 
back-up method, but  
I have always been a 
little more relaxed. 
Unfortunately, this 
means I’ve almost been 

caught out a few times. These days,  
I have a more advanced foolproof 
system for safeguarding my images.

For a start, everything goes on to a 
hard drive direct from site. My Nikon is 
pretty much always tethered and my 
Fujiflm gets backed up right after 
shoots. Images go on to my portable 
SSD and stay on my SSHD hard drive 
on the laptop. Next, I upload my 10 or so 
safety fles to SmugMug. So whatever 
happens I have fles to work from. If I 
only have my phone, I upload 10 or the 
most important images. If I have fast 
Wi-Fi, I’ll try to get as many as I can 
online. As I shoot, Lightroom will tether, 
plus I’ve got the added storage of the 
SmugMug app and the Lightroom 
Smart collection. Each time I ‘fve-star’ 

an image, it gets backed up in real time. 
Through the Client login end on my site, 
my clients can also see these fles real 
time via the web. The fles are backed 
up, safe and where they need to be.

As for making physical back-ups,  
I don’t tend to use RAID (Redundant 
Array of Independent Disks) storage.  
I have a couple of drives that are linked 
in such ways, but most drives are stored 
in Buffalo’s DriveStation Duo - HD-
WIU2/R1*. I’ve never had a problem 
with them, and the two units have been 
running now for six years non-stop. 

Any time I’ve had a problem, it’s been 
with smaller portable drives. They’ve 
ranged from static friction, or ‘stiction’ 
as it’s also known, to troubles with 
software controllers and PSU problems. 
To fx my last drive – a small portable 
drive with stiction – I used a wonderful 
company called Data Wreck**. They 
saved my bacon. The last time I had  
a problem it was another drive, but still 
an off-the-shelf type. I’m not sure what 

have been collectively voiced by 
the photographic industry for 

years, but the message carries extra 
resonance now that a Google ‘big 
gun’ has fred a warning shot across 
the digital bows.

‘Google’s Cerf highlights a real 
concern for historians,’ observes  
RPS director-general Michael 
Pritchard. ‘We’re still looking at 
Talbot calotypes from the 1840s and 
I suspect we will still be able to enjoy 
these and today’s photographs, if 
they have been properly printed, in 
another 200 years.

‘I would be much less confdent 
about anyone being able to view 
most amateur digital fles, created 
today, in 200 years. How we archive, 
preserve and make available digital 
images (and other digital fles) for 
the future is a real concern for 
organisations such as the British 
Library and the National Archives, 
and should be a concern for all 
digital photographers.’

Pritchard points to three areas 
that pose a threat: the durability of 
today’s storage media – ‘Will media 
survive in their environment?’ he 
asks; second, the accessibility of 
storage media – ‘Will they still work 
when played?’; and third, Pritchard 
questions whether machines of the 
future will be able to play back 
digital fles, rendering them obsolete.

‘The best estimates suggest that 
magnetic media [such as computer 
hard drives] have an average lifespan 

Dave Kai-Piper’s 
Nikon is tethered to 
a hard drive, so his 
photos are backed 
up on site. A firm 
called Data Wreck 
once helped save his 
work when ‘static 
friction’ blighted  
a small hard drive

Dave Kai-Piper ofers his thoughts on back  i

‘Magnetic media such as computer hard drives  
have an average lifespan of only 10-20 years’
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‘How many people remember 
VHS?’ wonders McCabe. ‘One thing 
that has maintained consistency for 
hundreds of years is something you 
can hold in your hands, put on a  
wall or even stick in a shoebox. 
Something that isn’t subject to 
technological change.’

McCabe worries that precious 
photos of her granddaughter will one 
day be lost in cyberspace, never to be 
seen again. She explains that her son 
has 2,000 pictures of the child, ‘but 
they are in the cloud’ and she is 
afraid that companies operating 
cloud storage services will not be 
around forever.

‘I asked my son, “What happens  
if [the cloud] just blows up?” He 
replied, “Come on, Mum. Apple 
isn’t going away.”’

But McCabe is fearful. ‘Did you 

the problem is this time, but I think it’s a 
software issue. I will get the data off it 
when I have the spare cash. Most of the 
important stuff was backed up on the 
other drives, but there was some stuff 
which I have edited versions of online 
and high res. I have the important stuff 
online, although I do need to re-think 
my storage since I have over 53 drives: 
some old, some new, some portable.

Recently, my partner and I went to 
see her mum. We were looking for an 
old family photo and spent the rest of 
the day giggling at baby photos. I liked 
that. This is what photography is all 
about. From now on I’m going to have  
a drive that I store all my edited fles on 
each month, then print them. When 
they arrive I’m going to get a box and 
put them under the stairs. Then I know 
they’ll last forever, and at some point in 
the future someone will be looking for 
something and then spend a day 
laughing like we did. 

The next thing my mind leads me to, 
somewhat morbidly, is the fact that at 
some point I’m going to die. So what will 
happen to my neatly arranged back-up 
drives? And who will remember not to 
format that drive – if, indeed, they are 
still using drives in the future? Who’s 
going to know my password?

My work will be lost – gone – so I 
urge you to print. Make books and use 
paper like the old days. This is the only 
way to safeguard your photography.

* www.buffalotech.com/products/
desktop-hard-drives/drivestation/
drivestation-duo-hd-wiu2r1 
** www.datawreck.co.uk

ever think we’d drive down Lake 
Avenue [in Rochester, New York] 
and see Kodak buildings that have 
been dynamited? Did we ever think 
that the 58,000 who were employed 
there would be down to 3,000-5,000 
people? Never. No one could have 
ever imagined that a name and 

k  ing up your images

company that led this industry 
would be where it is today. And so, 
for me, these moments in time are 
precious. I’m just scared that a 
savoured memory is going to end 
up in a digital landfll in the sky.’

Printing may be one answer, but 
even prints are not future-proof.

On its website, London lab Metro 
Imaging tells customers that 
Fujicolor Crystal Archive paper, for 
example, has a stability of more than 
200 years, although only when kept 
in total darkness and under certain 
atmospheric conditions.

The RPS’s Michael Pritchard 
points out that a number of 
organisations now make ‘traditional 
prints of key digital assets because 

black & white silver-gelatin 
prints are still seen as the 
best medium to preserve 

Discs may seem  
like a safe option, 
but rely on 
equipment being 
able to access them 
in years to come
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images for the long-term’. But 
he cautions: ‘Obviously, not all 

traditional processes are stable, with 
the best example being colour C-type 
prints, which have frequently faded 
or colour-shifted even in 20-30 
years. Even new methods of printing, 
such as inkjet prints, only have 
limited lifespans.’

The prophecies of doom over 
digital storage have not bypassed 
traditional flm and paper suppliers. 
Firstcall Photographic, a UK 
supplier of darkroom kit, has gone 
back in time, offering a now 
sought-after service to convert 
digital images to black & white flm, 

What methods do you 
use to back up your 
digital images?
I have triplicate copies of 
all my data. I keep one 
copy at the offce ready 

to back up and the other at a remote 
location and swap over periodically. That 
way there’s always at least one fairly 
current copy kept at a separate address. 
It’s a fairly simple JBOD (‘Just a Bunch of 
Disks’) solution. But whenever I consider 
upgrading a hard drive, I have to consider 
purchasing three similar drives. When 
working on an important project I use 
cloud servers to store copies that I back 
up daily, so all the data is retrievable.

Cloud data storage for image fles is 
unrealistic if you have lots of images. 
How many days/weeks would it take to 
download, let alone upload, in order to 
recover from a crisis compared to 
swapping over a hard drive? I used to 
back up to DVD, but with the volume of 
data these days that’s just not practical.

Which method is most effective?
The JBOD triple-copy system is the 
most effective and fastest way to 
recover from a disaster or data loss.

Are you vigilant about backing up?
Yes, it’s a concern. A digital archive has 
to be curated and nurtured for the data 
to remain viable. That means upgrading 
hard drives every few years or so. With 
drives costing so little now, it’s not such 
a problem while I’m around to manage 

the system. I am fairly vigilant about all 
this, but I can’t pretend I back up every 
week. Sometimes I go a month without 
backing up, but I’m mostly quite focused 
on keeping the system working.

Google VP Vint Cerf has warned of a 
‘digital dark age’ where data stored 
on computers will be lost forever
He’s right. It’s all very well maintaining 
the scheduling and replacing drives,  
but what about after I die? Unless my 
daughter is prepared to maintain the 
archive I built up, most of what I have 
now will eventually disappear. That’s up 
to her and future generations to decide 
if it’s worth maintaining. For important 
photo collections by master 
photographers, I think continued print 
sales can make it viable for archivists to 
be employed beyond the artist’s death 
to continue archive maintenance. 

Have you lost any of your work?
Yes, I’ve lost a few images. Mostly stuff  
I shot and edited about 20 years ago. 
Unbeknown to me, the fles got 
corrupted and I backed up the 
corruption to overwrite the good 
back-ups. It’s easier to check a fle’s 
integrity now thankfully.

Do you ever print to archive?
Yes, and I have lots of print books  
and family print albums. I am sure those 
will survive longer. We’ll see, or rather  
I won’t, as I’ll be dead. But maybe some  
of my work just might survive.

Martin Evening discusses his thoughts 
on a potential digital ‘dark age’ 

Martin Evening says 
he ‘can’t pretend’ 
to back up every 
week. Although 
fairly vigilant, a 
month can pass 
before backing  
up. He once lost 
images when he 
inadvertently 
backed up some 
corrupted image 
files, overwriting 
the good ones. 
Evening reckons  
his prints will last 
longer than his 
digital files (left)

‘Look afer your prints using the best 
papers and inks, archival sleeves 
and acid-free archival boxes’
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As photogrAphers, 
both amateur and pro, 
we often spend crazy 
amounts of money on 
our cameras and lenses, 
go to great lengths to 

reach a location, and take time to apply 
our skills to making images. We are 
often covering international conficts, or 
demos and riots closer to home, and 
risking life and limb – only to trust our 
precious images to a single hard drive. 
As any It professional will tell you, hard 
drives fail; it’s just a question of when. 
so for me, it’s essential to have a 
back-up strategy to ensure all my 
images, video and audio remain safe.

I use a combination of , off-site and 
cloud back-up. I have several terabytes 
of hard-drive storage, which is then 
duplicated at an off-site location. the 
important work and fnished fles are also 
backed up in the cloud. If I’m working on 
a long-term project, or if I’m on a foreign 
assignment, I also back up the material 
onto small portable ssD drives, which  
I carry on me until the work is fully 
backed up both on and off-site and 
delivered to the client. hard drives are 
still the most effective method. optical 
[such as DVD] doesn’t work as it fails with 
time. hard drives do break, though, so 
multiple copies are essential, kept in two 
physically different locations to safeguard 
against disaster.

I back up my work immediately. As 
soon as it’s downloaded, I make 
back-up copies. If I’m on a fast-
breaking news assignment and I only 

often despised by photographers, as 
backing up is time-consuming and 
often overcomplicated by device 
manufacturers. This results in many 
photographers simply leaving their 
images on hard drives or entrusted 
to third-party cloud-storing service 
providers.’

He has a point. When did you last 
back-up your photos to a separate 
hard drive, let alone print them?

Printing your photos or 
transferring them to flm delivers a 
sense of permanence in the same 
way that a self-winding, fully 
mechanical watch may be a safer 
option if you still want to tell the 
time in years to come.

Less could be said of the tech-
heavy Apple Watch, for example, 
which is dependent on yet more 
existing technology for it to 
work, namely an iPhone.

the frm’s sales director Rodney 
Bates in a letter to Amateur 
Photographer, in reaction to 
comments by Google’s Vint Cerf  
and PMA’s Georgia McCabe.

‘The conclusion from these two 
highly experienced and eminent 

experts in their feld is  
that we are sleepwalking 
into a photographic 
Armageddon,’ he claims. 
‘The housekeeping of 

digital images is  
 

have time to import a few key shots to 
wire quickly, the full import and back up 
will happen later in the day. In these 
situations I always keep the CF or sD 
cards on me at all times. I fnd the think 
tank photo pixel pocket rocket* ideal 
for carrying the cards and they slip 
easily into a pouch or my pocket.

since drives can fail, get damaged 
through accident or be stolen, I think 
you have to be vigilant and spend the 
few minutes required to back up. Data 
recovery is a slow, expensive process, 
often without any results.

thankfully, I’ve never lost work, but 
early in my career I did have a CF card 
fail with an important assignment on it. 
however, I managed to get the images 
from the card – after some panic! My 
ethos is that hard-drive failure should 
just be an annoyance, never a disaster.

there’s a recent trend to print work 
for archiving and, even more so, for 
enjoyment. It’s a good idea and I often 
make prints for collectors or exhibitions. 
Looking after these prints is important, 
so make sure you use archival sleeves 
and acid-free archival boxes. Using the 
best papers and inks is also crucial.

If there is a ‘digital dark age’ then 
society will have collapsed on a global 
scale, so our images won’t be our 
priority – survival will be. Institutions 
should be safeguarding photographs for 
our cultural future, but for individuals, 
our priorities will be massively different. 
Let’s hope the day never comes.
www.terakopian.com
*www.thinktankphoto.com

colour negative or colour slide flm.
‘This niche service has proved 

extremely popular with a resurgence 
of interest in analogue, and 
people understanding the 
seriousness of future-
proofng their 
images,’ wrote 

Photojournalist Edmond Terakopian 
shares his tips for backing up

Fears over digital 
storage prompt 
some to transfer 
their images to film
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40 Churton Street, London SW1V 2LP, England Tel: 020-7828 4925 Fax: 020-7976 5783

info@graysofwestminster.co.uk Mon-Fri 10am - 5:30pm, Sat 10am - 1pm

Nikon Digital Cameras
Nikon D4S DSLR body.................................................. £4,195.00
Nikon D4S+ AF-S 14-24mm f/2.8G IF-ED Kit................ £5,375.00
Nikon D4S + AF-S 24-70mm f/2.8G IF-ED Kit............... £5,275.00
Nikon D4S + AF-S 14-24mm & 24-70mm f/2.8G Kit..... £6,395.00
Nikon D810 DSLR body................................................. £2,195.00
Nikon D810 + MB-D12 Grip Kit...................................... £2,475.00
Nikon D810 + AF-S 14-24mm f/2.8G ED Nikkor............ £3,375.00
Nikon D810 + AF-S 24-70mm f/2.8G ED Nikkor............ £3,295.00
Nikon D810 + AF-S 14-24mm f/2.8G & AF-S 24-70mm f/2.8G ED
Nikkor Kit....................................................................... £4,475.00
Nikon MB-D12 Grip for D810......................................... £285.00
Nikon D750 DSLR body................................................. £1,495.00
Nikon D750 + MB-D16 grip Kit...................................... £1,695.00
Nikon D750 + AF-S 24-85mm f/3.5-4.5G ED VR Kit..... £1,795.00
Nikon D750 + AF-S 24-120mm f/4G ED VR Kit............ £1,975.00
Nikon D610 DSLR body................................................. £1,149.00
Nikon D610 + MB-D14 Grip Kit...................................... £1,339.00
Nikon D610 + AF-S 24-85mm f/3.5-4.5G ED VR Nikkor £1,499.00
MB-D14 Grip for D610................................................... £195.00
Nikon D7200 DSLR body............................................... £795.00
Nikon D7200 + 18-105mm f/3.5-5.6G VR DX IF-ED Kit £975.00
Nikon D7200 + MB-D15 Grip Kit.................................... £995.00
Nikon D7100 DSLR body............................................... £675.00
Nikon D7100 + MB-D15 Grip Kit................................... £885.00
Nikon D7100 + 18-105mm f/3.5-5.6G VR DX IF-ED Kit £795.00
Nikon D7100 + 18-140mm f/3.5-5.6G VR DX ED Kit.... £1,095.00
Nikon D5500 body only.................................................. £549.00
Nikon D5500 body +18-55mm f/3.5-5.6G VRII DX Kit... £589.00
Nikon D5500 18-140mm f/3.5-5.6G VR DX Kit............. £769.00
Nikon D5300 DSLR body.............................................. £399.00
Nikon D5300 + AF-S 18-55mm f/3.5-5.6G VR DX Kit... £469.00
Nikon D5300 + AF-S 18-140mm f/3.5-5.6G VR DX Kit. £669.00
Nikon D5200 DSLR body............................................... £299.00
Nikon D5200 + AF-S 18-55mm f/3.5-5.6G VRII DX Kit.. £369.00
Nikon D3300 DSLR body............................................... £275.00
Nikon D3300 + AF-S 18-55mm f/3.5-5.6G VR DX Kit... £349.00
Nikon D3200 DSLR body............................................... £225.00
Nikon D3200 + 18-55mm f/3.5-5.6G VRII DX Kit.......... £285.00
Nikon Df + AF-S 50mm f/1.8G Special Edition.............. £1,895.00
Nikon Df DSLR body, chrome or black finish................ £1,775.00
Nikon Df + AF-S 50mm f/1.8G SPECIAL GOLD Edition £5,000.00

Nikon 1 System
Nikon 1 V3 10-30mm + Grip Kit..................................... £725.00
Nikon 1 S1 11-27.5mm Kit............................................. £475.00
Nikon 1 S1 11-27.5mm + 30-110mm Kit........................ £595.00
Nikon 1 AW1 + 11-27.5mm f/3.5-5.6.............................. £499.00
Nikon 1 AW1 + 11-27.5mm f/3.5-5.6 + 10mm f/2.8........ £619.00
Nikon 1 J5 + 10-30mm PD Zoom lens, black................ £375.00
Nikkor VR 6.7-13mm f/3.5-5.6........................................ £345.00
Nikkor VR 11-27.5mm f/3.5-5.6...................................... £139.00
Nikkor VR 10-30mm f/3.5-5.6 PD-Zoom........................ £199.00
Nikkor VR 30-110mm f/3.8-5.6....................................... £165.00
1 Nikkor VR 70-300mm f/4.5-5.6................................... £689.00
1 Nikkor AW 10mm f/2.8................................................ £229.00
1 Nikkor 10mm f/2.8....................................................... £159.00
1 Nikkor 18.5mm f/1.8.................................................... £129.00
1 Nikkor 32mm f/1.2....................................................... £549.00
1 Nikkor VR 10-100mm f/4.5-5.6 PD-Zoom................... £469.00
Nikon SB N7 Speedlight................................................ £129.00

0 GPS Unit.............................................. £99.00
FT1........................................................ £199.00

Coolpix
A............................................................. £849.00
P7800..................................................... £499.00

AF DX Nikkor Lenses
AF DX ED Fisheye................................ £495.00
.8G DX................................................... £129.00
f/3.5-4.5G IF-ED DX............................. £549.00

AF-S 12-24mm f/4G IF-ED DX...................................... £749.00
AF-S 16-80mm f/2.8-4E ED VR DX............................... £869.00
AF-S 16-85mm f/3.5-5.6G ED VR DX........................... £395.00
AF-S 17-55mm f/2.8G DX IF-ED................................ £925.00
AF-S 18-55mm f/3.5-5.6G VR ED DX........................... £125.00
AF-S 18-55mm f/3.5-5.6G VRII ED D.......................... £149.00
AF-S 18-105mm f/3.5-5.6G VR DX IF-ED..................... £189.00
AF-S 18-140mm f/3.5-5.6G VR DX ED......................... £375.00
AF-S 18-200mm f/3.5-5.6G VR II DX IF-ED.................. £525.00
AF-S 18-300mm f/3.5-5.6G ED VR DX......................... £585.00
AF-S 18-300mm f/3.5-6.3G ED VR DX......................... £465.00
AF-S 55-200mm f/4-5.6G DX ED VR II......................... £225.00
AF-S 55-300mm f/4.5-5.6G DX VR............................... £249.00

AF FX Nikkor Lenses
14mm f/2.8D AF ED....................................................... £1,135.00
16mm f/2.8D AF Fisheye............................................... £559.00
20mm f/2.8D AF............................................................. £419.00

Prices include 20% VAT. Prices Subject to Change. E.&O.E. TO ORDER TELEPHONE 020-7828 4925

24mm f/2.8D AF............................................................. £335.00
28mm f/2.8D AF............................................................. £219.00
35mm f/2D AF................................................................ £229.00
50mm f/1.8D AF............................................................. £99.00
50mm f/1.4D AF............................................................. £235.00
105mm f/2D AF-DC....................................................... £745.00
135mm f/2D AF-DC....................................................... £945.00
180mm f2.8D AF IF-ED................................................. £635.00

AF-S FX Silent Wave Nikkor Lenses
AF-S 20mm f/1.8G ED.................................................. £575.00
AF-S 24mm f/1.4G ED.................................................. £1,345.00
AF-S 28mm f/1.8G.................................................. £449.00
AF-S 35mm f/1.4G.................................................. £1,189.00
AF-S 35mm f/1.8G ED.................................................. £369.00
AF-S 50mm f/1.4G IF.................................................. £255.00
AF-S 50mm f/1.8G IF.................................................. £129.00
AF-S 58mm f/1.4G.................................................. £1,099.00
AF-S 85mm f/1.8G.................................................. £325.00
AF-S 85mm f/1.4G.................................................. £1,049.00
AF-S 14-24mm f/2.8G IF-ED......................................... £1,199.00
AF-S 16-35mm f/4G ED VR.......................................... £745.00
AF-S 17-35mm f/2.8D IF-ED......................................... £1,295.00
AF-S 18-35mm f/3.5-4.5G............................................. £449.00
AF-S 24-70mm f/2.8G IF-ED......................................... £1,119.00
AF-S 24-85mm f/3.5-4.5G ED VR................................. £365.00
AF-S 24-120mm f/4G ED VR........................................ £675.00
AF-S 28-300mm f/3.5-5.6G ED VR............................... £599.00
AF-S 70-200mm f/2.8G VR II IF-ED.............................. £1,475.00
AF-S 70-200mm f/4G VR IF-ED.................................... £845.00
AF-S 70-300mm f/4.5-5.6G VR IF-ED........................... £395.00
AF-S 80-400mm f/4.5-5.6G VR ED............................... £1,749.00
AF-S 200-400mm f/4G VRII IF-ED................................ £4,349.00
AF-S 200mm f/2G VR II IF-ED...................................... £3,645.00
AF-S 300mm f/4E PF ED VR........................................ £1,639.00
AF-S 300mm f/2.8G VR II IF-ED................................... £3,599.00
AF-S 400mm f/2.8E VR FL ED...................................... £8,295.00
AF-S 500mm f/4G VR IF-ED......................................... £5,449.00
AF-S 500mm f/4E FL ED VR......................................... £8,149.00
AF-S 600mm f/4G VR IF-ED......................................... £6,495.00
AF-S 600mm f/4E FL ED VR......................................... £9,695.00
AF-S 800mm f/5.6E VR FL ED (inc. TC800-1.25E ED teleconverter)
AF-S 600mm f/4E FL ED VR £9,695.00
....................................................................................... £10,995.00
TC-14E III 1.4x teleconverter......................................... £349.00
TC-17E II 1.7x teleconverter.......................................... £275.00
TC-20E III 2x teleconverter........................................... £325.00

AF & AF-S Micro-Nikkor Lenses
AF-S 40mm f/2.8G DX Micro........................................ £169.00
60mm f/2.8D Micro........................................................ £325.00
AF-S 60mm f/2.8G ED Micro........................................ £365.00
AF-S 85mm f/3.5G VR DX IF-ED Micro........................ £335.00
AF-S 105mm f/2.8G AF-S VR Micro IF-ED................... £575.00
200mm f/4D AF Micro IF-ED......................................... £1,075.00

Nikon Speedlights
SB-910 Speedlight........................................................ £335.00
SB-700 Speedlight........................................................ £219.00
SB-500 Speedlight........................................................ £185.00
SB-300 Speedlight........................................................ £99.00
SB-R1C1 Close-Up Commander Kit............................. £545.00
SB-R1 Close-Up Remote Kit......................................... £399.00
SU-800 Wireless Speedlight Commander..................... £269.00
SB-R200 Wireless Remote Speedlight......................... £159.00

Manual Focus Nikkor AIS Lenses
20mm f/2.8 Nikkor......................................................... £901.00
24mm f/2.8 Nikkor......................................................... £608.00
28mm f/2.8 Nikkor......................................................... £615.00
35mm f/1.4 Nikkor......................................................... £1,227.00
45mm f/2.8P Nikkor, chrome......................................... £325.00
50mm f/1.4 Nikkor......................................................... £597.00
50mm f/1.2 Nikkor......................................................... £743.00

Zoom-Nikkor Manual AIS Lenses
28-85mm f/3.5-4.5 Zoom-Nikkor .................................. £599.00

Special Purpose: Perspective
Control & Micro-Nikkor Lenses
24mm f/3.5D PC-E ED Nikkor....................................... £1,325.00
28mm f/3.5 PC Nikkor................................................... £1,195.00
45mm f/2.8D ED PC-E Nikkor....................................... £1,245.00
55mm f/2.8 Micro-Nikkor............................................... £541.00
85mm f/2.8D ED PC-E Nikkor....................................... £1,125.00
105mm f/2.8 Micro-Nikkor............................................. £1,047.00
200mm f/4 Micro-Nikkor................................................ £895.00

PC: Perspective Control. PC-E:Tilt/Shift-Perspective Control

Follow us on: @NikonatGrays

Nikon D810

A Graceland forNikon Lovers*

0% or Low

Interest

Finance

*Quote by Darron Hartas former editor ofMaster Photographermagazine

Call 020-7828 4925 now!

Trade in Bonus on

aNikonD810 £350 or

£150 on aNikonD750

Trade in your old Nikon DSLR

body and receive an extra £350

towards the D810 or an extra

£150 towards the D750 or an

before the 31st August 2015.



Find us on Facebook:www.facebook.com/graysofwestminster Visit our website:www.graysofwestminster.co.uk

Specialising intheExceptional

TheNikonModel One, with ‘MIOJ’ (Made inOccupied Japan) engraved on the baseplate, was the very first Nikon camera.

However, it was only in production fromMarch 1948 to August 1949; it had no flash synch and camewith either a 50mm f/3.5

or f/2 Nikkor lens in a collapsible mount. The decision to use a 24 x 32 format turned out to be amistake as it made their camera

incompatible with automated Kodak slide-copying equipment. Only a very fewNikonModel Onesmade their way to the USA

although somewere sold toOccupation troops via the ‘PX’ shops. According to

leading expert Robert Rotoloni, the probable number of NikonModel One cameras

whichwere sold to the public is approximately 450. In August 1949 theNikonModel

onewas replaced by a secondmodel that corrected the format, known as theNikonM.

NikonModelOne
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TO ORDER TELEPHONE

020-7828 4925
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There are plenty 
of opportunities  
to be had with 
fledglings

Telephoto lens
A lens of at least 400mm is recommended. 
Shorter lenses with the use of a remote trigger 
may be useful for photographing nesting swallows.

Swallows
The end of summer and beginning of 
autumn is a great time to shoot these 
migratory birds, explains David Tipling

IF I WERE a bird, I’d like to be a swallow. It 
seems very appealing to spend the winter 
under the warm South African sun before 
lazily making my way back north, arriving 
at my favoured breeding site in spring just 
as it begins to warm up. 

However, the reality is much more 
harsh, with swallows having to undergo an 
arduous annual journey across seas and 
deserts that involves them covering many 
thousands of miles on the wing.

Habitat
You’ll fi nd swallows in areas where there 
is a ready and accessible supply of their 
main diet, which is small insects. A good 
place to fi nd these birds is in open pasture 

with access to water, as it offers a good 
food source, while quiet farm buildings 
nearby offer the perfect place to nest.

Towards the end of the summer months 
through to the start of early autumn, large 
reed beds can be excellent places to look 
for pre-migration roosts as they prepare 
for the fl ight back to Africa. 

Best time to shoot
Swallows can be photographed at any 
time from spring to autumn. I fi nd that 
the best opportunities on offer are 
between May and June when birds are 
breeding, and then when they start to 
gather to migrate from late August 
through September. 

WILDLIFE WATCH

Try to pre-focus on a point to have any hope of a sharp flight shot

Flashgun
Swallow nests 
are rarely sited in 
well-lit corners of 
buildings, so 
a flashgun will 
almost certainly 
be required.

David Tipling
David is one of the most widely published 
wildlife photographers in the world. His 
pictures appear on hundreds of book and 
magazine covers, and have been used in 
many other forms, from wine labels to 
large projections across New York’s 
Times Square. www.davidtipling.com

Shoot from a 
parked car to avoid 
disturbing the birds

Adult swallows will 
hover in front of 
their young in 
order to feed
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Technique  

In f ight
Swallows tend to fl y low to the ground 
with an easy free-fl owing fl ight. Their size 
and speed does make them quite 
a challenge for fl ight shots against an 
open sky, but when fl ying against the 
landscape they’ll really test your panning 
skills and your camera’s autofocus 
capability, so be prepared to practise.

Pre-focus
On cool days when fl ies are in short 
supply, you’ll fi nd that swallows will often 
congregate over reed beds or bodies of 
water where there may be food. To have 
any hope of a sharp fl ight shot, I try to 
pre-focus and then track the out-of-focus 
bird as best I can in my viewfi nder, before 
fi ring off a burst of shots when the swallow 
begins to come into focus. I have 
successfully photographed swallows 
plucking fl ies off the surface of a pool 
close to home using this method.

Nestlings
During the breeding season fl ight shots 
are on offer as birds feed their young in 
the nest. Nestlings make great subjects as 
they lean over the rim of the nest begging 
for food. Once on the wing, the young will 
stay close to the nest to continue to be 
fed. Further photographic opportunities 
are to be had when fl edglings are perched 
on a fence or on low vegetation, as adults 
hover in front of hungry mouths delivering 
food. But don’t get too close, as you could 
put the adults off feeding their young.

Mobile hide
By September swallows will start 
gathering in readiness to fl y south for the 
winter. While fl ocks often like to perch 
along telegraph wires, they can also be 
found lined up along fences or on low 
vegetation. To avoid disturbing them, 
a parked car makes the perfect mobile 
hide and will allow you to shoot quietly.

Swallows can 

be found across 

most of Britain

Swallows are small birds with dark, glossy-blue backs, 
red throats, pale underparts and long tail streamers.
● Location The swallow is a traditional harbinger of spring and 
is our most widespread summer migrant. Found throughout 
Britain, they are most common in regions where cattle are grazed.
● Size 17-21cm including tail.
● Nesting The nest is a mud cup built inside outbuildings.
● Diet Flying insects. Swallows often feed by flying low 
around livestock, picking off flies.
● Population Increasing slowly since the late 1990s, and 
estimated to be around 860,000.

About the swallow

Shooting advice
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pop culture photography
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W
hen you were a 
child, you probably 
dreamed that one 
day you could get a 

job playing with toys. Before harsh 
reality kicked in, you might have 
dared to dream that some day, just 
maybe, you’d earn a living through 
playing with dolls, blocks and  
action fgures.

Canadian photographer Daniel 
Picard is possibly the man who has 
got closest to that dream. Having 
spent years learning portrait 
photography and amassing a 
sizeable collection of statues and 
action fgures from flms, comics, 
books and games, he had the genius 
idea of combining the two, and so 
the Figure Fantasy series was born.

Absurd, dramatic, wry, and at 

times hilarious, Dan’s project has 
exploded in popularity. It’s now a 
book of the same name, featuring 
contributions by flmmakers and 
geek culture luminaries Simon Pegg 
and Kevin Smith. Daniel even made 
a trip to San Diego Comic-Con in 
the USA last month to meet the 
people who love his images. We 
spoke to him about Figure Fantasy.

What inspired you to create 
Figure Fantasy?
While creating my photography 
portfolio using human models, 
I came across a really cool location 
that I wanted to shoot. However, 
construction was due to start in two 
days, making access impossible. 
With no models to call on at such 
short notice, I decided to go the next 

day and try it out with a little robot 
fgure from my offce. I was quite 
surprised by the end result and 
knew I had something very 
interesting to explore. After using a 
few of those robot photos, I found 
Sideshow’s (www.sideshowtoy.com) 
website. They were making 
amazingly detailed 1/6-scale fgures 
of characters I used to have as a kid. 
I knew right away that this photo 
series was about to get really fun.

You’ve said that the project was 
inspired by your love of ‘fgures 
and statues’. How big are these 
models in real life? 
Yes, my love of these fgures, and  
the characters they represent, is the 
driving force behind the project. 
I could do this type of photography 
with anything small, like offce 
supplies, but I would have become 
bored with it after ten scenes. With 
these fgures, I just want to tell 
more and more stories and jokes.

I’m currently working on photo 
#146 and I can’t wait to be working 

Playing
Daniel Picard’s new book Figure Fantasy  

imagines what happens when pop culture heroes 

and villains take a break from the battle of good 

versus evil. he talks to Jon Stapley

Above: Picard 
appears in his 
own fantasy  
figure illusion

perspective
with
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on photo #300 in a few years! I’d say 
95% of my collection are 1:6 scale 
fgures that are about 12in tall. The 
statues are a bit larger, but I don’t 
have many of them right now. I will 
have more in the future as Sideshow 
starts to release its very interesting 
Court of the Dead series. This will 

make me go to darker and more 
fantasy/supernatural places with 
my photos. You could say it’s a trick 
of perspective, but you can think  
of it more like a camera with an 
infnite depth of feld. To really sell 
the illusion, my characters must be 
as in focus as the background I’m 

shooting them in, which is often 
quite complicated. There are lots of 
tricks I’ve taught myself. Getting rid 
of the stands and wires that hold 
the fgures in complicated poses is 
another challenge I deal with.

Your amazing eye for locations 
brings these scenes alive. Do 
you think of an idea and then 
fnd a location, or vice versa?
Thank you! I’ve done it both ways 
and they both work. If I fnd a cool 
location, I can scout it frst and 
shoot everything with the wideangle 
lens. Then, I can come back home, 
study every photo and sketch a ton 
of scenes. It’s a great way to make 
the trips to these locations more 
productive, because I’m going in 
with a plan with my sketches on my 
phone. Things will probably change 
on location, but I’m not going in 
blind hoping to get at least one nice 
photo. Right now I have about 40 
sketches of photo ideas on my phone 
that need locations, and I’m 
always looking out for new 

Above and left: 
Shooting fantasy 
figures in everyday 
locations brings a 
subtle humour to 
Picard’s work
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ones. For places that I’ve  
never been, I research all the 

locations online and do my scouting 
using whatever photos I can fnd. I 
usually start building scenes for my 
fgures at home. It’s cool and it 
allows me to be a bit more prepared 
and less overwhelmed when I arrive 
in new places.

Some of your images mix in real 
people with the fgures. Is this 
an additional challenge?
I’ve taken a few photos with real 
people that are around my fgures at 
their full (fake) size and it’s not that 
much more complicated. I still have 
to make them look larger than they 
are, no matter if it’s a real human or 
a real car. In fact, it kind of helps 
the illusion when something we are 
used to seeing is next to them since 
our eyes associate them as a group.

But the fact that the illusion  
works is more a compliment to the 
amazing talent at Sideshow and Hot 
Toys that make these incredible 
fgures. I’m just the guy who takes 
cool photos of them and fgured  
out a few magic tricks.

Figure Fantasy is steeped in  
pop culture. Do people need  
to recognise the fgures? 
I don’t think it matters. I see my 
series and my book as a cool 
approach to storytelling. I came up 
with a story, I took a photo at an 
important moment, left many clues, 
and it’s up to the viewer to imagine 
what came before and what happens 
after. I talk about my scenes with 
my daughter to see what she can 

come up with, and since the book 
came out I’ve heard other parents 
do the same. It’s a nice way to spend 
imaginative time with your kids.

The characters I use are often well 
known (especially the Star Wars 

ones, and the superheroes) but it’s 
not an absolute must to know their 
back-story to enjoy any of my 
photos. It might get a bigger laugh  
if you know who’s involved in the 
scene, because I often fip that 
character around and make them 
do things they are not known for.  
There are also more than 50 
characters in my book and we 
mention all of them by name. It may 
even get people reading their comic 
books or watching the movies or TV 
shows they are associated with.

How much post-processing and 
compositing work do you do? I 
guess you don’t have a truck-
load of droids [above right]? 
At the time of that droid in the 
truck photo, I had just four battle 
droids. They come in pairs and I’ve 
bought two red ones since. So yes, 
there is post-processing and 
compositing done on all the scenes. 
The amount of work involved goes 
hand-in-hand with how prepared I 
am. You brought up a great 
example: to get the droids to all line 
up perfectly, I recreated my truck in 
1:6 scale in cardboard, so that I 
knew exactly how many could really 
ft and where to move them after 
each photo. So four became nine. I 
had to make sure to move the right 
ones so that whoever was hiding 
somebody behind was kept there to 

Figure Fantasy: The Pop 
Culture Photography of 
Daniel Picard is available 

now, published by  

Insight Editions. Visit 

www.danielpicard.

com to see more of  

Dan’s images, and  

follow him on Twitter  

@DanPicardPhotos

cast the shadows. Basically, it was a 
really long shoot!

How do you see the series 
developing in the future? 
Everything just works right now.  
It took many years to get it to my 
current point of being able to think 
of a scene, shoot it once on location, 
and be done with it. I’m now able  
to get a lot more creative with the 
angles and lens choices, so that will 
open up new and exciting ways to 
tell stories. I’m also much quicker 
doing these photos now, and I can 
produce them more regularly.

I went from doing a photo a 
month in the beginning to my 
current rate of one to three a week. 
I tried some night shooting at 
Comic-Con since the nightlife here 
in Ottawa isn’t that exciting to 
shoot. In the future, the main thing 
for me will be fnding and shooting 
new locations. Buying new fgures/
statues and thinking of stories will 
happen as well, but fnding 
locations is the hardest part.

Daniel didn’t have 
enough figures for 
this shot, so he 
used compositing 
techniques

Star Wars character 
Yoda takes a selfie 
while despatching 
a couple of pesky 
Stormtroopers



Round One
Canon EOS 7D Mark II, worth 
£1,499.99
Canon Legria Mini X, worth £329.99
Round Two
Canon EOS 5D Mark III, worth £2,499.99
Canon Legria Mini X, worth £329.99

Round Three
Canon XC10 (with 128GB CFast card 
and reader), worth £1,999.99 
Canon Legria Mini X, worth £329.99
Overall prize
Canon Cinema EOS C100 Mark II, 
worth £3,599.99

Your chance to enter the UK’s newest competition for budding amateur f lmmakers

Amateur Filmmaker 
of the Year competition

£10,000
IN PRIZES

TO BE WON

TO COINCIDE with the launch of 
The Video Mode website, we’re 
pleased to announce our new 
Amateur Filmmaker of the Year 
(AFOY) competition. AFOY 
challenges you to get creative with 
your fi lmmaking, and gives you the 
opportunity to win some fantastic 
prizes worth £10,000 in total.

The competition is split into 
three rounds, each with its unique 
theme: Nature, Time and Love. To 
enter, submit a video no more 
than fi ve minutes in length, of HD 
quality. You can shoot on any 
camera you’d like, and the content 
and editing are up to your 
imagination – so long as it fi ts 

the round’s particular theme.
Visit www.thevideomode.com to 

view the top videos, as well as the 
scores and a leaderboard for the 
overall competition. The winner 
will be the person with the most 
points after three rounds, who will 
win the overall prize as well as title 
of Amateur Filmmaker of the Year.

Visit www.thevideomode.com/afoy
to send us a link to your short fi lm and to view the full terms and conditions

In association with

Rounds and dates
Below is a list of the competition rounds, their themes and the dates you 
need to know. To view the results, visit www.thevideomode.com. When 
planning your entry, take into consideration the criteria of fulfi lling the 
brief, creativity and technical excellence on which you’ll be judged.

Theme Opens Closes

Round One: Nature 1 Aug 30 Sep

Round Two: Time 1 Oct 31 Dec

Round Three: Love 1 Jan 28 Feb

The overall winner will be announced in April 2016

Round One: Nature
In this round we ask you to fi lm 
nature from a new perspective. 
Look at the world around you – 
from urban foxes at twilight, to a 
spectacular sunrise – from a new 
angle and get creative with unique 
viewpoints. To see examples, go to 
www.thevideomode.com/examples.

Prizes
Enter to win your share of prizes worth over £10 000! 
Here’s what you could receive:
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Reader Portfolio
Spotlight on readers’ excellent images and how they captured them  

Peng Wang, USA
To me, photography is the 
perfect combination of science 
and art,’ says Peng. ‘I was a physics 
major at university, so it was quite 
natural for me to fall in love with 

photography. I especially love shooting 
landscapes. Nature is so beautiful and powerful. 

It fi ts perfectly with my love of travelling and 
outdoor activities. What I love about photography 
is that it gives you the ability to capture beautiful, 
powerful and transitional moments and fi x them 
permanently. As for what I’d like to do next, 
I think I’d defi nitely like to try my hand at 
taking portraits.’

Peng Wang, USA

2
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YOUR PICTURES IN PRINT

Submit your images 
Please see the ‘Send us your 
pictures’ section on page 3 for 
details or visit www.amateur 
photographer.co.uk/portfolio

Glacier 
National Park
1 This image, taken 
at Glacier National 
Park in Montana, 
USA, has a powerful 
combination of 
elements. The light, 
the formation of the 
valley and the 
beautiful tonal range 
all work together to 
create a sublime 
interpretation of
the landscape
Leica M-E, 
35mm, 1/60sec 
at f/8, ISO 160

Tea Garden
2 PengÕs mission was 
to create a Zen-like 
image at this 
Japanese Tea Garden 
in San Francisco, USA. 
He has gone some 
way to achieving it 
with this meditative 
look at the fractal 
state of nature 
Leica M-E, 35mm, 
1/180sec at f/5.6, 
ISO 250

Trees
3 ItÕs the subtle 
tonal range that 
really makes this 
image. There isnÕt 
much to separate the 
contrasts and as a 
result weÕre forced to 
look harder in order 
to engage with the 
composition
Leica M9, 35mm, 
1/16sec, ISO 160

Bridge
4 The most 
attractive feature 
of this image is its 
subtlest ingredient: 
the leaves that have 
fallen onto the bridge
Leica M3, 50mm, 
1/50sec at f/5.6, 
Kodak T-Max 100 
black & white film

4

The two Reader Portfolio winners 
chosen every week will receive a copy of 

Helicon Focus Pro innovative software worth $200. Visit www.heliconsoft.com
Helicon Focus is designed to merge several differently focused images into a fully focused one, thus allowing extreme depth of fi eld. You can produce 
sharp images in one click, retouch results with special brushes and enjoy all the benefi ts of state-of-the-art technology to make your images stand out
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Berber Men
1 The arrangement of 
these Moroccan men 
means that our eye is 
drawn into the scene 
through the first 
subject and then led 
up by the rich colour 
of their garments to 
the second
Nikon D3X, 
24-70mm, 1/500sec 
at f/2.8, ISO 400

Goat & Shepherd
2 This is a very 
unusual portrait, but 
one that succeeds in 
communicating the 
trusting relationship 
between the goat and 
shepherd perfectly. 
The muted tones are 
a nice touch
Nikon D3X, 
24-70mm, 1/60sec 
at f/2.8, ISO 600

Don Forsyth, Kent
Don always loved looking at 
mages when he was a child 
and eventually realised that 
photography would make a 
great hobby. His favourite 

subjects are portraiture, street 
photography and landscapes in the 
winter. Don explains that photography 
allows him to connect with his subject 
and immerse himself within whatever 
culture he happens to fi nd himself in.

Don Forsyth, Kent

1

2

3

4
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Reader Portfolio

Horse
3 The lighting works well to 
reveal the noble pose of this 
subject, as well as the textures 
and patterns of the horse’s hair
Leica M, 90mm, 1/125sec at  
f/4, ISO 160

Turban
4 There is something utterly 
engaging about this portrait taken 
in Delhi, India. The eye contact is 
clearly the most crucial detail
Nikon D3X, 24-70mm, 1/125sec 
at f/2.8, ISO 400 

Amazing Grace
5 Don found this model in  
Venice and was so struck by  
her appearance that he felt 
compelled to photograph her
Leica M, 50mm, 1/125sec at 
f/1.4, ISO 100

Shaving Monk
6 Don has captured this young 
Burmese monk shaving, and 
rendered it unfamiliar through  
a nice handling of lighting
Nikon D3X, 24-70mm, 1/250sec 
at f/2.8, ISO 400

6

5
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Photoshop guru Martin Evening sorts out your photo-editing and post-processing problems

Evening     Class

1 Crop the photo
I can see that the photograph was shot using a Fujifilm 
Fujinon XF 18-55mm lens at a 40mm zoom setting 
(equivalent to 55mm on a full-frame 35mm camera) and 
with an effective aperture of f/10. I’d have expected the 
depth of field to be greater, but the foreground is actually 
slightly out of focus. I therefore decided it would be best 
to crop the bottom of the image, as shown here.

2 Apply 
Basic panel 
adjustments
I liked the panoramic-crop 
format this applied to the 
image and then went about 
applying some Basic panel 
adjustments to lighten the 
photograph. I also applied 
a full negative Highlights 
adjustment to preserve as 
much highlight detail as 
possible and lightened the 
Shadows slightly. This was 
combined with positive 
Clarity and Vibrance 
adjustments.

3 Apply 
a Dehaze 
adjustment
I then went to the Effects 
panel in Camera Raw 9.1 and 
applied a positive Dehaze 
adjustment. This helped 
remove some of the mist 
and brought out more 
contrast and detail in the 
middle distance. You have 
to be careful to adjust the 
white balance before you 
apply a Dehaze adjustment 
and it may sometimes be 
necessary to reduce the 
Vibrance afterwards.

KAREN Wilkinson has chosen a very 
interesting location here. She selected 
a good angle to shoot from and has 
composed the image nicely. The 
lighthouse has a lot of character, as 
do the other tower structures in the 
distance. In the version Karen sent us 
she chose to crop tightly around the 
lighthouse, but I have chosen to 
preserve more of the full-frame image. 
The misty atmosphere provides a 
beautiful light. In the unprocessed raw 

image the photo looks rather too fl at, 
but I thought this would be a good 
candidate image with which to 
demonstrate the new Dehaze 
adjustment that has been added to 
Camera Raw 9.1 (and Lightroom 6.1)
via the Effects panel. By adding more 
Dehaze you can remove haze, mist or 
smokiness from a scene in a way that 
is similar to adding a positive Clarity 
adjustment, but is actually quite different 
in the way it brings out contrast detail.

Removing the mist

AFTER

BEFORE
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THE MAIN focus of this photograph from Julian 
Ashleigh is the touching interaction between the man 
and his son as they both peer into the bag that the 
man is holding. I like the composition in this 
photograph, as well as the statue fi gure in the top left, 
looking down approvingly. The original version has a 
nice soft contrast feel to it. However, it’s also rather 
dark. The following steps show how I fi rst went about 
increasing the overall global 
contrast to extend the tonal 
range. I followed this by 
applying a localised Radial 
Filter adjustment to reverse 
the global contrast boost and 
preserve the soft-contrast feel 
over the area that contains the 
man and boy. My aim here 
was to achieve a photograph 
that had a nice balance of 
black & white tone, but at the 
same time preserve a delicate 
tone contrast on the two 
people in this scene.

Gentle contrast 

enhancement

BEFORE

Camera Raw histogram
THE HISTOGRAM in the Camera Raw dialogue (and 
also in the Lightroom Histogram panel) can provide 
some clues to the tonal range characteristics. Here, 
you can see a before and after histogram for the 
photograph shot by Julian Ashleigh. The fi rst shows 
the histogram for an image that has soft contrast, 
where the shadows and highlights have yet to be 
optimised. The second shows the histogram for a 

version with an extended tonal range where the 
shadows just start to clip, and the brightest highlights 
are just shy of the point where they are about to clip. 
Note also the wider abundance of tone values in the 
shadows to midtone region. The histogram provides a 
visual representation of the tones in an image. It’s a 
useful guide to the way an image looks, which can help 
you check to the distribution of tones in a photograph.

Martin Evening is a noted expert in both photography and digital imaging. He is well known in London for his fashion and beauty work, for which he has won several awards. Martin has worked 

with the Adobe Photoshop and Adobe Lightroom engineering teams over many years and is one of the founding members of a software design company. Visit www.martinevening.com

1 Apply an Upright 
adjustment
I felt that some of the lines in this image would benefit 
from being straightened. To do this, I first went to the 
Lens Corrections panel and applied a Full Upright 
correction, which I combined with a +35 Aspect Ratio 
adjustment. This squashed the image horizontally, 
straightened things out and helped preserve the 
proportions of the original.

2 Crop and apply Basic 
panel adjustments
I selected the Crop tool and applied the crop shown 
here. I then went to the Basic panel, where I lightened 
the image, increased the global contrast and made 
some further adjustments that involved darkening the 
Highlights, lightening the Shadows and fine-tuning 
the Whites and Blacks sliders. These adjustments 
increased the overall global tone contrast.

3 Apply a Radial Filter 
adjustment
Next, I went to the Effects panel and applied a 
darkening vignette to darken the corners of the image. 
I followed this by selecting the Radial Filter and added 
a localised adjustment. The objective here was to 
decrease the tone contrast for the selected area Ð that 
of the boy and his father Ð to counter the global 
adjustment applied in Step 1.

AFTER

BEFORE

AFTER
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ANSMANN is a German company that 
specialises in batteries and power, selling both 
standard-sized batteries and replacement 
power packs for most types of camera. The 
Powerline Vario is a universal charger that’s 
designed to recharge either a pair of AA or 
AAA cells, or almost any 3.6V or 7.2V Li-ion 
power pack using a pair of prongs that slide to 
align with the battery’s contacts. Many similar 
devices exist, but the Ansmann stands out due 
to its neat, compact design and the fact that 
the charger unit works via a Micro USB input. 
This means that not only can it work off mains 
power or in the car, but it can also recharge 
your batteries using a generic USB charger, 
a powered USB socket on a computer or 
a portable power bank. 

The current charge status is shown using
a four-stage LCD display, with a slightly cheaper 
model, the Photocam Vario, differing only in the 
fact that it has a simplifi ed LED-based display. 
Four interchangeable plugs are supplied for 
the mains adapter, allowing use in the UK, EU, 
North America and Australia. With a 1A USB 
output, this can also be used to charge
other USB devices, such as smartphones 
or 7in tablets.

Verdict
I have been using this charger for a couple of 
months to top up the batteries of the various 
cameras I’ve been testing. On the whole, it 
works very well with most batteries, although 
there are a few exceptions – notably the 
Olympus BLN-1 used by most OM-D 
cameras and the Canon LPE-6 for many EOS 
DSLRs. However, for the batteries it does work 
with this is a versatile and reliable charging 
system that’s perfect for travel.AL
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Adjustable 
prongs 

Align these with the + and 
– terminals of Li-ion 
batteries to charge.

Micro 
USB input

The Micro USB input 
allows charging from 

various power sources, 
including power banks.

At a glance

●  Charges AA, AAA and Li-ion batteries

●  1A USB mains charger included

●  Four plug adapters supplied

●  Comes with 12V 650mAH in-car 
USB adapter and Micro USB cable

LCD display
A four-stage LCD indicates 
charge levels of 25%, 50%, 

75% or 100%. 

Sprung cover
This holds batteries of 

a range of different sizes in 
place during charging.

GOLD

Accessories
Useful gadgets to enhance your photography, from phones to f lters…

Hähnel UniPal Plus
Universal Charger
£25, www.hahnel.ie 

Accepts AA, AAA and Li-ion 
batteries, with an 
LCD display to 
monitor charge 
levels, and 
fine-adjustment 
wheels to match 
different batteries.

Freeloader CamCaddy 2 
Universal Charger
£20, www.poweryouradventures.com 

If you don’t need to use 
AA or AAA 
batteries, this 
inexpensive 
option can 
charge camera 
batteries from
a power bank.

Jupio Compact Universal 
Charger LUC0050
£30, www.jupio.co.uk 

This small unit charges AA,
AAA and Li-ion 
batteries. It comes 
with mains plugs 
for four regions, a 
car adapter, and 
has a 0.5A USB 
output too.

ALSO CONSIDER

Ansmann Powerline Vario
Andy Westlake tries 

out a versatile universal 

battery charger

● £30 ● www.ansmann.de/en
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The latest photography kit and 
technique at your fingertips

THE VANGUARD Divider Bag 
series has a total of four cases, 
which range in size from the 
smallest Divider Bag 37 (which 
can house two DSLR cameras 
with attached lenses, up to four 
extra lenses a fl ashgun and 
accessories) to the largest Bag 52 
(which houses two DSLR cameras 
with battery grips and lenses 
attached, eight extra lenses,
a fl ash and accessories). 

The Divider Bag 40 sits right in 
the middle of the range and, as the 
name suggests, it comes with a 
number of inner dividers that can 
be repositioned to suit the kit you 
carry. With the ability to hold two 
DSLR cameras with grips and 
attached lenses, up to six extra 
lenses, a fl ash unit and accessories, 
its storage capacity is impressive 
– and is all the more so when you 
consider it weighs just 900g 
when empty. However, 
it is worth noting that 
the Divider Bag 40 
comes just with a 
carry handle on top 
and no shoulder 
straps. This is because 
Vanguard has 
designed the Divider 
Bag range primarily 
as storage and 
organisation cases, and 
not as backpacks or carrier 

bags. With this in mind, the range is 
still great for keeping all your lenses 
and cameras in one place – 
whether in the studio, at home or 
in the car for a big shoot. It’s also 
possible to fi t it inside a Vanguard 
hard case and, in our test, the 
Divider 40 fi tted snugly inside 
the Vanguard Supreme 40F 
waterproof and airtight hard case 
(£130). If you have multiple kits, 
using the Divider 40 to store each 
set, then swapping it in and out of a 
hard case, is an alternative to 
unpacking and repacking. 

The build quality is good, there’s 
plenty of thick, soft padding to 
protect your gear and it has a 
couple of extra zippered pockets. 
For photographers looking to 
streamline their storage, this is a 
great accessory to invest in.
Callum McInerney-Riley

More great pictures
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Recommended

Vanguard Divider Bag 40
● £50 ● www.vanguardworld.co.uk 



Testbench   CAMERA TEST 

For and against Where in the range Data file

Canon 
PowerShot G1 X II
Price £490

The G1 X II features 
a 1.5in-type, 12.8MP 
sensor, 24-120mm 
equivalent f/2-3.9 
lens and dual lens 
control rings

Canon 
PowerShot G7 X
Price £390

Canon’s pocket 
powerhouse 
combines a 20.2MP, 
1in sensor with a 
24-100mm equivalent 
f/1.8-2.8 lens and 
a decent array of 
external controls

Sensor 20.2-million-pixel, 1in BSI CMOS
Output size 5472x3648 pixels
Lens 24-600mm equivalent f/2.8-5.6
Focal-length mag 2.7x
Shutter speeds 30-1/2,000sec + bulb
ISO 125-12,800
Exposure modes PASM, auto, scene
Metering system Multi, spot, average
Exposure comp ±3EV in 1/3 steps
Drive mode 5.9fps
LCD 3.2in, 1.62-million-dot tilting 

touchscreen
Viewfinder Optional 2.36-million-dot OLED
AF points 31-point contrast detection

Video Full HD at up to 60fps

External mic 3.5mm stereo

Memory card SD, SDHC, SDXC
Power NB-10L rechargeable Li-ion
Battery life Approx 300 shots
Dimensions 123.3x76.5x105.3mm

Weight 733g (with battery and card)

Huge lens range covers 
almost any subject

Good image quality from 
1in sensor

Excellent touchscreen 
interface

No built-in viewfinder

Awkward ergonomics

Poor continuous shooting 
with raw enabled
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Canon 
PowerShot G3 X
Canon’s latest enthusiast compact of ers a compelling 

combination of a long zoom range and a relatively 

large 1in sensor. Andy Westlake tests it out

At a glance

●  20.2-million-pixel, 1in 
BSI CMOS sensor

●  24-600mm equivalent f/2.8-5.6 lens
●  ISO 125-12,800
●  1.62-million-dot tilting touchscreen
●  Dustproof and splashproof 

construction
●  5.9fps continuous shooting
●  £800

O
ne of the most 
welcome trends in 
camera design 
recently has been the 

adoption of relatively large sensors 
in fi xed-lens compacts. In particular, 
the runaway success of Sony’s 
Cyber-shot DSC-RX100 series 
showed that there’s a real appetite 
for small cameras with much 
higher image quality than that 
achievable from small 1/2.3in 
or 1/1.8in sensors.

Canon was an early player in 
this game, but its relatively bulky 
PowerShot G1 X series never 
quite captured photographers’ 
imaginations. Last year’s 
PowerShot G7 X was a rather 
more successful design, adopting 
much the same pocket-camera 
template as the RX100s. Now, 

24mm



The G3 X’s lens covers a 
huge range from 24mm 
equivalent wideangle 
to 600mm equivalent 
telephoto
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with the PowerShot G3 X, Canon 
is going after a different market, 
combining a 1in sensor with 
a 24-600mm equivalent lens.

This isn’t uncharted territory, as 
the Sony Cyber-shot DSC-RX10 
and Panasonic Lumix DMC-
FZ1000 do something similar. 
Both feature relatively long zooms 
and electronic viewfi nders in 
DSLR-like body designs. But 
Canon’s approach has two crucial 
differences – it has a longer zoom 
lens with a slower maximum 
aperture, and it sacrifi ces the 
built-in viewfi nder, apparently 
to keep the camera as small as 
possible. With other companies 
currently making a point of adding 
electronic viewfi nders into small 
cameras, the lack of a viewfi nder 
on the G3 X is a perplexing design 

decision, and one that I found 
myself cursing throughout my time 
with the camera. More on that 
later, but fi rst let’s take a closer 
look at what the G3 X has to offer. 

Features

To capture images, the G3 X uses 
a 20.2MP, 1in BSI CMOS sensor, 
which is likely the same Sony unit 
as that used in cameras like the 
Panasonic FZ1000, Sony RX10 
and Canon’s own G7 X. Like most 
of those cameras, the sensitivity 
range covers ISO 125-12,800. 
Shutter speeds run from 
30secs-1/2,000sec, which 
isn’t especially fast by modern 
standards, and continuous 
shooting is available at 5.9 frames 
per second, although this drops 
to 3.2fps if you want the camera 

to refocus between shots.
However, there’s no doubting 

the G3 X’s headline feature – its 
24-600mm equivalent optically 
stabilised zoom lens covers a vast 
wideangle to ultra-telephoto 
range, making it suitable for 
a huge array of subjects, from 
landscapes to wildlife. The 
minimum focus distance is a mere 
5cm from the front of the lens at 
wideangle, extending to 85cm at 
full telephoto, so it’s quite handy 
for close-ups too. But while the 
maximum aperture starts at f/2.8 
at wideangle, it drops off pretty 
quickly, to f/4 at 50mm equivalent, 
f/5 at 85mm equivalent and 
f/5.6 all the way from 200mm 
equivalent through to its full 
telephoto setting. Canon has 
limited the minimum aperture 

to f/11 throughout, which avoids 
excessive diffraction softening 
on this sensor format. 

Additional exposure control is 
provided by a built-in 3-stop 
neutral density fi lter, which allows 
shooting wide open in bright 
sunlight. This is fortunate, as the 
lens doesn’t have a fi lter thread 
itself, although it’s possible to use 
67mm-threaded attachments 
via the optional FA-DC67B fi lter 
adapter. This costs £40 in a kit 
with the LH-DC100 hood. 

A small fl ash unit pops up from 
the top of the camera, which is 
released by a sliding switch on 
the side. Canon specifi es an 
optimistic-sounding 6.8m range at 
wideangle and 3.1m at telephoto, 
but this likely assumes use of 
a high ISO setting. For more 

600mm
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The tilting LCD 
screen makes it 

easy to compose 
low-angle shots for 

additional impact

creative lighting, a hotshoe 
accepts Canon’s EX-series 

fashguns, but sadly the built-in 
fash can’t be used to control 
external units wirelessly.

Canon describes the G3 X as a 
‘stills and video powerhouse’, and 
to this end it can record full HD 
1,920x1,280-pixel movies at  
a full range of frame rates 
comprising 60, 50, 30, 25 and 
24fps. Sound is recorded by a 
built-in stereo microphone, and 
the camera has a pair of 3.5mm 
stereo sockets for an external 
microphone and headphones. 
There’s a confgurable peaking 
display to aid manual focus, but no 

overexposure warning. This counts 
as a perfectly respectable video 
specifcation, but is trumped by 
the 4K-capable FZ1000 and 
Sony’s new but expensive RX10 II.

As we’d expect, the camera has 
built-in Wi-Fi, and as usual for 
Canon it has a wider range of 
applications than most. Images 
can be transferred between 
cameras, copied to a computer or 
output to a Wi-Fi-enabled printer. 
Naturally, the camera can also 
connect to a smartphone or tablet, 
with built-in NFC for easy pairing 
to a compatible device. Canon’s 
new Camera Connect app for iOS 
and Android allows both image 

The 1in sensor delivers good quality at high ISOs. This was shot at ISO 1,600

sharing and remote operation of 
the camera, with plenty of manual 
control over shooting settings.

Screen and viewfnder
The rear of the G3 X is dominated 
by its 3.2in screen, which at 1.62 
million dots is of an unusually high 
resolution. It is bright and detailed, 
but gives a somewhat over-
exaggerated rendition of the G3 
X’s already-strong colours, with 
bright reds looking particularly 
cartoonish. The screen tilts 
both 45° downwards and 180° 
upwards, to face fully forwards 
for selfes, but the complex 
mechanism required for this 
results in an unusually large bezel 
around the LCD. Personally, I’d 
have preferred a fully articulating 
screen, which would work better 
for portrait-format shooting.

There’s no built-in viewfnder, 
but thankfully the G3 X accepts 
Canon’s EVF-DC1 viewfnder 
that’s also used by the G1 X II and 
the EOS M3, although this adds 
£200 to the cost. This slides onto 
the hotshoe, tilts 90° upwards and 
has an eye sensor for automatic 
switchover from the LCD. The 
2.36-million-dot OLED panel is 
sharp, bright and detailed, but it’s 
small compared to the EVFs built 
into the Panasonic FZ1000 and 
Sony RX10. When attached to  
the camera, it also makes for a 
relatively bulky, awkwardly shaped 

package, and spectacle wearers 
might fnd its hard rubber eyecup 
quite uncomfortable.

Build and handling
With its dustproof and splashproof 
magnesium-alloy body, the G3 X 
feels solidly made, and at 733g  
it’s not overly heavy, especially 
considering the range of the lens. 
The camera manages to be 
smaller than its shorter-zoomed 
competitors with 1in sensors, at 
123.3x76.5x105.3mm, although 
this is substantially down to the 
omission of an EVF. 

The handgrip is covered in thick 
textured rubber that provides a 
positive hold, aided by a deep 
indentation for your second fnger 
and a prominent ‘hook’ for your 
thumb. There’s not quite so much 
real estate to wrap your hand 
around, though, compared to the 
larger grips on the Panasonic 
FZ1000 and Sony RX10. The 
camera’s size and design mean 
that your left hand naturally ends 
up supporting the lens barrel.

The G3 X has a decent array of 
controls, mostly positioned for 
operation by your right hand. The 
top-plate hosts the power and 
movie buttons, along with the 
exposure-mode dial and front 
electronic dial. The exposure-
compensation dial is perfectly 
placed for operation by your 
thumb, and offers up to 3EV 
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The G3 X is a fully featured camera with a full 

range of external controls, but no viewfinder

Focal points
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Connectors 
On one side of the 
camera you’ll find 
standard 3.5mm 
stereo headphone and 
microphone sockets. 
On the other are USB 
and HDMI ports, along 
with a socket for the 
RS-60E3 cable release.

Battery 
The NB-10L Li-ion battery is 
good for 300 shots per charge, 
by CIPA standard tests.

Tripod socket 
The G3 X has a standard ¼in 
thread, but unusually adds a 
second socket to accept the 
anti-twist pins commonly 
used on video heads.

Flash release 
A switch on 
the side of the 
camera releases 
the built-in flash.

76
.5

m
m

123.3mm  

10
5.

3m
m

Hotshoe 
The hotshoe 
accepts both 
Canon-dedicated 
external flash 
units and the 
EVF-DC1 
viewfinder.

Mobile button 
A small button behind the 
mode dial activates Wi-Fi 
for connection to your 
smartphone or tablet.

correction in 1/3EV steps, which 
can also be used in conjunction 
with auto ISO in manual-exposure 
mode. A two-speed zoom lever 
around the shutter button allows 
reasonably precise composition.

Canon has squeezed plenty of 
buttons onto the back of the 
camera, but because the screen 
takes up so much space they feel 
rather cramped together. While 
the button placement is similar to 
other small Canons, including the 
PowerShot G1 X II and the EOS  
M3, there’s no consistency in 
function assignment between 
these models, so shooting them 
side by side could be a recipe for 
confusion. The rear electronic 
dial is customisable to operate 
a range of functions, and I set 
it to change ISO directly. There’s 
also a small customisable shortcut 
button placed under your thumb. 
The touchscreen provides a quick 
and responsive interface for 
changing settings and playing 
back images, but it’s less useful 
than most for setting the focus 
point during normal shooting, 
simply because the G3 X’s design 
means you don’t have a hand 
free to use it. 

The lens barrel has a large, 
smoothly rotating focus ring, which 
can be re-assigned to change 
shutter speed, aperture or ISO. 
However unlike on the Sony RX10 
and Panasonic FZ1000, it can’t 
be used as a zoom controller. A 
button on the side of the barrel 
engages manual focus, while a 
second operates Canon’s 
framing-assist function. This is 
useful when you lose track of 
your subject while shooting at 
telephoto, as pressing it zooms the 
lens out to show a wider view, so 
you can reacquire your subject 
and then release the button to 
zoom in again. But given the size 

of the lens barrel, it would have 
been nice to see a second control 
ring, as on the G1 X Mark II.

Canon has tweaked the 
on-screen interface on its 
PowerShot compacts to more 
closely resemble that used on its 
DSLRs, but the menu items and 
ordering are still rather different, 
with similar functions given 
completely different names. Other 
manufacturers have done a better 
job of unifying their interfaces 
between compact and 
interchangeable-lens cameras.

Unfortunately, I found that the 
G3 X wasn’t especially easy or 
pleasant to shoot with using the 
LCD. In particular, the 600mm 
equivalent zoom is predictably 
diffi cult to use with the rear 
screen, as it’s hard to hold the 
camera suffi ciently steady to aim 
it properly and it’s more or less 
impossible to pan the camera to 
follow a moving subject. This is 
especially true when you’re 
shooting in portrait format and 
can’t tilt the screen to allow a 
more stable shooting stance. 
However, when shooting with the 
optional EVF-DC1 viewfi nder, 
it’s much easier to use the long 
telephoto settings. This makes the 
omission of a built-in EVF all the 
more baffl ing.

Autofocus
In good light, the G3 X focuses 
quickly, decisively and accurately, 
just as we’d expect to see from 
a modern contrast-detection 
system. As light levels fall, 
though, the autofocus becomes 
progressively slower, especially at 
longer focal lengths with their slow 
maximum apertures, taking up 
to a second to acquire focus in 
just moderately low light. This 
means that the G3 X isn’t 
necessarily a great choice 

The G3 X’s design discourages shooting in portrait format using the LCD
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Canon’s JPEGs give rich, saturated colours, although sometimes overly so 
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Resolution

Dynamic range

JPEG ISO 125

32

26

30

24

28

20

JPEG ISO 3,200 JPEG ISO 6,400 JPEG ISO 12,800

JPEG ISO 400 JPEG ISO 1,600

At its best around the 50mm equivalent mark on the lens, the G3 X is capable 
of resolving close to 3,200l/ph at ISO 125, which is as good as anything else 
we’ve seen with this sensor. With our high-contrast black & white resolution 
test chart, this drops only slightly as the ISO is raised, to about 2,800l/ph at 
ISO 1,600. But beyond this the resolution drops off more rapidly as noise 
increases, with the top two settings giving comparatively poor results. 

The G3 X’s 20.2MP sensor delivers good results at low ISO sensitivities in 
our Applied Imaging tests, with nearly 12EV of dynamic range at ISO 125. In 
practice, this means that it doesn’t clip highlights as abruptly as cameras 
with smaller sensors tend to, while also retaining a bit more useful shadow 
detail. But at ISO 800 and above it falls off quite quickly, reflecting 
increasing noise levels particularly in the shadows. The top three ISO 
settings give particularly low readings.

WITH similar image quality to other premium compacts that use the 
same 20.2-million-pixel, BSI CMOS sensor, the G3 X gives superior 
results to superzoom cameras with small 1/2.3in sensors such as the 
PowerShot SX60 HS. It can record lots of detail at low ISOs, while 
giving reasonably low-noise images up to about ISO 800. Beyond 
this it gets increasingly stretched, and ISO 6,400 and above are 
barely acceptable.

With only limited software support available at the time of writing, 
we’ve not been able to look at raw image quality as far as we’d like, 
and spent more time looking at Canon’s JPEGs than is ideal. The 
images are bright and punchy, but I suspect many enthusiasts might 
like to tone them down a little. Unfortunately, Canon doesn’t allow 
you to modify the JPEG processing if you also want to record raw.

for shooting indoors.
Continuous focusing isn’t 

particularly great, either. With no 
phase-detection elements to help 
it out, the G3 X is no match for 
either DSLRs or recent CSCs. This 
negates some – although not all 
– of the advantage of having such 
a long lens in a relatively small 
package. For example, shooting 
at an airshow I got relatively few 
shots in really sharp focus. Of 
course, you can always revert to 
manual focus in some situations, 
aided by a peaking display and 
magnifi ed view. But again, the slow 
maximum aperture of the lens 
means that the live-view feed 
gets noisy in low light conditions.

Performance

With such a long zoom, the G3 X 
looks ideal for subjects such 
as sports and wildlife where 
continuous shooting is commonly 
used, and its headline 5.9fps 
shooting speed seems great for 
the task. Unfortunately, there are 
a couple of serious caveats. First, if 
you want autofocus and exposure 
adjusting between each frame, the 
shooting speed drops to 3.3fps, 
with the camera displaying a 
strangely low-resolution, 
out-of-focus-looking preview 
between frames that’s particularly 
disconcerting when you use the 
EVF. Second, you only get this sort 
of speed shooting JPEG only – the 
moment you turn on raw, the 
camera slows to a crawl, shooting 
at a miserly 0.6fps, and blanking 
out the screen and viewfi nder 
between shots. This is inexcusable 
for a £800 camera in 2015.

On a more positive note, the 
camera’s metering and white 
balance systems work very well. 
I rarely found myself having to 
adjust exposure compensation to 
any great extent, or switch white 

balance away from auto. The 
optical stabilisation of the lens also 
does a very good job of combating 
image blur from camera shake, 
although it struggles to deal with 
camera movement when shooting 
at full telephoto using the LCD.

In terms of image quality, the 
1in sensor behaves much as 
we’ve come to expect, combining 
impressive detail at low resolution 
with relatively low noise at higher 
sensitivity settings. Not surprisingly 
for a 25x zoom, the lens is a little 
compromised, although in truth 
rather less than I’d expect. At the 
wide end of the range the centre 
of the frame tends to be very 
sharp, but the corners are visibly 
soft at the pixel level. Given that 
you’ve got 20.2 million pixels to 
play with, this is only likely to show 
up on prints larger than 12x8in. 
The lens actually gives the most 
even results across the frame at 
telephoto settings, although at the 
maximum aperture of f/5.6 there’s 
some slight image softening due 
to diffraction, so images are never 
quite as crisp as those you get 
from cameras with faster, shorter 
zoom lenses like Canon’s own 
PowerShot G7 X.

Canon’s default JPEG 
processing gives bright, saturated 
colours with rich blue skies, but 
these could be a little overblown 
for some tastes. Noise reduction 
is also quite aggressive, blurring 
away fi ne detail even at moderate 
ISO settings. You can tone down 
colours using the ‘My Colors’ 
option in the Q Menu, but oddly, 
not if you’re also shooting raw, as 
the menu option is then disabled. 
So if you want to shoot raw+JPEG, 
with the intention of using JPEGs 
by default and processing only 
your favourite shots from raw, 
you’re stuck with Canon’s 
slightly unsubtle processing.

Lab results
Andrew SydenhamÕs lab tests reveal just how the camera performs



Our verdict
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WHEN Canon fi rst told us it was 
making a camera with a 1in sensor 
and 600mm equivalent zoom, 
it looked really exciting. Sadly, 
though, the G3 X manages to 
be rather less than the sum of 
its parts. The lack of a built-in 
viewfi nder makes using that long 
lens effectively something of a 
trial, and while adding the 
EVF-DC1 viewfi nder fi xes this 
problem, it means the camera is 
unnecessarily bulky and takes 
the price to almost £1,000. The 
relatively slow lens also negates 
much of the high ISO advantage 
afforded by the larger sensor.

However, the real problem for 
the G3 X is the competition, in the 
shape of the highly accomplished 
Panasonic FZ1000 and Sony 
RX10. Both offer built-in 
viewfi nders and superior 
ergonomics, meaning that the 
G3 X’s longer lens becomes its 

main selling point in comparison. 
But it falls short in supporting the 
typical photographic opportunities 
afforded by that extra zoom, 
with poor continuous shooting 
behaviour, especially in raw. The 
lack of an eye-level viewfi nder also 
means that it’s diffi cult to hold that 
long lens steady and keep it aimed 
at your subject. Granted, the G3 X 
is smaller than either of those 
cameras, but not to a degree that 
really matters in practical terms.

This is a shame, because if 
Canon had simply followed the 
established design template for 
long zoom cameras, the G3 X 
could have been really exciting. 
Instead, it feels too compromised 
in too many areas, and doesn’t 
excel enough in any one area to 
really recommend it. Ultimately, 
for most purposes, you can get 
another camera that will do the 
job better and at a lower price.

At ISO 125 the G3 X gives very detailed images with barely any visible noise. 
A hint of luminance noise appears at ISO 400, but should have no serious effect 
on prints. At ISO 800 the impact of noise becomes a little more severe, with 
fine low-contrast detail beginning to smear away, and at ISO 1,600 this is 
accentuated, with shadow detail disappearing too. At ISO 3,200 the effects of 
noise and noise reduction are quite obvious, making it best avoided if possible, 
while ISO 6,400 and ISO 12,800 should only be used if there’s no other choice.

This is familiar behaviour from this sensor, but bear in mind that the G3 X’s 
slow maximum aperture forces you to raise the ISO sooner compared to its 
competitors as light levels drop, especially when shooting at the long end of 
the zoom where you’ll need faster shutter speeds to avoid blurred images.

Both raw and JPEG images 
taken from our diorama scene 
are captured at the full range 
of ISO settings. The camera is 
placed in its default setting 
for JPEG images. Raw images 
are sharpened and noise 
reduction applied, to strike 
the best balance between 
resolution and noise.

Noise

JPEG ISO 125 JPEG ISO 400

JPEG ISO 1,600 JPEG ISO 3,200

JPEG ISO 6,400 JPEG ISO 12,800

Panasonic Lumix 
DMC-FZ1000
Sensor: 20.1MP, BSI CMOS

Lens: 25-400mm 
equivalent f/2.8-4

ISO 80-25,600 (extended)

Price: £600

The G3 X’s closest 
competitor has a shorter 
zoom, but includes an 
excellent built-in 
2.36-million-dot 
electronic viewfinder and 
a fully articulating LCD. 
It can shoot at 12fps,
has a maximum shutter 
speed of 1/1,600sec 
and is capable of 4K 
video recording.

Sony Cyber-shot 
DSC-RX10
Sensor: 20.2MP, BSI CMOS

Lens: 24-200mm 
equivalent f/2.8

ISO 125-25,600 (extended)

Price: £600

Sony’s large-sensor, 
long-zoom compact 
offers a relatively 
restricted 24-200mm 
range, but with a very 
useful constant f/2.8 
maximum aperture. 
A 1.44-million-dot EVF, 
1.23-million-dot tilting 
screen and high-quality 
full HD video complete 
the package.

Panasonic Lumix 
DMC-FZ200
Sensor: 12.1MP, 1/2.3in CMOS

Lens: 24-600mm 
equivalent f/2.8

ISO 100-6,400 (extended)

Price: £310

The FZ200 sports an 
impressive-looking 
24-600mm equivalent 
lens with a constant 
f/2.8 maximum aperture, 
a fully articulated screen 
and a built-in electronic 
viewfinder. However, 
it only uses a small 
1/2.3in-type sensor, 
meaning lower image 
quality at high ISOs.

FEATURES 8/10

BUILD & HANDLING 7/10

METERING 8/10

AUTOFOCUS 7/10

AWB & COLOUR 7/10

DYNAMIC RANGE 8/10

IMAGE QUALITY 8/10

VIEWFINDER/LCD 7/10

The competition

Our cameras and lenses are tested using the industry-
standard Image Engineering IQ-Analyser software. 
Visit www.image-engineering.de for more details
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E
very year since 2012, 
Sony has taken its 
advanced point-and-
shoot compact camera 

and improved it. When we revealed 
our verdict of the RX100 III just 
over a year ago it was diffi cult to 
see where future developments 
would be made, but the new 
RX100 IV arrives with yet 
more attractive features and 
improvements to ensure it’s right 
up there as one of the very best 
pocket-sized compact cameras. 

Features 
For the past two generations Sony 
has rolled out the RX100 II and 
the RX100 III with a 20.1-million-
pixel Exmor R BSI-CMOS sensor. 
Although the resolution remains 
exactly the same on the RX100 

IV, the confi guration of the sensor 
is different. Rather than employing 
the previously used BSI, or 
back-illuminated sensor, the new 
Exmor RS chip incorporates a 
stacked design that repositions the  
circuitry from the edges of the 
sensor to behind the photodiodes, 
or pixels, themselves. The benefi t 
of this is that it prevents high 
volumes of data having to work its 
way to the edge of the sensor, 
resulting in a data readout speed 
that Sony claims to be fi ve times 
faster than the existing Exmor R 
sensor. To make this all possible 
and to ensure the RX100 IV’s 
Bionz X processor doesn’t falter 
with the extra demands, Sony has 
incorporated extra DRAM 
memory at the rear of 
the sensor to act as a buffer and 

gradually feed the data to the 
image processor at a speed it 
can deal with.

The upside of the sophisticated 
sensor design allows the RX100 
IV to be faster in a number of key 
areas. Not only can it rattle off a 
continuous burst at up to 16fps, 
but it can also shoot up to 
1/32,000sec thanks to the new 
electronic shutter that deploys 
beyond 1/2,000sec. 

However, the new sensor and 
speed benefi ts don’t end there. 
Slow-motion video recording is 
possible at an incredible 1,000fps 
and 4K video recording is available 
with full-sensor readout and bit 
rates up to 100Mbps, but you’ll 
need a UHS-I U3-compatible 
card to make use of it. Like 
the RX100 III, the native 

Sony set the bar high with the Cyber-shot DSC-RX100 III, 

and the RX100 IV promises to be even faster. Michael 

Topham tests the manufacturer’s latest pocket compact 

Sony Cyber-shot 
DSC-RX100 IV

Sony Cyber-shot 
DSC-RX100 IV

Price £849
Sensor 1in, 20.1-million-pixel, Exmor 

RS CMOS sensor
Image processor Bionz X
Output size 5472x3648 pixels
Lens 24-70mm f/1.8-2.8 Zeiss 

Vario-Sonnar T*
Shutter speeds 30-1/2,000sec (4secs-

1/32,000sec electronic shutter)
ISO 125-12,800 

(expandable to ISO 80/100)
Exposure 
compensation

±3EV in 1/3EV steps

Drive mode 16fps continuous shooting
LCD 3in tilting LCD with 

1.23million dots
Viewfinder 2.36 million dots
Video 4K (3840x2160) and full HD 

(1920x1080)
Memory card 2000x SDXC UHS-II 64GB
Power NP-BX1 (up to 280 shots)
Dimensions 101.6x58.1x41mm
Weight 298g (with battery and card)

Data f le

In this shot the RX100 IV’s built-in 
ND filter was put to good use to 

reduce the shutter speed to 4secs
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sensitivity range is ISO 125-12,800, 
with the option to expand it to ISO 80 

and ISO 100 at the low end. 
The RX100 IV shares many similarities with 

the RX100 III, including the same f/1.8-2.8 
(24-70mm equivalent) Zeiss Vario-Sonnar T* 
lens, built-in ND fi lter, Wi-Fi, NFC connectivity 
and a 3in, 1.23-million-dot articulated screen at 
the rear. The pop-up EVF sees a jump in 
resolution to 2.36 million dots from 1.44 million 
dots, and it’s positioned beside a pop-up fl ash. 

Build and handling 
Sony has taken the ‘if it ain’t broke don’t fi x it’ 
approach to the design of the RX100 IV, and 
the only way of identifying that it’s a new 
camera is by the model name and 4K branding 
on the top-plate. The magnesium-alloy body 
and robust feel suggest that it’ll survive the test 
of time. The only downside of the premium 
metal fi nish is that it doesn’t offer much in the 
way of grip, with only a tiny rubberised thumb 
rest at the rear to prevent slippage. 

Flicking the fi nder switch automatically fi res 
the camera into life. Holding the EVF up to the 
eye presents a clearer and sharper view than 
the RX100 III, and in high-contrast conditions 
where refl ections on the screen can hinder 
composition and make it diffi cult to review 
images it’s a godsend. The EVF doubles up as 
a great way of supporting the camera too, and 
by bracing it against my eye I found I was able 
to resolve sharper long-exposure images than 
by holding the camera at arm’s length. 

It’s easy to change the exposure settings via 
the rear control dial, and a quick press of the Fn 
button reveals an on-screen menu for the most 
common shooting, image and exposure settings. 
The addition of a second control ring around the 
lens offers dual control of shutter speed and 
aperture in manual mode, while it can be used 
to control ISO, white balance and exposure 
compensation (±3EV). The new diamond-
knurled texture provides slightly more grip than 
on the RX100 III and is effective at operating the 
zoom precisely when it’s set up for this purpose.

Performance 
The RX100 IV’s focusing performance is 
comparable to the RX100 III and the 
contrast-detection system is hasty by compact 
camera standards. The 0.09sec acquisition 
speed is only 0.03sec slower than Sony’s 
Alpha 6000 that uses a more sophisticated 
hybrid AF system. There’s focus tracking and 
face detection, but without a touchscreen 
you’re reliant on tapping, or holding the 
directional buttons to reposition the AF point. 
As we said when reviewing the RX100 III, 
adding a touchscreen would make for more 
intuitive autofocus operation, but it would 
also undoubtedly make it more expensive. 

Loaded with a Lexar Professional 2000x 
SDXC UHS-II 64GB memory card and set to 
speed priority continuous, the RX100 IV 
rattled out 44 extra-fi ne JPEGs at 16fps – an 
impressive fi gure made possible by equipping it 
with the new Exmor RS sensor. Switching the 
fi le format to raw lowers the burst speed to 
9fps, and 29 images were recorded at this 

speed before the buffer kicked in. As for 
the speed of the zoom, it can be set to two 
settings. Set to normal, it takes 1.8secs to get 
from one end of the zoom range to the other, 
compared to 1.2secs when set to fast. 

I tested the new high frame rate (HFR) 
feature and it’s a fascinating experience 
creating slow-motion videos at up to 1,000fps. 
To give you an idea of just how slow it is, 1sec 
of real-time footage is slowed down to about 
40secs. After taking some time to get your 
head around how it works, it’s easy to get 
carried away and become a little obsessed by 
it. The full suite of manual-exposure settings 
(PASM) is available to set exposure as normal 
and, in order to capture such slow footage, the 
shutter speed has to be set at 1/500sec or 
faster. To resolve high-quality footage without 
pushing the ISO too high, the best slow-motion 
results are created in bright lighting conditions.  

Before capturing slow-motion footage the 
camera must be focused and the exposure set. 
With this done you can then put the RX100 IV 
into its standby mode, which means that it’s 
ready to begin recording with a press of the 
record start/stop button. You’re given two ways 
in which to capture footage, and these are 
selected in the main menu. ‘Start Trigger’ 
begins recording the second you press the 
start button and will record a few seconds of 
footage before stopping. However, the 
on-screen display shows the slowed-down 
footage, rather than what’s happening live, so 
it’s diffi cult to tell what is going on. The better 
option in most situations is to use the ‘End 
Trigger’ setting, which begins capturing footage 
continuously as soon as the camera is in the 
HFR standby mode. When you press the 
button the camera stops recording, and shows 
you the last few seconds of slowed down 
footage on the rear screen. After a few 
attempts, the end trigger method 
becomes fairly easy to use. 

Sony Cyber-shot 
DSC-RX100 IV

The RX100 IV produces a similar dynamic range to the 
RX100 III. At ISO 100 it offers a respectable 12.4EV 
range, providing plenty of scope to extract shadow 
detail from raw files. Pushing up to ISO 1,600 sees 
the figure drop below 9EV and it manages to stay at a 
respectable 8EV at ISO 3,200. At ISO 6,400 and 12,800 
the figures drop to 7.2EV and 6.6EV respectively.

30

JPEG ISO 100

26

JPEG ISO 1600

30

JPEG ISO 400

24

JPEG ISO 6400

28

JPEG ISO 800

22

JPEG ISO 12,800

Dynamic range

Noise

Resolution

JPEG ISO 100 JPEG ISO 400 JPEG ISO 800

JPEG ISO 1,600 JPEG ISO 6,400 JPEG ISO 12,800

Very smooth results are created from raw files right 
up to ISO 800, with luminance noise starting to creep 
in at ISO 1,600. Detail holds up very well up to ISO 
3,200, and although finer details aren’t as well 
resolved at ISO 6,400 you can push to this setting and 
achieve a usable result in a tight spot. Those who 
want to preserve the best quality will want to ensure 
they shoot in raw and use the camera at ISO 80-800. 

For such a small camera, the RX100 IV resolves 
impressive detail from its 1in sensor. Set to its 
expanded ISO 100 setting the sensor resolves around 
3,000 l/ph. The resolution starts to drop below this 
figure beyond ISO 400, with 2,800l/ph being recorded 
at ISO 800. As the sensitivity is increased detail drops 
off, with 2,200l/ph resolved at ISO 12,800.

Testbench   CAMERA TEST 
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THE improvements made to the 
Sony Cyber-shot DSC-RX100 IV 
centre around its new sensor. The 
repositioning of the high-speed 
circuitry has resulted in it being 
able to shoot faster and offer new 
video capabilities, such as the 
high frame rate mode that allows 
you to record super-slow-motion 
footage. It’s great fun creating 
slow-motion movie clips and 
gives photographers the 
opportunity to capture the fastest 
moving subjects in a different way 
– visit our online review to view 
our own examples (www.
amateurphotographer.co.uk/
SonyRX100IV). 

The overall performance and 
image quality are very impressive 
for a camera so small, although 
our test results show it doesn’t 
offer any advantages in these 
criteria over its predecessor. The 
extra demands of the new sensor 
asks more of the battery, but the 
fact it can be charged via USB 
does allow you to charge it in the 
car between locations, as I did. 

The Sony Cyber-shot DSC-RX100 IV is a powerful 

compact that boasts an impressive spec

Focal points

101.6mm

58.1m
m

41m
m

PlayMemories 
Download Sony’s PlayMemories 
app and you’ll be able to control 
the RX100 IV remotely and 
transfer images to compatible 
smartphones and tablets. 

Battery 
The RX100 IV’s NP-BX1 battery can be 
charged via Micro USB on the move. It 
offers enough stamina to shoot 280 shots 
or 140 minutes of movie footage using the 
screen or 230 shots and 115 minutes of 
movie shooting using the viewfinder.

Control ring
The control ring 
around the lens 
can be customised 
to your preference 
and you’re given 
options to set it 
to exposure 
compensation, 
ISO, white balance, 
creative style, 
picture effect, 
zoom, aperture 
and shutter speed.

Our verdict

FEATURES 9/10

BUILD & HANDLING 8/10

METERING 9/10

AUTOFOCUS 8/10

AWB & COLOUR 9/10

DYNAMIC RANGE 8/10

IMAGE QUALITY 9/10

VIEWFINDER/LCD 9/10

The RX100 IV offers 
a selection of in-camera 
picture styles. Here the 

black & white mode was 
used to create a moody shot

+ Impressive resolution for 
 a camera so small
+ Advanced video capabilities
+ 16fps continuous shooting
– Reduced battery life (280 shots)
– No rubberised handgrip
– No touchscreen functionality

Another feature that proved its 
worth in the fi eld was the built-in 
ND fi lter, which is ideal for creating 
long exposures where you’d like to 
shoot up to 3 stops slower. 

For trips away and times when 
you want a camera that can fi t in 
your pocket, the RX100 IV is a 
perfect companion. A rubberised 
grip would have prevented it 
slipping from my hands, although 
my quick reaction prevented 
any serious damage, and a 
touchscreen would improve focus 
positioning and reviewing of 
images from an operational 
perspective. Other than these 
points, it’s a pleasure to use and 
delivers superb image quality. 

Auto dual video record 
The RX100 IV has an advanced dual video 
recording functionality, allowing users to 

capture 16.8-million-pixel still images 
during 4K video recording in any of 

11 different composition patterns simply 
by pressing the shutter button.

Adjustable screen
The screen can be angled 
upwards by 180° for selfie 
shooting and can be tilted 
down by 45° to aid 
composition when the 
camera is held up high.

Apps
Downloadable apps via the in-camera 
PlayMemories menu can expand the 
functionality of the RX100 IV, with options of 
adding features such as time-lapse (£7.99), 
light painting (£3.99) and motion shot (£3.99).

For and against

Recommended



Your expert guide
Simeon Quarrie is 
known for his creativity 
and storytelling in both 
video and photography. 

His work has seen him travel 
across the world for clients  
who seek his unique approach. 
With his passion for both  
wedding photography and 
cinematography, Simeon has 
successfully worked across a 
range of genres. He is a prolifc 
educator with infectious 
enthusiasm and his work  
features on top industry blogs.

Master video 
with your DSLR
at our tuition day
To go along with the launch of the frst round of the 

Amateur Filmmaker of The Year competition, we’re holding 

an exclusive seminar in London for all budding flmmakers

FREE EVENT! 

WEdNEsday

2 sEpT 2015

09.30-13.30

THIS tutorial session is essential 
for amateurs who would like to 
learn the basics of flmmaking 
with a DSLR or compact  
system camera, and will cover 
everything you need to know  
to get more out of that red 
record button. 

Expert videographer Simeon 
Quarrie will provide you with the 
technical and practical skills 
needed to start shooting 
high-quality video, including:

l  Setting up your camera 
for optimum results

l Essential shooting skills
l  The importance of  

high-quality audio

Lunch will be provided and, as 
an added bonus, you’ll have the 
chance to get hands on with the 
latest Canon equipment.

PLUS 10 lucky attendees could 
also win an exclusive practical 

afternoon session, to put their 
new-found skills into practice.

To secure your place on this 
not-to-be-missed learning 
opportunity, please email 
afoyevent@timeinc.com with  
the subject line, ‘Canon Video 
Event’. Also include your full 
name, address and contact 
number, and if you’d like to be 
considered for a place in the 
afternoon hands-on session.

Places are on a frst come, frst served basis and are limited to 90 people

www.thevideomode.com/afoyevent
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Technical
Support

110 nostalgia

Q 
I was sorting through my 
old cameras recently and 
came across my cherished 

old Pentax Auto 110 SLR, which 
I used for a while in the 1970s 
when I wanted to travel light. 
Getting it out again, I’m amazed 
at how small the camera is, and 
even more so the lenses. I was 
wondering whether there’s any 
modern digital camera similar in 
size to the Pentax 110, so I can 
use these lenses again. I’m feeling 
nostalgic for a small camera as 
nice as my old one!
Robin Braithwaite

A 
Those Pentax 110 lenses 
are tiny because they’re 
mechanically very simple. 

They’re manual-focus only and 
have no built-in diaphragm. In 
the Auto 110 system the shutter 
also acted as the aperture. 

It’s possible to use these lenses 
on a few modern digital cameras, 
although their relatively small 
image circle limits compatibility. 
The best match is to Micro Four 
Thirds cameras, as the Four 
Thirds sensor is almost exactly 
the same size as a 110 negative. 
You can buy basic adapters 
online relatively inexpensively, 
which allow you to mount the 
lens and shoot at f/2.8, with 
manual focus of course. It’s also 

possible to fi nd ones with an 
aperture diaphragm built in, but 
they’re much more expensive.

As for cameras, try the small 
Panasonic Lumix DMC-GM or 
DMC-GF-series bodies. Crucially, 
the most recent models have a 
fast electronic shutter that allows 
you to shoot at f/2.8 – even in 
bright light. The tiny GM1 costs 
around £320, while the GM5 
adds a built-in electronic 
viewfi nder and costs £570. 
Meanwhile, the GF7has a tilting 
LCD screen and costs £390.
Andy Westlake

Magnifi cation numbers

Q 

What do the viewfi nder 
magnifi cation numbers in 
camera specifi cations 

mean? I assumed that a larger 
number meant a larger viewfi nder, 
but I’ve just compared my Nikon 
D7200 with 0.94x magnifi cation 
and my friend’s D610 that has 
0.7x, and its viewfi nder is clearly 
bigger. Obviously the reason is 
because D610 is full frame, but 
then where do those numbers 
come from, and what’s the point 
of having them?
Emma Jaspersen

A 
You’re absolutely right 
that the D610 has a 
larger viewfi nder because 

it’s full frame. The D7200 has a 
higher magnifi cation number 

Pentax 110 lenses can be 
adapted for use on Micro 
Four Thirds cameras

Email your questions to: apanswers@
timeinc.com,  Twitter @AP_Magazine 
and #AskAP, or Facebook. 
Or write to Technical Support, Amateur 
Photographer Magazine, Time Inc. 
(UK), Blue Fin Building, 110 Southwark 
Street, London SE1 0SU

because it’s quoted in a specifi c 
way, based on using a 50mm 
lens at infi nity. The magnifi cation 
analyses the size of a subject in 
the viewfi nder image, compared 
to how it appears when looking 
at it directly. If the magnifi cation 
is 1x, objects look exactly the 
same size in the viewfi nder as 
they do without it. 

The problem here is that, with 
different sensor sizes, a 50mm 
lens brings its own magnifi cation 

effect, by the so-called focal-
length magnifi cation factor, which 
for the DX-format D7200 is 1.5x. 
To properly compare viewfi nder 
sizes, we need to divide by this 
factor, which leaves the D7200 
with a 0.63x magnifi cation. The 
overall result is that DSLR 
viewfi nder specifi cations end 
up being positively misleading 
when you’re trying to compare 
different formats. 
Andy Westlake

Arca confusion

Q 

I’ve read a lot recently about Arca Swiss standard quick 
releases, and it seems they’re becoming more and more 
widely used. However, I’m a little confused, as I’ve been 

told that not all quick-release plates will fi t on all tripod heads. 
Surely if it’s a standard everything should fi t together, and if it’s 
not a standard it shouldn’t be called one. Can you help, please?
Reg Thornby

A 
The answer to your question is that, while Arca Swiss 
is a simple and generally very effective quick-release 
system, it isn’t really a standard at all. Instead, it comes 

with a huge range of variations around a basic theme. So while 
quick-release plates and tripod heads from various manufacturers 
are usually cross-compatible, this isn’t always the case.

The reason behind this is that most companies make their 
own variants or copies of the basic design originated by Arca 
Swiss. The only really ‘standard’ part is the fact that the camera 
plate has a 38mm-wide base with a 45° dovetail that is held in 
place by a matching clamp on the tripod head. But beyond this 
there are al
pins or screws, and these can re
some comb
plate and he g
together. Ju
confusion, t
systems tha
should be A
aren’t, and others that don’t 
advertise th
compatible,

In my exp
clamps and 
advertise th
Swiss do fi t 
specifi cally 
ensure the p
head by acc
stick with a 
Andy West

there are all sorts of variants with different interlocking safety 
pins or screws, and these can result in 

plate and head not fi tting 

aren’t, and others that don’t 
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Tony Moss is a

UK-based wildlife 

photographer. www.

tonymosswildlife.com

©
 TONY M

OSS

Additional kit Gitzo Systematic carbon-fi bre tripod with Kirk BH-1 ball head and Wimberley Sidekick, Gitzo carbon-fi bre monopod, Nikon D600, Nikon AF-S Nikkor 24-70mm 
f/2.8G ED lens, Nikon AF Nikkor 50mm f/1.8D lens, Sigma 150mm f/2.8 EX DG OS HSM APO macro lens, Nikon SB-600 fl ash, Giottos Rocket-air blower, microfi bre cleaning cloth

Nikon AF-S 1.4x
teleconverter TC-14E II

The downside of using FX 
cameras is the loss of reach 

compared to DX. That said, I only 
tend to use the teleconverter when 
photographing small birds or mammals. 
Even taking it a full stop down, I can’t 
perceive any difference in image quality. 

Carl Zeiss 10x32 binoculars
A good pair of binoculars is nearly 
as important as my camera gear.

I always scan the entire area around my 
chosen location to ensure I’m not going 
to spook either my intended subject or 
other animals not visible with the naked 
eye. I’ve lost count of the number of 
times I’ve bumped into a snoozing deer 
or similar sleeping animal. 

Nikon D4 with Nikon AF-S Nikkor 
500mm f/4G ED VR lens

This is my ‘go-to’ set-up for 85% 
of my photography. It has superb 

low-light, high ISO performance with 
great AF – and two handy memory card 
slots. The 500mm f/4 lens ensures 
excellent image quality and is a good 
compromise between weight and ‘reach’. 

Nikon AF-S Nikkor 70-200mm 
f/4G ED VR lens

The 70-200mm f/4 is a super-
sharp lightweight lens. The 

weight saving, image quality and 
fantastic VR make up for the loss of 
a stop compared to the f/2.8. Being 
really sharp at f/4 also means I can get 
good bokeh if the shot requires it. 

LensCoat waterproof lens cover
This is always in my bag and more 
often than not fitted over my 

camera/lens whether rain is forecast or 
not. If I’ve invested a lot of time and 
effort to get to a location, then the last 
thing I want to do is pack up once the 
rain gets heavy. It certainly gives me 
some peace of mind that I’m not going 
to wreck my gear.

Lightweight 2x1m camo scrim
This is a brilliant accessory, 
which I use to break up my outline 

when lying down photographing badgers, 
and as a screen when sitting and 
photographing deer or in my car when 
using it as a mobile hide. Sometimes 
I just sit still in a wood with it draped 
over my head and camera gear. It’s 
also good to roll up and sit on.

1

1

2

2

3

3

BLAST FROM THE PAST

Ivor Matanle 

remembers a much-

loved 35mm SLR

Pentax
ME Super

LAUNCHED 1980 

PRICE £160 with 50mm f/1.7 Pentax 
SMC-M lens (World Camera Guide 1981) 

GUIDE PRICE TODAY £25-£55 
with f/1.7 lens

THE ALL-METAL Pentax ME 
Super is a compact, solid, yet 
lightweight electronic 35mm 
SLR with the ‘K’ bayonet lens 
mount and either aperture-
preferred automation or manual 
exposure. It’s usually found in 
a chrome fi nish, although black 
versions also exist.

What’s good The ME Super 
runs pretty much forever on two 
inexpensive LR44 batteries. The 
shutter-cocked indicator and 
fi lm-winding indicator are on the 
back. The manual 1/125sec X 
and bulb settings are mechanical 
and require no batteries. The 
traditional ground-glass screen 
means great focus precision with 
fast lenses, and you can see their 
actual depths of fi eld at larger 
apertures. The screen is bright 
with standard (f/1.4-f/2) lenses. 
 
What’s bad There’s no depth of 
fi eld preview, no autoexposure 
lock and no aperture indication in 
the fi nder. It has a fi xed fi nder 
screen, just like modern DSLRs.

4

4
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Learning in 
a snapshot

For more information visit www.spi-photography-courses.com

Email us at spiadmin@ipcmedia.com Or call 0203 148 4326

MACRO 
AND CLOSE-UP 
PHOTOGRAPHY

£79

WORRY 
FREE 

WORKFLOW

£79

CREATIVE 
CAMERA 
CONTROL

CREATIVE 

£79
PRACTICAL 

COMPOSITION 
 FRAMING, COMPOSITION, 

VIEWPOINT AND 
PERSPECTIVE

PRACTICAL 

£79

£79

TEN STEPS 
TO PERFECT 
PICTURES

£79

LANDSCAPE, 
CITYSCAPE AND 

SEASCAPE
www.spi-photography-

courses.com

www.spi-photography-

courses.com

www.spi-photography-

courses.com

www.spi-photography-

courses.com

www.spi-photography-

courses.com

www.spi-photography-

courses.com

At Amateur Photographer, we understand that your time is 

limited, and that you may only want to improve a specif c 

area of your photography. That’s why we’ve designed our 

School of Photographic Imaging Bitesize courses: short 

courses for those with a specif c learning objective.

IN ASSOCIATION WITH                           AND Camera
WHAT DIGITAL
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ofessor Newman on…

Bob Newman is currently Professor of Computer Science at the University of Wolverhampton. He has been working with the design and development of 

high-technology equipment for 35 years and two of his products have won innovation awards. Bob is also a camera nut and a keen amateur photographer

Backside 
llumination

More great 
pictures
More technique
More opinion
More inspiration
●  Download online, 

enjoy offl ine

●  Buy from the comfort 
of your own home

●  Available the day 
the magazine goes 
on sale

●  Missed an issue? 
Simply download a 
back copy

Try it today
www.amateurphotographer.
co.uk/digital-edition

Technical Support

Conventional sensors have a layer of circuitry between the microlenses and 
photodiodes (above left), unlike the backside illuminated type (above right)

Sony’s Alpha 7R II has the first full-frame sensor to use backside illumination

S
ony has sprung 
a surprise on camera 
buyers with the release 
of its Alpha 7R II. The 

Alpha 7 series is Sony’s unique line 
of full-frame mirrorless system 
cameras, and offers photographers 
a host of other ‘Unique Selling 
Propositions’, ranging from the low 
pixel count, low-light-capable ‘S’ 
version to the high-pixel-count ‘R’ 
version. Sony recently updated the 
base 24.2-megapixel Alpha 7 to 
the Mark II with a number of 
carefully designed but 
unspectacular enhancements, 
which together have gathered 
very good reviews regarding its 
operational improvements over the 
original. One thing that wasn’t 
improved, however, was the sensor.

The Mark II of the Alpha 7R 
carries across all those detail 
enhancements, but the big news is 
a brand new and groundbreaking 
sensor. Apart from a slight hike in 
pixel count (from 36.4 megapixels 
to 42.4 megapixels – I guess to 
make extracting 4K video from 
the sensor simpler), this sensor 
gains a unique attribute: it’s the 
fi rst commodity full-frame sensor 
using backside illumination or BSI.

BSI technology has generally 
been deployed for small sensors 

Professor Bob Newman considers Sony’s new full-frame, 

backside-illuminated sensor for the Alpha 7R Mark II

The latest 
photography kit 
and technique at 
your fi ngertips

Photodiode

Incident light Incident light

Interconnect

Lens Lens

Colour fi lter

Photodiode

Interconnect

with very small pixels, where the 
lack of obstructive metal layers 
on top of the sensor allows an 
increase in light-gathering ability 
or quantum effi ciency of those 
small pixels. While the new Sony 
sensor has many pixels, since it’s
a large sensor the pixels are not 
small by the standards of those 
where BSI has traditionally been 
applied, and the performance 
degradation due to the metal 
layers is proportionally much 
smaller. Until performance tests 
are available, the increase in 
quantum effi ciency won’t be 
known for sure, but I suspect that 
for this sensor, the aim of using 

BSI has been somewhat different.
Digital cameras suffer from what 

might be called a ‘pixel-shading’ 
effect. If one considers the 
objective lens and pixel micro lens 
as a combined optical system, the 
f-number is limited by the slower 
of the two. So, even if you have an 
f/1.4 lens attached, you won’t get 
the full effect if the micro lenses 
on the sensor are only f/2.

It has been discovered that 
manufacturers of cameras with 
this problem will often mask it by 
introducing a surreptitious boost to 
the ISO setting at wide apertures. 
This pixel-shading effect is worse 
at the edges of the frame, where 
the light is not perpendicular to 
the sensor. One major advantage 
of BSI is that the colour fi lter and 
micro lens ‘toppings’ sit directly on 
top of the photoreceptors, instead 
of being separated by a layer of 
metallisation. This means that their 
focal length is shorter, which in 
turn means that their f-numbers 
are smaller (remembering that 
f-number is the focal length 
divided by the aperture diameter, 
in this case the pixel width).

Such a sensor should be more 
immune to pixel-shading effects, 
and better suited to use with fast 
lenses – precisely the kind many 
of you will want to mount on it.
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We urgently require your used photographic equipment. We have

customers waiting for: Nikon, Canon, Leica, Contax, Bronica,

Hasselblad and most other makes of camera lenses, accessories,

binoculars and collectables. £ £We will buy for cash from you, or we

are happy to sell on your behalf on a commission basis. Best prices

paid. We can arrange collection and even call and collect and pay

on the spot if necessary anywhere in the UK.

Visitors are welcome, please phone for an appointment. PO Box 1052, Cottenham, Cambridge, CB24 8WU

CANON EOS 5D BODY COMPLETE WITH BATT AND CHGR...........EXC+++ £325.00
CANON EOS 7D + BATT & CHARGER.............................................. EXC++ £299.00
CANON EOS 30D COMP WITH ALL ACCESS.......................... MINT-BOXED £129.00
CANON EOS 400D COMPLETE............................................... MINT-BOXED £145.00
CANON EOS M COMP WITH 18-55 LENS,FLASH....................MINT BOXED £225.00
CANON 430 EX SPEEDLITE...................................................... MINT-CASED £99.00
CANON 430 EX MK II TOTALLY AS NEW................................MINT BOXED £145.00
CANON 550 EX SPEEDLITE...................................................EXC++BOXED £145.00
CANON 550 EX SPEEDLITE.................................................... MINT-BOXED £150.00
CANON 550 EX SPEEDLITE...................................................................EXC+ £80.00
CANON 580 EX SPEEDLITE.....................................................MINT BOXED £199.00
CANON 580 EX MKII SPEEDLITE ............................................MINT CASED £225.00
CANON 580 EX MKII SPEEDLITE ............................................MINT BOXED £265.00
CANON MR-14EX MACROLITE ...............................................MINT BOXED £299.00
CANON CP-E4 POWER PACK FOR MR14/580/580MKII ETC....MINT BOXED £99.00
CANON SB-E1 SPEEDLITE L BRACKET ....................................MINT BOXED £99.00
CANON WFT - E4 II WIRELESS FILE TRANSMITTER..............MINT BOXED £199.00
SIGMA EM-140 DG EO-ETTL MK II MACRO FLASH ...............MINT BOXED £199.00
CANON BG-E1 BAT GRIP FOR EOS 300D ................................ MINT-BOXED £35.00
CANON BG-E3 BATT GRIP FOR EOS 350D/400D .................... MINT-BOXED £39.00
CANON BG-E6 BATT GRIP FOR EOS 5D MKII ETC ...............................MINT £75.00
FUJI X - PRO 1 BODY - USED ONCE, COMPLETE...................MINT BOXED £375.00
FUJI X100 COMPLETE WITH ALL ACCESSORIES .................. MINT-BOXED £425.00
FUJI X-E1 BODY COMPLETE WITH ALL ACCESSORIES .........MINT BOXED £245.00
FUJI 18MM F2 R FUJINON BLACK LENS................. MINT BOXED AS NEW £265.00
FUJI 27MM F2.8 XF FUJINON LENS BLACK............ MINT BOXED AS NEW £225.00
FUJI 35MM F1.4 R FUJINON BLACK LENS.............. MINT BOXED AS NEW £319.00
FUJI EF 20 FLASHGUN FOR X PRO1.......................... MINT BOXED AS NEW £79.00
FUJI EF-42 FLASHGUN FOR X PRO1 ....................... MINT BOXED AS NEW £139.00
NIKON D7000 BODY COMPLETE WITH ALL ACCESS .............MINT BOXED £345.00
NIKON D80 BODY COMPLETE WITH ALL ACCESS ............................MINT- £165.00
NIKON D80 BODY COMPLETE WITH ALL ACCESS .............................EXC+ £145.00
NIKON D70 BODY COMPLETE.................................................MINT BOXED £119.00
NIKON D70 BODY WITH BATTERY & CHARGER..................................MINT- £95.00
NIKON MB-D11 BATTERY GRIP FOR NIKON D7000 ETC........MINT BOXED £149.00
NIKON MB-D80 BATTERY GRIP FOR NIKON D80/D90 ...................... EXC++ £49.00
NIKON SB50 DX SPEEDLIGHT COMPLETE............................... MINT-BOXED £59.00
NIKON SB700 SPEEDLIGHT ..................................... MINT BOXED AS NEW £199.00
NIKON SB600 SPEEDLIGHT ....................................................MINT BOXED £149.00
NIKON SB900 SPEEDLIGHT COMPLETE .................................MINT BOXED £199.00
NIKON R1C1 CLOSE UP SPEEDLIGHT COMMANDER KIT .......MINT BOXED £399.00
METZ 45 CL4 DIGITAL FLASH FOR NIKON........................................MINT- £175.00
NIKON MH 19 MULTI-CHARGER FOR NIKON D700 ETC.......... MINT-BOXED £75.00
SIGMA EF-530 DG ST ELECTRONIC FLASH ITTL NIKON FIT....MINT BOXED £75.00
NIKON SC 29 TTL REMOTE CORD ............................................MINT BOXED £35.00
NIKON MC 36 REMOTE CONTROL ........................................................MINT £79.00
OLYMPUS OMD-EM5 WITH 12-50MM ED EZ LENS LOW USE ...........MINT £395.00
OLYMPUS OM-D-M10 WITH 14-42 ZUIKO LENS + CHARGER ...........MINT £299.00
OLYMPUS E-P1 12MP + 14-42 LENS AND LEATHER CASE...MINT BOXED £149.00
OLYMPUS E-PL5 WITH 14-42 LENS COMPLETE ....................MINT BOXED £199.00
OLYMPUS 12MM F2 ZUIKO DIGITAL ED MICRO 4/3RDS...................MINT £399.00
OLYMPUS 45MM F1.8 M ZUIKO DIGITAL MICRO 4/3RDS .................MINT £125.00
OLYMPUS 60MM F2.8 MACRO M ED MICRO 4/3RDS........................MINT £275.00
PANASONIC 45-75MM F4/5.6 LUMIX G X VARIO MICRO ..................MINT £219.00
PANASONIC 100-300MM F4/5.6 LUMIX G VARIO MICRO..................MINT £289.00
SIGMA 10-20MM F4/5.6 DC EX HSM OLYMPUS 4/3RDS ...... MINT+HOOD £245.00
OLYMPUS 50MM F2 MACRO ZUIKO DIGITAL ED 4/3RDS....................MINT CASED
OLYMPUS 12 - 60MM F2.8/4 SWD ZUIKO DIG ED 4/3RDS....MINT CASED £445.00
OLYMPUS 70 - 300MM F4/5.6 ZUIKO DIGTAL ED 4/3RDS ................MINT £225.00
OLYMPUS EC-20 TELECONVERTER FOR 4/3RDS...................MINT CASED £245.00
OLYMPUS EX - 25 EXTENSION TUBE 25MM............................MINT CASED £95.00
OLYMPUS HLD-4 BATTERY GRIP FOR E3 BODY..................................MINT £99.00
OLYMPUS HLD-5 BATTERY GRIP FOR E620 BODY..............................MINT £39.00
OLYMPUS HLD-6 BATTERY GRIP FOR OMD-EM5..................MINT BOXED £145.00
OLYMPUS FL-14 FLASH UNIT ...............................................EXC++ BOXED £69.00
OLYMPUS FL- 40 FOR OLYMPUS DIGITAL...............................MINT BOXED £59.00
PANASONIC GF2 BODY COMPLETE WITH ALL ACCESS.........MINT BOXED £145.00
PANASONIC DMC-FZ62 WITH LEICA LENS........................................MINT £129.00
SIGMA 30MM F2.8 DN MICRO 4/3RDS..................................MINT BOXED £115.00
SONY A7 BODY COMPLETE, LITTLE USE. ..............................MINT BOXED £675.00
SONY DT 30MM F2.8 MACRO SAM LENS ..............................MINT BOXED £115.00
SIGMA 1.4 APO EX DG TELECONVERTER FOR SONY.............MINT BOXED £125.00
SONY ALPHA HVL-F36AM FLASH GUN ..................................MINT CASED £129.00

CANON EOS 1 BODY...........................................................................EXC+ £115.00
CANON EOS 1N BODY.........................................................................EXC+ £145.00
CANON EOS 3 BODY.......................................................................... EXC++ £99.00
CANON 17 - 40MM F4 USM “L” WITH HOOD ....................... MINT-CASED £425.00
CANON 17 - 40MM F4 USM “L” WITH FILTER ......................MINT BOXED £465.00
CANON 20 - 35MM F2.8 USM “L” ....................................................MINT- £499.00
CANON 24 - 70MM F2.8 USM “L” MKI................... MINT BOXED AS NEW £695.00
CANON 24 - 105MM F4 USM “L” IMAGE STABILIZER ..........MINT CASED £595.00
CANON 28 - 300MM F3.5/5.6 USM “L”
IMAGE STABILIZER .......................................................... MINT-CASED £1,225.00

CANON 70 - 200MM F2.8 USM “L” .......................................MINT BOXED £745.00
CANON 70 - 200MM F2.8 USM “L” ................................................ EXC++ £545.00
CANON 70 - 200MM F2.8 USM “L” IS IMAGE STABI MK1....MINT BOXED £899.00
CANON 14MM F2.8 USM “L” ................................................ MINT-BOXED £795.00
CANON 35MM F1.4 USM “L” SUPERB SHARP LENS.............MINT BOXED £775.00
CANON 85MM F1.2 USM “L” MK II LATEST........ MINT BOXED AS NEW £1,195.00
CANON 100MM F2.8 MACRO USM “L” IS LATEST................MINT CASED £525.00
CANON 200MM F2.8 USM “L” MK II WITH HOOD .............................MINT £475.00
CANON 300MM F4 USM “L” IMAGE STABILIZER..................MINT BOXED £865.00
CANON 400MM F5.6 USM “L” WITH HOOD & CASE..............MINT BOXED £845.00
CANON 400MM F4 DO USM IMAGE STABILIZER LENS ..... MINT-CASED £2,595.00
CANON 50MM F1.8 MARK 1 (VERY RARE NOW) ...............................MINT £149.00
CANON 60MM F2.8 USM MACRO LATEST .............................MINT BOXED £279.00
CANON 100MM F2 USM....................................................................MINT- £295.00
CANON 15 - 85MM F3.5/5.6 EF-S USM IS + CAN HOOD....... MINT+HOOD £445.00
CANON 17 - 55MM F2.8 USM IMAGE STABILIZER ...........................MINT- £445.00
CANON 17 - 55MM F2.8 USM IMAGE STABILIZER + HOOD..MINT BOXED £475.00
CANON 17 - 85MM F4/5.6 IMAGE STABILIZER .....................MINT BOXED £169.00
CANON 18 - 55MM F3.5/5.6 MK II.......................................................MINT £59.00
CANON 18 - 135MM F3.5/5.6 EFS IMAGE STABILIZER .......MINT + HOOD £195.00
CANON 18 - 200MM F3.5/5.6 EF-S IMAGE STABILIZER........ MINT+HOOD £325.00
CANON 28 - 90MM F4/5.6 USM...........................................................MINT £69.00
CANON 28 - 105MM F3.5/4.5 USM....................................................MINT £145.00
CANON 28 - 135MM F3.5/5.6 USM IMAGE STABILIZER........MINT BOXED £195.00
CANON 35 - 80MM F4/5.6 EF MKIII.....................................................MINT £39.00
CANON 75 - 300MM F4.5/5.6 + HOOD ................................................MINT £89.00
CANON 75 - 300MM F4.5/5.6 USM.....................................................MINT- £99.00
CANON 100 - 300MM F4/5.6 USM......................................................MINT- £95.00
CANON EF25 II EXTENSION TUBE ............................................MINT BOXED £79.00
KENCO DG CANON FIT TUBE SET 12,20,36MM........................MINT BOXED £99.00
CANON EF 1.4X EXTENDER MK I........................................................MINT £179.00
CANON EF 1.4X EXTENDER MK II ..........................................MINT BOXED £185.00
CANON EF 2.0X EXTENDER MK I............................................MINT BOXED £175.00
CANON EF 2.0X EXTENDER MK II ..........................................MINT BOXED £185.00
CANON EF 2.0X EXTENDER MK II ..........................................MINT CASED £179.00
KENCO DG CANON FIT TUBE SET 12,20,36MM...................................MINT- £99.00

KENCO TELEPLUS PRO 300 DGX 2.0 TELECONVERTER.........MINT BOXED £159.00
TELEPLUS MC7 7 ELEMENT 2X TELECONVERTER..............................MINT- £75.00
TELEPLUS 2X CONVERTER CANON A/F...............................................MINT- £45.00
QUANTERAY 2X TELECONVERTER FOR CANON A/F ...........................MINT- £59.00
CANON ST-E2 SEEDLITE TRANSMITTER................................MINT BOXED £125.00
CANON 540 EZ FLASH + INST..................................................MINT BOXED £69.00
CANON 540 EZ FLASH + INST................................................ MINT- CASED £59.00
CANON 420 EZ FLASH..............................................................MINT CASED £39.00
CANON ANGLE FINDER B .........................................................MINT BOXED £79.00
CANON ANGLE FINDER C .......................................................MINT BOXED £119.00
CANON LC3 TRANSMITTER AND RECIEVER.......................................MINT £115.00
SIGMA 4.5MM F2.8 EX DC HSM CIRCULAR FISHEYE ............MINT CASED £475.00
SIGMA 10MM F2.8 EX DC FISHEYE HSM...............................MINT BOXED £345.00
SIGMA 17 - 35MM F2.8/4 EX HSM APHERIC....................................MINT- £179.00
SIGMA 70 - 300MM F4/5.6 APO MACRO DG + HOOD .............MINT BOXED £95.00
SIGMA 170 - 500MM F5/6.3 APO COMP WITH HOOD .......... MINT-BOXED £299.00
TAMRON 14MM F2.8 SP ASPHERICAL WIDE ANGLE.............MINT CASED £345.00
TAMRON 90MM F2.8 SP DI MACRO LENS.............................MINT BOXED £225.00
TAMRON 28 - 300MM F3.5/6.3 I/F LD DI ASP VIB CONTROLMINT BOXED £375.00
TOKINA 10 -17MM F3.5/4.5 ATX DX FISHEYE (LATEST)...................MINT £345.00
TOKINA 10 -17MM F3.5/4.5 ATX DX FISHEYE (LATEST)...................MINT £299.00

CONTAX G2 BODY ................................................................EXC++BOXED £365.00
CONTAX G2 BODY ........................................................................... EXC++ £345.00
CONTAX TIX TITANIUM COMPACT + LEATHER CASE............MINT CASED £299.00
CONTAX 21MM BIOGON WITH FINDER ..................................MINT BOXED £499.00
CONTAX 28MM F2.8 BIOGON “G” + HOOD,CAP....................MINT BOXED £275.00
CONTAX 45MM F2.8 PLANNAR + HOOD AND CAP................MINT BOXED £265.00
CONTAX 90MM F2.8 SONNAR “G” + HOOD,FILTER,CAP.......MINT CASED £195.00
CONTAX TLA 140 FLASH FOR G1/G2 .......................................MINT CASED £65.00
CONTAX TLA 200 FLASH FOR G1/G2 .......................................MINT CASED £69.00
CONTAX GD1 DATABACK FOR CONTAX T3............................. MINT-BOXED £69.00
CONTAX 167MT BODY............................................................. MINT-BOXED £75.00
CONTAX FIT YASHICA 28MM F2.8 SUPERB CONDITION .....................MINT £65.00
CONTAX 45MM F2.8 TESSAR T* PANCAKE LENS + HOOD................MINT £195.00
CONTAX 50MM F1.7 MM LENS................................................MINT BOXED £99.00
CONTAX 300MM F4 TELE TESSAR AE ..............................................MINT- £295.00
CONTAX 28 - 70MM F3.5/4.5 VARIO SONNAR T* MM ..........MINT BOXED £295.00
CONTAX TLA 280 FLASH.....................................................................MINT- £95.00

LEICA M9 STEEL GREY LESS THAN 5500 ACTUATIONS.... MINT-BOXED £2,095.00
LEICA M8 BODY BLACK VERY LOW 1042 ACTUATIONS....... MINT-BOXED £875.00
LEICA M8 BODY BLACK COMPLETE.....................................EXC++BOXED £745.00
LEICA M7 BLACK BODY LATE MODEL ................................MINT BOXED £1,295.00
LEICA V LUX 20 COMPLETE WITH ALL ACCESSORIES ......................MINT £169.00
LEICA M2 BODY COMPLETE WITH INST BOOK..................... MINT-BOXED £795.00
LEICA M2 BODY WITH CASE ................................................EXC++CASED £595.00
LEICA MDA BODY SER NO 12659XX CIRCA 1970.............................MINT- £425.00
LEICA MDA BODY SER NO 14111XXCIRCA 1975-76 ...................... EXC++ £399.00
LEICA II & 50MM F2 NICKEL ELM (“FROM A COLLECTION”)......... EXC++ £365.00
LEICA IIF RED DIAL BODY (“FROM A COLLECTION”)................ EXCX+++ £245.00
LEICA III BODY REALLY NICE ONE....................................................... EXC £245.00
LEICA IIIA STANDARD WITH 5CM F2 COLL SUMMITAR...............EXC+++ £365.00
LEICA III BODY REALLY NICE CLEAN BODY WITH CASE ..................MINT- £295.00
LEICA IIIC BODY WITH CASE........................................................... EXC++ £195.00
LEICA CL BODY .................................................................................MINT- £445.00
LEICA C LUX 2 COMPLETE ALSO LEATHER CASE..................MINT BOXED £299.00
ZEISS 21MM F4.5 BIOGON ZM................................ MINT BOXED AS NEW £699.00
LEICA 16,18,21MM F4 ASPH M TRI-ELMAR 6 BIT LATESTMINT BOXED £2,595.00
LEICA 21MM F4 SUP ANGULON + M ADAP + FINDER ....MINT IN KEEPER £999.00
LEICA 28MM F2.8 ELMARIT M COMP WITH HOOD V.4 .........MINT BOXED £875.00
LEICA 35MM F2 SUMMICRON ASPH BLACK 6 BIT LATESTMINT BOXED £1,575.00
LEICA 35MM F2.8 SUMMARON FOR M WITH LEITZ FILTER.............MINT- £495.00
LEICA 35MM F3.5 SUMMARON M WITH LEICA FILTER....................MINT- £325.00
LEICA 35MM F3.5 SUMMARON M WITH SPECS...............................MINT- £395.00
LEICA 50MM F2 SUMMICRON BLACK 11826.........................MINT BOXED £895.00
LEICA 50MM F2 SUMMICRON 6 BIT LATEST......................MINT BOXED £1,095.00
LEICA 50MM F2 SUMMICRON CHROME SER NO 36301##.... MINT+HOOD £995.00
LEICA 50MM F2 SUMMICRON BLACK COMP WITH HOOD.....MINT BOXED £850.00
LEICA 50MM F2 SUMMICRON CHROME M FIT .............................EXC+++ £575.00
LEICA 50MM F2 SUMMICRON CHROME M FIT ..................................MINT £595.00
LEICA 50MM F2 CLOSE FOCUS SUMMICRON................................. EXC++ £445.00
LEICA 5CM F3.5 COLLAPSABLE ELMAR FOR M 13339## ................MINT- £325.00
LEICA MACRO ELMAR 90MM F4 BLACK 11633 .................MINT BOXED £1,295.00
LEICA 90MM F2.5 SUMMARIT M 6 BIT LATEST + HOOD......MINT CASED £875.00
LEICA 9CM F4 ELMAR COLL FOR M .................................................MINT- £199.00
LEICA 135MM F2.8 ELMARIT WITH SPECS .................................... EXC++ £295.00
LEICA 135MM F4.5 HEKTOR ................................................................EXC+ £75.00
VOIGTLANDER 50mm f1.5 NOKTON WITH LEICA M MOUNT ............MINT- £375.00
VOIGTLANDER 21MM F4 COL SKO FINDER + M RING......................MINT- £295.00
VOIGTLANDER 25MM F4 COL SKOPAR VM........................... MINT-BOXED £275.00
VOIGTLANDER 15MM FINDER.............................................................MINT- £79.00
VOIGTLANDER BESSA R GRIP FOR R,R2,R3 ETC.....................MINT BOXED £49.00
LEICA UNIVERSAL POLARING FILTER KIT M(13356).............MINT BOXED £225.00
LEICA MOTOR M FOR M6,M6TTL,ETC..................... MINT BOXED AS NEW £225.00
LEICA M GRIP FOR M7/M6/M6TTL ETC..............................................MINT- £49.00
CANON 28MM F3.5 SERENAR SCREW..............................................MINT- £175.00
LEICA 35MM F2.8 SUMMARON SCREW L39.....................................MINT- £499.00
LEICA 35MM F3.5 SUMMARON SCREW............................................MINT- £299.00
LEICA 5CM F1.5 SUMMARIT SCREW ................................................MINT- £365.00
LEICA 5CM F2.8 COLLAPSIBLE ELMAR SCREW ...............................MINT- £299.00
LEICA 5CM F2 SUMMARIT SCREW ......................................MINT-KEEPER £299.00
LEICA 5CM F2 SUMMITAR COLL + M MOUNT...............EXC++IN KEEPER £275.00
LEICA 135MM F2.8 ELMARIT M WITH SPECS ..................................MINT- £299.00
LEICA 135MM F4.5 HEKTOR + HOOD M MOUNT .............................. EXC++ £99.00
LEICA 135MM F4.5 HEKTOR IN KEEPER.......................................EXC+++ £199.00
LEICA FIT DALLMEYER 13.5CM F4.5 DALRAC..............................EXC+++ £375.00
LEICA 90MM F4 ELMAR BLACK SCREW......................................... EXC++ £145.00
LEICA 135MM F4.5 HEKTOR + HOOD SCREW .................................. EXC++ £99.00
LEICA SF24D FLASH...............................................................MINT BOXED £189.00
LEICA FONOR BLACK RANGEFINDER.................................... MINT-CASED £175.00
LEICA WINDER M4-2 FOR M4 ETC........................................ MINT-BOXED £145.00
LEICA R5 BODY BLACK .....................................................................MINT- £225.00
LEICAFLEX SL BODY CHROME.............................................. MINT-BOXED £245.00
LEICAFLEX SL BODY CHROME.............................................. MINT-BOXED £175.00
LEICA 50MM F2 SUMMICRON ROM LENS 11345 ................. MINT-BOXED £445.00
LEICA 50MM F2 SUMMICRON R 2 CAM ............................................MINT £199.00
LEICA 180MM F4 ELMARIT R 3 CAM.............................................. EXC++ £345.00
LEICA 35 - 70MM F3.5 R VARIO ELMAR.................................... MINT-CASED £275
LEICA MOTORWINDER AND STRAP FOR R6 ETC...................MINT BOXED £145.00
LEICA ULTRAVID 8 X 42 BINOCULARS BLACK .................................MINT- £695.00
LEICA 10 X 40 TRINOVID BA WITH CASE & MANUAL........... MINT-BOXED £495.00

HASSELBLAD X PAN CENTRE FILTER FOR 45MM.............................MINT £145.00
HASSELBLAD 90MM F 4 FOR X PAN .................................................MINT £275.00
HASSELBLAD LEATHER ERC CASE FOR X PAN ................................MINT- £175.00
HASSELBLAD X PAN II RELEASE CORD...................................MINT BOXED £59.00
BRONICA 45MM F4 RF LENS FOR RF645 WITH FINDER........MINT BOXED £325.00
BRONICA 40MM F 4 PE LENS TOTALLY AS NEW ..................MINT BOXED £195.00

BRONICA 40MM F4 ZENZANON FOR ETRS/ETRSI ............................MINT- £159.00
BRONICA 50MM F2.8 ZENZANON MC.............................................EXC+++ £99.00
BRONICA 110MM F4 MACRO LENS PS.............................................MINT- £295.00
BRONICA 150MM F3.5 ZENZANON E MC.................................MINT BOXED £99.00
BRONICA 150MM F3.5 ZENZANON E MC.............................................MINT £89.00
BRONICA 150MM F4 E ........................................................................MINT- £89.00
BRONICA ETRSI 120 BACK.......................................................MINT BOXED £69.00
BRONICA POLAROID BACK FOR ETRSI, ETRS ETC ..................MINT BOXED £59.00
BRONICA AEII METERED PRISM ..........................................................EXC+ £75.00
BRONICA PLAIN PRISM FOR ETRS/ETRSI............................................MINT £75.00
BRONICA PLAIN PRISM FOR ETRS/ETRSI......................................... EXC++ £59.00
BRONICA ROTARY PRISM FINDER FOR ETRS, ETRSI ETC..................MINT- £75.00
BRONICA SPEEDGRIP FOR ETRS/ETRSI..............................................MINT- £45.00
BRONICA MOTOR WINDER E...........................................................EXC+++ £89.00
BRONICA 150MM F3.5 ZENZANON S ................................................MINT- £165.00
BRONICA 65MM F4 ZENZANON PS FOR SQ.......................... MINT-CASED £145.00
BRONICA 110MM F4 PS ZENZANON MACRO FOR SQ .......... MINT-CASED £365.00
BRONICA 150MM F4 PS ZENZANON FOR SQ........................ MINT-CASED £145.00
BRONICA PRISM ME METERED FOR SQA/SQAI..................................MINT- £89.00
BRONICA SPEED GRIP FOR SQA/SQAI ................................................MINT- £59.00
MAMIYA 6 WITH 50MM F4 & 150MM F4.5 + HOODS + FILT........MINT- £1,499.00
MAMIYA 6 BODY WITH 50MM F4 “G” FOR 6 + HOOD,FILT ..........MINT- £1,195.00
MAMIYA 150MM F4.5 “G” WITH HOOD.............................................MINT £365.00
MAMIYA 43MM F4.5 WITH FINDER & HOOD FOR 7/7II .........MINT BOXED £799.00
MAMIYA 150MM F4.5 WITH HOOD FOR 7/7II........................MINT BOXED £395.00
MAMIYA 150MM F4.5 + HOOD FOR MAMIYA 7/7II...........................MINT £425.00
MAMIYA 180MM F4.5 SEKOR Z W FOR RZ........................................MINT £199.00
MAMIYA 250MM F4.5 LENS FOR RZ.................................................MINT- £195.00
MAMIYA 150MM F3.5 A/F FOR 645 A/F ............................................MINT £299.00
MAMIYA 210MM F4 SEKOR C FOR 645.................................MINT CASED £195.00
MAMIYA 180MM F4.5 SEKOR FOR RB...............................................MINT £169.00
MAMIYA 220 BACK FOR RZ 67 ...........................................................MINT- £95.00
PENTAX 55MM F3.5 TAKUMAR SMC FOR 6X7.................................MINT- £195.00
PENTAX 55MM F2.8 FOR PENTAX 645 ..................................MINT BOXED £199.00
PENTAX 200MM F4 FOR PENTAX 67 + FILTER AND HOOD..............MINT- £199.00
ROLLEIFLEX SCHNEIDER 150MM F4.6 MAKRO FOR 6008................MINT- £575.00
WISTA TYPE N 4X5 MOUNT ROLL FILM HOLDER FOR 6X7 .... MINT-BOXED £75.00
YASHICAMAT 124G FIT SUN TELE ADAPTOR KIT....................MINT CASED £69.00
YASHICAMAT 124G YASHICA TELE ADAPTOR KIT ..................MINT CASED £89.00

NIKON F6 BODY COMPLETE AS NEW CONDITION..................MINT BOXED £745.00
NIKON F5 BODY COMPLETE WITH STRAP & MANUAL ......... MINT-BOXED £399.00
NIKON 10.5MM F2.8 “G” IF-ED AF DX FISHEYE LENS ..........MINT BOXED £425.00
NIKON 35MM F1.8 “G” DX AF-S............................................MINT BOXED £115.00
NIKON 50MM F1.8 A/F .........................................................MINT-BOXED £ £69.00
NIKON 50MM F1.8 A/F “D”..................................................... MINT-BOXED £79.00
NIKON 50MM F1.8 “G” AF-S LENS........................................MINT BOXED £129.00
NIKON 50MM F1.4 “G” AFS .................................... MINT BOXED AS NEW £225.00
NIKON 60MM F2.8 A/F D........................................................MINT BOXED £225.00
NIKON 60MM F2.8 “G” ED AF-S MICRO NIKKOR ..................MINT BOXED £275.00
NIKON 85MM F3.5 MICRO NIKKOR G ED AF-S VR DX
+ HOOD ...............................................................................MINT CASED £295.00

NIKON 105MM F2.8 “G” IF-ED AF-S VR MICRO NIKKOR ......MINT BOXED £475.00
NIKON 300MM F4 “D” IF-ED AF-S AS NEW ........... MINT BOXED AS NEW £875.00
NIKON 12 - 24MM F4 “G” IF-ED AF-S DX.............................MINT BOXED £495.00
NIKON 14 - 24MM F2.8 “G” ED AF-S LATEST....................MINT BOXED £1,175.00
NIKON 16 - 85MM F3.5/5.6 “G” DX ED AF-S VR.... MINT BOXED AS NEW £299.00
NIKON 16 - 85MM F3.5/5.6 “G” DX ED AF-S VR...................MINT CASED £289.00
NIKON 17 - 55MM F2.8 F2.8 “G” IF-ED AF-S + HOOD........MINT- BOXED £545.00
NIKON 24 - 70MM F2.8 “G” IF - ED AF-S..............................MINT CASED £845.00
NIKON 24 - 70MM F2.8 “G” IF - ED AF-S............... MINT BOXED AS NEW £899.00
NIKON 24 - 120MM F4 “G” ED AF-S VR LATEST
MODEL.................................................................. MINT BOXED AS NEW £575.00

NIKON 35 - 105MM F3.5/4.5 A/F WITH MACRO................................MINT £129.00
NIKON 35 - 135MM F3.5/4.5 A/F + HOOD........................................MINT- £129.00
NIKON 55 - 200MM F4/5.6 IF-ED DX AF-S..............................MINT BOXED £89.00
NIKON 70-200MM F4 G ED VR LATEST .................................MINT BOXED £745.00
NIKON 80 - 400MM F4 “D” ED AF VIB RED VR.....................MINT BOXED £695.00
NIKON TC14E MKII 1.4X TELECONVERTER ............................MINT BOXED £229.00
NIKON TC17E MKII 1.7X TELECONVERTER ............................MINT BOXED £225.00
NIKON TC20E AF-1 2.0X TELECONVERTER........................... MINT-BOXED £129.00
NIKON TC20E II AF-S TELECONVERTER............................................MINT- £195.00
NIKON TC20E III AF-S TELECONVERTER LATEST MKIII.........MINT BOXED £315.00
NIKON SB 28 SPEEDLIGHT...................................................... MINT-BOXED £65.00
TAMRON 1.4X A/F “D” TELECONVERTER NIKON FIT ..............MINT BOXED £69.00
SIGMA 20MM F1.8 EF DG ASPHERIC RF (LATEST)................MINT BOXED £275.00
SIGMA 30MM F1.4 EX DC HSM NIKON FIT............. MINT BOXED AS NEW £199.00
SIGMA 50MM F2.8 MACRO EX A/F “D”.................................MINT BOXED £145.00
SIGMA 12 - 24MM F4.5/5.6 EX DG HSM II LATEST MODEL..MINT BOXED £445.00
SIGMA 15 - 30MM F3.5/4.5 EX DG ASPHERICAL & HOOD ....MINT BOXED £199.00
SIGMA 17 - 35MM F2.8/4 EX ASHERICAL ...........................EXC++BOXED £159.00
SIGMA 18 - 35MM F3.5/4.5 ASPHERICAL ...............................MINT BOXED £59.00
SIGMA 18 - 250MM F3.5/6.3 DC MACRO OS HSM................MINT BOXED £169.00
SIGMA 28-300MM F3.5 IF ASPHERIC DL HYPER.....................MINT BOXED £69.00
SIGMA 50 - 500MM F4.5/6.3 DG HSM OPT/STAB O/S......... MINT-BOXED £699.00
SIGMA 70 - 200MM F2.8 MKII APO EX DG MACRO...............MINT BOXED £395.00
SIGMA 70 - 200MM F2.8 APO EX DG HSM OS “LATEST”..................NEW £599.00
SIGMA 120 - 300MM F2.8 EX HSM COMP WITH HOOD.......EXC++CASED £745.00
SIGMA 135 - 400MM F4.5/5.6 “D” APO......................................... EXC++ £275.00
TAMRON 17 - 50MM F2.8 XR DI II VC WITH MOTOR ............MINT BOXED £265.00
TAMRON 18 - 200MM F3.5/6.3 IF ASPHERIC XR DI II ............MINT BOXED £89.00
TAMRON 28 - 300MM F3.5/6.3 I/F LD DI ASPHERIC VC ....... MINT+HOOD £299.00
TAMRON 55 - 200MM F4/5.6 LD MACRI DI II .........................MINT BOXED £99.00
TOKINA 12 - 24MM F4 IF DX ASPHERICAL AT-X PRO .......... MINT+HOOD £299.00

TOKINA 16 - 50MM F2.8 ASPHERICAL AT-X PRO DX ...........MINT BOXED £275.00

NIKON S3 YEAR 2000 WITH 50MM F1.4 & CASE UNUSED....MINT BOXED £995.00

NIKON F3 BODY............................................................................... EXC++ £275.00

NIKON F2 PLAIN PRISM (VERY SLIGHT DINK ON PRISM) ............EXC+++ £345.00

NIKON F2 BLACK PLAIN PRISM REALLY NICE BODY .......................MINT- £395.00

NIKON F2 PHOTOMIC BODY CHROME...............................................MINT- £345.00

NIKON FM2N CHROME ......................................................................MINT- £245.00

NIKON FM2N BLACK..........................................................................MINT- £265.00

NIKON FE2 BODY CHROME ...........................................................EXC+++ £145.00

NIKON FE2 BLACK BODY................................................................. EXC++ £145.00

NIKKORMAT FT2 BODY CHROME........................................................MINT- £75.00

NIKON FT3 BLACK BODY WITH NIKON 50MM F2 ..............................MINT £295.00

NIKON F3 CF 100 BERGUNDY CASE F3 WITH MD4 (RARE)..........EXC+++ £199.00

NIKON F3 CF 20 BERGUNDY CASE FOR F3.........................................MINT- £69.00

NIKON 15MM F3.5 AIS ...........................................................MINT CASED £699.00

NIKON 24MM F2.8 AI ........................................................................MINT- £155.00

NIKON 24MM F2.8 AI FROM A COLLECTION..........................MINT BOXED £175.00

NIKON 24MM F2.8 AIS ......................................................................MINT- £195.00

NIKON 28MM F2.8 AI ........................................................................ EXC++ £99.00

NIKON 28MM F3.5 AIS ......................................................................MINT- £125.00

NIKON 35MM F1.4 AIS .................................................................... EXC++ £295.00

NIKON 45MM F2.8 GN NIKKOR .........................................................MINT- £199.00

NIKON 50MM F1.2 AIS ......................................................................MINT- £395.00

NIKON 55MM F1.2 AI .........................................................................MINT £365.00

NIKON 50MM F1.8 AIS ........................................................................MINT- £79.00

NIKON 55MM F2.8 MICRO NIKKOR AIS ............................................MINT- £159.00

NIKON 85MM F1.4 AIS .......................................................................MINT £575.00

NIKON 105MM F1.8 AIS ................................................................EXC+++ £299.00

NIKON 105MM F1.8 AIS SUPERB LENS .............................................MINT £375.00

NIKON 105MM F2.5 AI AS NEW .........................................................MINT £195.00

NIKON 105MM F2.8 AIS MICRO NIKKOR ...............................MINT BOXED £395.00

NIKON 105MM F4 AIS MICRO NIKKOR .............................................MINT- £275.00

NIKON 200MM F4 AIS MICRO NIKKOR ................................EXC+++CASE £295.00

NIKON 200MM F4 NIKKOR Q................................................... MINT-CASED £95.00

NIKON 200MM F5.6 MEDICAL NIKKOR + POWER PACK .......MINT BOXED £475.00

TAMRON 300MM F2.8 SP ID LF WITH TAM 1.4 EXTENDER ........... EXC++ £495.00

NIKON 500MM F8 MIRROR LENS WITH FILTER SET..............MINT CASED £299.00

NIKON 35 - 70MM F3.3/4.5 ZOOM NIKKOR MACRO AIS ..................MINT- £169.00

NIKON 35 - 105MM F3.5/4.5 AIS ZOOM MACRO...................MINT BOXED £195.00

NIKON 35 - 105MM F3.5/4.5 AIS ZOOM MACRO............................ EXC++ £139.00

NIKON 35 - 135 F3.5/4.5 AIS .............................................................EXC+ £165.00

NIKON 43 - 86MM F3.5 AI ZOOM...................................................... EXC++ £69.00

NIKON 70 - 210MM F4.5/5.6 NIKKOR ..................................... MINT-BOXED £65.00

NIKON 75 - 150MM F3.5 SERIES E ZOOM TELEPHOTO ......................MINT- £75.00

NIKON MF-24 250 EXPOSURE FILM BACK FOR F4S/F4E .................MINT- £299.00

NIKON PK13 AUTO EXTENSION RING...................................... MINT-BOXED £55.00

NIKON PK12 AUTO EXTENSION RING................................................ EXC++ £49.00

NIKON PK11 AUTO EXTENSION RING...................................................MINT £49.00

NIKON TC 16A TELECONVERTER A/F...................................................MINT £79.00

NIKON TC 200 CONVERTER..................................................................MINT £69.00

NIKON SB 16 FLASH FOR F3/FM2/FM3/FE/FE2................................ EXC++ £99.00

NIKON SB 16 FLASH FOR F3 ............................................................. EXC++ £65.00

OLYMPUS OM4TI CHAMPAGNE WITH 50MM F1.8 LENS ..................MINT- £699.00

OLYMPUS OM4 BODY BLACK REALLY NICE CONDITION...... MINT-CASED £295.00

OLYMPUS OM2SP SPOT BODY COMP WITH CASE ...................EXC+CASED £99.00

OLYMPUS OM2 BLACK.........................................................................EXC+ £99.00

OLYMPUS OM2 BODY CHROME ............................................ MINT-BOXED £110.00

OLYMPUS 24MM F2.8 ZUIKO WITH HOOD ...............MINT BOXED + HOOD £195.00

OLYMPUS 28MM F2 ZUIKO AUTO W..................................... MINT-CASED £225.00

OLYMPUS 28MM F2.8 ZUIKO .................................................EXC++BOXED £55.00

OLYMPUS 28MM F3.5 ZUIKO .................................................. MINT-CASED £39.00

OLYMPUS 35MM F2.8 SHIFT CONTROL PC LENS..............................MINT £345.00

OLYMPUS 35MM F2.8 ZUIKO ..............................................................MINT- £69.00

OLYMPUS 50MM F1.8 ZUIKO ...................................................MINT BOXED £55.00

OLYMPUS 50MM F1.8 ZUIKO ....................................................................MINT £45

OLYMPUS 50MM F3.5 MACRO..........................................................MINT- £129.00

OLYMPUS 90MM F2 AUTO MACRO ZUIKO.........................................MINT £595.00

OLYMPUS 135MM F2.8 ZUIKO ................................................ MINT-CASED £99.00

OLYMPUS 135MM F3.5 ZUIKO ................................................ MINT-CASED £49.00

OLYMPUS 300MM F4.5 ZUIKO ...............................................MINT BOXED £275.00

OLYMPUS 28 - 48MM F4 ZUIKO.............................................EXC++BOXED £69.00

OLYMPUS 35 - 70MM F3.5/4.5 ZUIKO .................................................MINT £89.00

OLYMPUS 35 - 70MM F4 ZUIKO..........................................................MINT- £75.00

OLYMPUS 75-150MM F4 ZUIKO...........................................................MINT £69.00

OLYMPUS T20 FLASH...............................................................MINT CASED £20.00

OLYMPUS EXT TUBE 14MM, 25MM....................................................MINT- £55.00

OLYMPUS VARIMAGNI FINDER ................................................MINT BOXED £59.00

Medium & Large Format

Digital Photography

Canon Autofocus, Digital Lenses, Canon FD

Nikon Auto-Focus, Digital Lenses & Accessories

Nikon Manual

Olympus Manual

Contax ‘G’ Compacts & SLR & Ricoh

Leica ‘M’, ‘R’ & Screw & Binoculars



Mail Order :

01803 852400
Email - info@mifsuds.com
www.mifsuds.com

Mifsuds Photographic Limited
27-29, Bolton Street, Brixham. Devon. TQ5 9BZ.

PHONE LINES OPEN

MON -FRI 8am - 5pm,
SAT 9am - 5pm,
SUN 10am - 1pm.

SHOP OPEN
MON -SAT 9am - 5pm,
SUN 10am - 1pm.

U.K. Stock

Only

FREE COURIER DELIVERY FOR NEW ITEMS ORDERED ON-LINE (U.K. Mainland only)

Family Run Pro Dealership with Friendly, Knowledgeable Staff. Open 7 days per week. Prices inc VAT - correct 31/07/2015. P&P Extra. E&OE.

PART-EXCHANGE

WELCOME
WE PART EXCHANGE,
BUY FOR CASHOR
COMMISSION SALE
WEALWAYS OFFER A FAIR PRICE ~

QUOTEDQUICKLY

COLLECTION CAN BE ARRANGED

For speediest response please
email equipment details to...

info@mifsuds.com

EOS 1DX
Full Frame

Body
only
£4449

EOS 5Ds
Full Frame

Body
only
£2998

EOS
5Ds R
Full Frame

Body
only
£3198

Ask about £200 part-ex bonus*

EOS
5DMKIII
Full Frame

Body
only
£2198

Plus 24-105 f4 IS U L £2699
BG-E11 Grip £224

EOS
7DMKII
APS-C

Body
only
£1428

BG-E16 Grip £198

Ask about £150 part-ex bonus*

EOS 70D
APS-C

Body
only
£699

Plus 18-55 STM £759
Plus 18-135 STM £939
BG-E14 Grip £125

EOS
760D
APS-C

Body
only
£647

Plus 18-135 STM £899

EOS
750D
APS-C

Body
only
£527

Plus 18-55 STM £599
Plus 18-135 STM £829

D4S
Full Frame

Body
only
£4444

D810
Full Frame

Body
only
£2299

MBD-12 Grip (D810/800/E) £279

D750
Full Frame

Body
only
£1498

Plus 24-120 f4VR £1997
MBD-16 Grip £228

D610
Full Frame

Body
only
£1179

MBD-14 Grip (D610/600) £189

D7200
APS-C

Body
only
£848

Plus 18-105VR £1015
MBD-15 Grip £228

D5500
APS-C

Body
only
£539

Plus 18-55VRII £598
Plus 18-140VR £868

D3300
APS-C

Body
only
£333

Plus 18-55VR £378

EOS 6D
Full Frame

Body
only
£1138

Plus 24-105 f3.5/5.6 IS £1498
BG-E13 Grip £139

X-T1 body Graphite...........£997
X-T1 blk + 18-135mm....£1248
X-T1 blk + 18-55mm ........£1177
X-T1 body black..................£878
X-T10 + 18-55mm................£799
X-E2 + 18-55mm OIS ..........£728
X-E2 body .............................£499
10-24mm F4 XF ..................£714
14mm F2.8 XF .....................£648
16mm F1.4 XF .....................£728
16-55mm F2.8.....................£798
18mm F2 XF.........................£349
18-55mm OIS no box .......£349

18-135mm F3.5/5.6 XF..........£549
23mm F1.4 XF .....................£647
27mm F2.8 XF .....................£309
35mm F1.4 XF .....................£378
50-140mm F2.8 R OIS...........£1098
55-200mm OIS XF.................£494
56mm F1.2 R APD..............£998
56mm F1.2 XF .....................£728
60mm F2.4 XF .....................£424
90 F2 R LM WR ....................£699
EF-X20 fash .........................£169
X100T Black/Silver.............£839
X30 Black/Silver..................£319

16-300

f3.5/6.3 Di

II VC PZD

£448

150-600
f5/6.3 SP
VC USD £868
Kenko Converters

1.4x Pro 300 DGX£149
2x Pro 300 DGX....£149
Auto ext tube set£129

We are part exchange specialists. For your quote
please email equipment details to info@mifsuds.com

PART EXCHANGEWELCOME: email details to.. info@mifsuds.com

NEW

K3 II

K3 II body ................£769
K3 II + 18-55 ...........£849
K3 II + 18-135...... £1069
K3 II + 16-85 ........ £1149

We are part exchange specialists. For your
quote please email equipment details to

info@mifsuds.com

*Part-ex bonus is over and above our
normal quote for your gear

10-20 F3.5 EX DC HSM . . . . £399

10-20 F4/5.6 EX DC HSM . . £299

18-300 F3.5/6.3 DC OS mac . . .£399

24 F1.4 DG HSM Art . . . . . . £699

24-35 F2 DG HSM Art . . . . . £949

35 F1.4 DG HSM Art . . . . . . £699

50 F1.4 EX DG HSM Art . . . £699

120-300 F2.8 DG OS Sport£2499

150-600 F5/6.3 OS Contemp . . £899

150-600 F5/6.3 OS Sport £1497

More Sigma listed on our website

BeFree Carbon Fibre ........£274.95

BeFree Aluminium ..........£119.00

MT055CX Pro 4................£274.00

MT055CX Pro 3................£259.00

MT190CX Pro 4................£239.00

MT190CX Pro 3................£229.00

EF-S NON FULL FRAME LENSES

10-18 F4.5/5.6 IS STM . . . . . £189
18-55 F3.5/5.6 IS STM
no box . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£139
18-135 F3.5/5.6 IS STM
no box. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£279
24 F2.8 STM . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£139
EF FULL FRAME LENSES

8-15 F4 L USM Fisheye. . . . .£914
11-24 F4 L USM . . . . . . . . . £2777
16-35 F2.8 MKII L USM. . . £1098
16-35 F4 L IS USM. . . . . . . . .£721
17-40 F4 L USM . . . . . . . . . . .£548
20 F2.8 USM . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£379
24 F1.4 L II USM. . . . . . . . . £1139
24 F2.8 IS USM . . . . . . . . . . . .£447
24 F3.5 L TSE MKII . . . . . . . £1469
24-70 F2.8 L II USM. . . . . . £1398
24-70 F4 L IS USM. . . . . . . . .£698
24-105 F3.5/5.6 IS STM . . . .£375
24-105 F4 L IS USM no box£699
28 F2.8 IS USM . . . . . . . . . . . .£389
35 F2 IS USM. . . . . . . . . . . . . .£389
40 F2.8 STM . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£125
50 F1.2 L USM . . . . . . . . . . . .£995
50 F1.4 USM . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£244

50 F1.8 STM . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£128
50 F1.8 II . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£87
70-200 F2.8 IS LII USM. . . £1489
70-200 F2.8 non IS L USM. .£897
70-200 F4 L IS USM. . . . . . . .£805
70-200 F4 L USM. . . . . . . . . .£443
70-300 F4/5.6 L IS USM . . . .£899
85 F1.2 USM L II . . . . . . . . . £1497
85 F1.8 USM . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£251
100 F2.8 IS L USMmacro. . .£635
100 F2.8 Macro USM . . . . . .£373
100-400 F4.5/5.6 IS LII U . £1998
200-400 F4 IS L USM . . . . £8499
200 F2.8 II L USM . . . . . . . . .£568
300 F2.8 IS L USM II . . . . . £4599
300 F4 L IS USM. . . . . . . . . . .£959
400 F2.8 IS L USM II . . . . . £7499
400 F5.6 L USM . . . . . . . . . . .£919
500 F4 IS L USM II . . . . . . . £6777
600 F4 IS L USM II . . . . . . . £8894

600 F4 IS L U II
DEMO £7999

1.4x III conv. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£314
2x III conv . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£317

DX NON FULL FRAME LENSES
10.5 F2.8 DX Fisheye . . . . . . . .£548
10-24 F3.5/4.5 AFS G . . . . . . . .£638
16-80 F2.8/4 AFS ED VR. . . . . .£869
16-85 F3.5/5.6 AFS VR . . . . . . .£399
18-55 F3.5/5.6 AFS VR . . . . . . . .£99
18-105 F3.5/5.6 AFS G no box£179
18-140 F3.5/5.6 AFS VR . . . . . .£379
18-300 F3.5/6.3 AFS VR . . . . . .£548
35 F1.8 AFS G . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£169
40 F2.8 AFS G macro . . . . . . . .£177
55-300 F4.5/5.6 AFS VR . . . . . .£268

FX FULL FRAME LENSES
14-24 F2.8 AFS G ED. . . . . . . £1309
16 F2.8 AFD Fisheye . . . . . . . . . £624
16-35 F4 AFS VR . . . . . . . . . . . .£828
18-35 F3.5/4.5 AFS G . . . . . . . .£517
20 F1.8 AFS G ED. . . . . . . . . . . .£647
24 F1.4 AFS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £1378
24 F3.5 PCE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £1464
24-70 F2.8 AFS G ED. . . . . . . £1198
24-85 F3.5/4.5 AFS VR . . . . . . .£399
24-120 F4 AFS G ED VR . . . . . .£719
28 F1.8 AFS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£494
28-300 F3.5/5.6 AFS VR . . . . . .£658
35 F1.4 AFS G . . . . . . . . . . . . . £1294

35 F1.8 AFS G . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£398
35 F2 AF-D. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£254
50 F1.4 AFS G . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£274
50 F1.8 AFS G . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£139
58 F1.4 AFS G . . . . . . . . . . . . . £1299
60 F2.8 AFS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£369
70-200 F2.8 AFS VRII . . . . . . £1578
70-200 F4 AFS G ED VR . . . . . .£899
70-300 F4.5/5.6 AFS VR . . . . . .£439
80-400 F4.5/5.6 AFS G VR . . £1899
85 F1.4 AFS G . . . . . . . . . . . . . £1148
85 F1.8 AFS G . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£348
105 F2.8 AFS VR macro . . . . . .£629
200 F2 AFS G VRII . . . . . . . . . £3799

300 F2.8 AFS
ED VRII £3749

300 F4 E PF ED VR . . . . . . . . . £1638
400 F2.8 G E FL ED VR . . . . . £9497
500 F4 E AFS FL ED VR . . . . . £8148
600 F4 E AFS FL ED VR . . . . . £9648
TC14EIII converter. . . . . . . . . . .£448
TC17EII converter . . . . . . . . . . .£308
TC20EIII converter. . . . . . . . . . .£366



ForPANASONIC. PENTAX. TAMRON.
LOWEPRO. VANGUARD. Please see web

Although we are the best stocked dealer in the West
Country, we cannot always have every item listed in stock at
all times, so we are happy to reserve new & used items for
customers planning to visit. Prices correct at time of
compilation 31/06/2015 but are subject to change without
notice so please see website for the most up to date prices.

BUY ONLINE (new stock only) - CHECK LATEST PRICES
AND MANUFACTURER CASHBACKS/PROMOTIONS

www.mifsuds.com

Connect now with your QR app

www.mifsuds.com
Mail order used items sold on 10 day approval. Return in 'as received' condition for refund
if not satisfied (postage not included - mail order only). Subscribe to our email newsletter -
be amongst the first to learn about special offers and promotions - ask us for details. E&OE.

Check out our EBAY CLEARANCE store for bargains galore!!

QUALITY USED EQUIPMENT. See website for full list. Call us for condition and to buy secondhand stock. 6 Month warranty on most secondhand.

MORE ONWEBSITE

WWW.MIFSUDS.COM

BRONICA ETRS 645 USED
ETRS body ........................£99
40 F4 MC........................ £149
45-90 F4/5.6 PE box... £449
100 F4 PE macro ......... £249
100 F4 E macro............ £199
105 F3.5.............................£99
135 F4 PE ....................... £199
150 F3.5 E .........................£99
150 F3.5 PE M- Box..... £149
200 F4.5 PE.................... £199
2x extender E ..................£79
E14, 28 or 42 ext tube..£49
120 RFH.............................£69
Polaroid Back ..................£39
WLF.....................................£69
Plain prism .......................£59
Rotary prism................. £129
AEII Prism..........................£79
Angle viewfinder E..... £129
Winder early ....................£79
Speed Grip E....................£39
Tripod adapter E ............£39
Winder early ....................£49
Metz SCA 386..................£49
BRONICA SQ 6x6 USED
40 F4 S ............................ £299
50 F3.5 S......................... £149
135 F4 PS M-................. £249
150 F3.5 S .........................£79
150 F4 PS .............. £149/199
200 F4.5 PS M- box .... £199
2x PS converter M-..... £179
135N back ..................... £139
SQAi Polaroid back........£79
SQAi 120 RFH..................£79
SQA 120 RFH ...................£49
Plain Prism S Boxed ......£69
AE Prism Early .................£79
ME Prism Finder .............£69
Metz SCA 386..................£49
Pro shade S ......................£59
Lens Hood 65-80............£20
SQAi Motorwinder ..... £149
Speed grip S ....................£69
CANON DIGITAL AF USED
1DX body M- box......£3599
1DS MKIII body..........£1399
1D MKIV body box ...£2199
1D MKIII body box...... £799
7D body box....................£449
5D MKIII body box.... £1699
5D MKII body box........£999
5DMKI body box ..........£399
70D body box.................£599
60D body..........................£399
50D body box.................£299
40D body..........................£199
30D body box.................£169
700D body box ..............£349
600D body box ..............£299
550D body box ..............£249
450D body .......................£179
400D body .......................£129
350D body ..........................£99
300D body ..........................£79
BG-E1 box............................£29
BG-E2 box............................£39
BG-E2N box.........................£59
BG-ED3 box.........................£39
BG-E5 box............................£49
BG-E6 box.........................£119
BG-E7 box............................£99
BG-E8 box............................£79
BG-E16 box ......................£169
M3 + 18-55 + VF
M- box................................£499
G16 compact ..................£239
G12 compact box .........£199
G10 compact box .........£149
G9 compact........................£99
CANON AF USED
EOS 1V HS body box . £699
EOS 3 + PB-E2 .............. £239
EOS 3 + BP-E1 .............. £199
EOS 3............................... £149
EOS 1n body................. £129
EOS 3 body ................... £129
EOS 5 body ......................£39
EOS 650 body .................£29
EOS 600 body .................£20
8-15 F4 L box ...................£749
10-22 F3.5/4.5 U.......... £349
16-35 F2.8 LII box ....... £899
17-40 F4 L box ............. £449
17-55 F2.8 IS U............. £449
18-55 F3.5/5.6 IS EFS ....£79
18-55 F3.5/5.6 IS STM...... £99

18-55 F3.5/5.6 EFS ............ £59
24 F2.8 IS USM..................£369
24-70 F2.8 LII M- box..£1199
24-70 F2.8 box..................£699
24-105 F4 L.........................£499
28 F1.8 USM box......... £299
28-90 F3.5/5.6 .................£79
35-70 F3.5/4.5 .................£69
40 F2.8 STM .....................£99
50 F1.4 U box ............... £219
50 F1.8 MKI .................... £149
50 F2.5 mac box........... £149
60 F2.8 EFS mac ........... £249
65 F2.8 MPE M- box... £749
70-200 F4 IS U L .......... £699
70-200 F4 U L............... £399
70-300 F4/5.6 L IS U... £779
70-300 F4/5.6 IS U ...... £279
75-300 F4/5.6 MKIII .......£89
85 F1.2 L MKII M- ......£1279
85 F1.2 L MKI M- ......... £949
85 F1.8 U box ............... £219
90-300 F4/5.6 ..................£69
100 F2.8 IS L U ............. £549
100-400 F4.5/5.6
L IS U ...................... £699/899
135 F2 M- box.............. £639
200 F2.8 LII U.................. £449
300 F4 IS USM box .......£699
400 F2.8 L IS U.£3999/4499
400 F5.6 L box................£749
500 F4 L IS U ................£4499
500 F4 L IS U ................£3999
1.4x extender MKII .......£219
2x extender MKII...........£219
Kenko 1.5x conv..............£59
Kenko 1.4x Pro.................£89
Kenko Pro 300 DG 1.4x £99
Kenko Pro 300 DG 2x....£99
Teleplus 2x DG conv.....£89
Kenko ext tube set DG...£89
Jessops ext tubes ..........£69
BP-E1 batt pack ..............£49
BP-50..................................£20
LC-4 wireless kit .............£89
Angle finder C.................£99
PB-E2 drive.......................£99
Tripod mnt adapt A (W)...£59
SIGMA CAF USED
8-15 F4.5/5.6 DC box.....£419
10 F2.8 DC Fisheye.........£349
10-20 F4/5.6 HSMbox.......£229
17-70 F2.8/4 DCOS HSM.£239
17-70 F2.8/4.5 DC ..............£149
18-35 F1.8 DCM-................£499
18-50 F2.8/4.5 DCOS......£149
18-50 F3.5/5.6 DC box...£49
24-70 F2.8 HSM..............£469
24-70 F2.8 EX DGmac ....£349
50 F1.4 EX DC..................£249
70-200 F2.8 DGOS.........£599
70-200 F2.8 EX DG HSM £429
100-300 F4 EX DG box£449
105 F2.8 DG OS ........... £329
105 F2.8 EX ................... £219
120-300 F2.8 EX DG
OS box ..........................£1349
120-400 F4/5.6 DGOS£499
150 F2.8 EX DGOS.........£549
150 F2.8 EX DG.................£399
150-500 F5/6.3 DGOS..£499
180 F3.5 EX.........................£429
600 F8mirror.....................£299
800 F5.6 EX DG box ....£2999
1.4x EX DG conv ..............£149
2x EX DG conv..................£149
OTHER CAF USED
TAM 24-70 F2.8 Di VC...£499
TAM 70-200 F2.8 Di
VC USD...............................£649
TAM 150-600 Di VCM-£699
TAM 180 F3.5 Di.............£369
CANON FLASH USED
CP-E4 box .........................£99
SB-E2 bracket............... £119
ST-E3 box....................... £199
ST-E2 transmitter ...........£89
ML3 non digital..............£69
430EZ non digital ..........£39
550EX.............................. £149
580EX box ..................... £239
580EX II........................... £299
600EX RT box ............... £349
CANONMF FD USED
F1N AE + AE
motor drive................... £499
F1N AE body................. £399
A1 body.............................£79

T90 body box............... £149
T90 body...........................£69
28 F2.8 FD ........................£49
35-70 F3.5/4.5 FD ..........£59
50 F1.4 FD ........................£99
50 F1.8 FD ........................£39
70-210 F4 FD...................£69
135 F3.5 BL.......................£39
300 F4 FD ...................... £199
2X B Extender .................£69
TOK 60-300 F4/5.6.........£69
VIV 28-105 F2.8/3.8
Series 1 ..............................£89
WLF fits F1 early.............£79
Winder A...........................£19
Angle finder B.................£49
PB-E1 power booster ...£69
CANON FLASH USED
300TL .................................£39
299T....................................£49
CONTAX MF USED
40-80 F3.5 AE ............... £199
50 F1.4 AE...................... £199
FUJI DIGITAL USED
X-T1 body blk box ........ £699
X-Pro 1 body box.......... £299
10-24 F4 XF M- box...... £629
16-50 F3.5/5.6 XC M-...£179
18 F2 M- box ................ £199
18-55 F2.8/4.................. £279
18-135 F3.5/5.6............ £479
27 F2.8 XF...................... £249
35 F1.4 R M- box ......... £299
55-200 F3.5/4.8
M- box ............................ £399
56 F1.2 R XF M- box... £599
VG X-T1 grip.................. £129
X100s silver M- box.... £499
X20 black box .............. £249
X10 black box .............. £179
HS20................................ £129
HS10 box ..........................£79
FUJI MED FORMAT USED
GSW690 III ..................... £679
HASSELBLAD XPAN USED

30 F5.6M- box.................£1699
90 F4M-.................................£249
Centre filter 49mm...........£149
HASSELBLAD 645 USED
H2 + prism + mag
+ 80 F2.8 ......................£1499
HM-16/32 back............ £199
HASSELBLAD 6x6 USED
903SWC chr + VF ......£1799
503CW body box........ £699
500CM +WLF + A12
+ 80 F2.8 Chrome....... £699
PM5 prism 45°.............. £149
PME prism box............. £149
45° Prism late ............... £149
45° Prism early................£69
NC1 prism.........................£69
WLF late ......................... £110
WLF early..........................£49
A16 black....................... £119
A12 chrome latest...... £299
A12 late blk/chr........... £129
Polaroid back ..................£89
50 F2.8 FE box.............. £549
150 F4 CF....................... £449
150 F4 chrome............. £149
250 F5.6 chrome......... £199
Vivitar 2x conv ................£69
Polariser - 60mm............£79
LEICA M COMPACT USED
M6 TTL 0.72 blk
body box ....................... £999
50 F2 black M- box..... £999
90 F2 black E55 ........... £799
LEICA SLR USED
R6.2 body chr box .......£449
28-70 F3.5/4.5
ROM box........................ £479
70-200 F4 (3 cam)....... £249
250 F4 (3 cam) ............. £399
Angle finder R.............. £149
LIGHTMETERS USED
Minolta Autometer IVF.£149
Minolta Flashmeter V £199
Pentax Spotmeter V......£99
Polaris Flashmeter.........£99
Sekonic L308................ £109
Sekonic L358................ £169
Sekonic L558................ £249
MAMIYA 645 MF USED
Plain prism
(645 Super)....................£39
WLF 645N/1000S/J........£49

Polariod Back HP401 ....£29
Polaroid back ..................£29
120 Insert..........................£20
HA401 120 RFH Box......£49
120 Back..£39 Winder..£79
50 F4 shift...................... £399
55-110 F4.5 box........... £299
105-210 F4.5 ULD C......£179
150 F2.8 A...................... £249
150 F3.5 N ........................£79
210 F4 N M- .....................£79
Ext Tube 1, 2, 3S each ..£29
Teleplus 2x converter...£49
Vivitar 2x converter.......£39
MAMIYA TLR 6x6 USED
C330 F Body +WLF .... £149
55 F4.5 ............................ £199
65 F3.5 box late ........... £199
65 F3.5 serviced........... £149
80 F2.8 late serviced.. £139
180 F4.5.......................... £149
250 f4.5 late serviced £249
250 f4.5 early serviced .£179
Prism ..................................£99
Porrofex............................£49
Paramender .....................£49
MAMIYA 7 RF 6x7 USED
50 F4.5 L + VF............... £699
150 F4.5 M- ................... £399
210 F8 + VF box M-.... £499
Panoramic kit ..................£49
MAMIYA RB 6x7 USED
Pro SD + 127 KL
+ RFH +WLF................. £549
Pro SD comp M-.......... £649
Pro S body..................... £149
Pro S body scruffy .........£99
WLF.....................................£79
120 645V back ................£99
90 F3.5 KL ...................... £249
127 F3.5 KL.................... £299
180 F4.5 C.........................£99
250 F4.5 KLM- box.........£249
Ext tube 2.............................. £49
MAMIYA RZ 6x7 USED
RZ Pro body .................. £149
RZ ProII + 90 +WLF
+ 120 RFH...................... £499
120 RFH Pro II..................£99
120 RFH Pro I...................£49
Polaroid back ..................£69
WLF.....................................£79
FE701 prism.................. £179
AE prism early.................£79
Winder II............................£69
50 F4.5 W.............. £199/299
65 F4 box M- ................ £399
90 F3.5 W M- box........ £299
127 F3.5 box................. £299
180 F4.5 W box............ £199
360 F6 ............................. £149
No 2 ext tube ..................£49
Pro shade..........................£49
MINOLTA/SONY DIGITAL USED

Sony A100 body..............£89
Sony VGB30AM ...............£79
Sony VGC70AM.............£139
Sony HVLF56AM flash ..£189
Sony HX90X M- box.....£269
SONY NEX USED
NEX 7 body box.............£349
NEX 5N + 18-55.............£239
NEX 5 body .....................£179
MINOLTA/SONY AF USED
Dynax 9 body............... £299
9000 body ........................£79
800Si QD M- ....................£79
700Si + VC700.................£69
700Si body .......................£49
7xi body ............................£49
Dynax 5 body..................... £39
505Si Super.........................£25
300Si or SPXi body ea ...£19
18-70 F3.5/5.6 ..................£69
20-35 F3.5/4.5 M- box£249
24-50 F4 ......................... £149
24-105 F3.5/4.5
AFD box ......................... £179
28 F2.8 ...............................£99
28-80 F4/5.6.....................£39
28-85 F3.5/4.5 .............. £129
28-100 F3.5/5.6 D ..........£49
35-70 F4 ............................£39
35-70 F3.5/4.5..................... £25
35-80 f4/5.6.......................... £25
35-105 F3.5/4.5 .................. £99
50 F1.4 AF...........................£149
50 F1.7.................................... £79

50 F2.8macro...................£179
75-300 F4.5/5.6 .................. £99
100-300 F4.5/5.6 APO...£169
500 F8mirror.....................£349
VC9 grip................................£149
RC1000S/L cord ................. £15
AW90....................................... £49
MD90 + BP90-M................ £79
SONY LENSES USED
16-35 F2.8 ZASSMbox...£979
18-55 F3.5/5.6 SAM.......... £39
18-200 F3.5/6.3 DT .........£199
24-70 F2.8 ZE SSM..........£999
1.4x convM- box.............£289
SIGMAMIN/SONYAFUSED
28-135 F3.8/5.6................£79
28-300 F3.5/6.3 mac....£149
50 F1.4...............................£149
50 F2.8 EX DGmac.......£149
55-200 F4/5.6 ...................£69
70-300 F4/5.6 DG OS £189
170-500 F5/6.3............. £379
600 F8 ............................. £299
1.4x EX DG conv.......... £149
TAM 60 F2.8 mac......... £239
TAM 70-200 F2.8 Di.... £499
TAM 70-300 F4/5.6 Di...£89
TAM 150-600 VC.......... £799
Teleplus 1.4x conv.........£69
Teleplus 2x conv ............£79
Kenko 1.4x Pro 300DG £149
Min 3600HSD..................£39
Min 5400HS .....................£69
Min 5600HSD M-............£99
Min 1200 Ringflash.......£49
MINOLTA MD USED
X700 body black ............£69
X300 body chrome .......£49
X300S body black..........£49
XGM body chrome........£49
28 F3.5 MD.......................£39
28-70 F3.8/4.8 MD.........£39
35-70 F3.5 MD.................£49
35-135 F3.5/4.5 MD ......£49
50 F1.7 MD.......................£39
70-210 F4 MD..................£79
75-200 F4.5 MD..............£45
TOK SL 400 F5.6 box.. £129
Minolta auto
bellows 1 + 100........... £149
NIKON DIGITAL AF USED
D3s body .....................£2399
D3X body box £1999/2199
D800 body box..........£1399
D700 body box... £599/799
D610 body box............ £699
D300s body .................. £349
D300 body box... £249/299
D200 body box............ £199
D7000 body.................. £349
D5100 body.................. £249
D5000 body.................. £199
D3200 body M- ........... £179
D3100 body.................. £149
D90 body....................... £199
D80 body....................... £149
MBD-11 .......................... £119
MBD-12 M- box ........... £219
MBD-80 .............................£49
MBD-200...........................£49
Coolpix P7800 box..... £249
NIKON AF USED
F5 body .......................... £349
F4 body .......................... £349
F4E body........................ £299
F4S body scruffy ......... £199
F801 body ................. £29/59
F601 body ........................£29
10.5 F2.8 EX Fisheye.....£399
12-24 F4 DX......................£499
16-85 F3.5/5.6 AFSVR.£299
17-55 F2.8 AFS DX.........£449
18-135 F3.5/5.6 AFS DX£149
18-200 F3.5/5.6 AFS
VRII M- box........................£399
18-200 F3.5/5.6 AFSVRI£249
20 F2.8 AF..........................£329
24 F1.4 AFSM- box.......£999
24 F2.8 AFD......................£299
24 F3.5 PC EDM-..........£1149
24-50 f3.5/4.5 AF............£129
24-70 F2.8 AFS box.......£999
24-85 F3.5/4.5 AFG .......£199
24-120 F3.5/5.6 VR ........£299
28-100 F3.5/5.6 AF G....... £69
35 F1.8 AFSM- box ........£129
35-70 F3.3/4.5 AF.............. £49
40 F2.8 AFS DXM- box.£149

50 F1.4 AFD........................£179
50 F1.8 AFD box ................ £79
60 F2.8 AFD................... £249
70-200 F2.8 AFS VRII
M- box ..........................£1299
70-200 F2.8 AFS VRI ....£749
80-200 F2.8 AFD N ..... £599
80-200 F2.8 AFS .......... £479
80-200 F2.8 early ........ £249
80-400 F4.5/5.6 VR ..... £599
85 F3.5 AFS VR DX...... £249
105 F2.8 VR ................... £479
105 F2.8 AFD M-.......... £399
200 F2 AFS VRI...........£2399
200-400 F4 AFS
VRII M- box..................£4299
200-400 F4 AFS VRI ...£POA
300 F2.8 AFS VRII
Mint box.......................£3499
300 F2.8 AFS VRI .......£2799
300 F4 AFS M- box ..... £699
300 F4 AFS box............ £649
500 F4 AFS II...............£3699
600 F4 AFS VR ............£5999
TC20EIII M- box ........... £339
TC20E box ..................... £149
Kenko MC7.......................£69
SIGMA NAF USED
10-20 F4/5.6 DGHSM..£249
12-24 F4.5/5.6MKII
EX DGHSM........................£489
12-24 F4.5/5.6
EX DGHSM.........................£399
15 F2.8 EX ..........................£299
15-30 F3.5/4.5 EX DG....£199
18-50 F2.8 EX DCMac...£199
18-200 F3.5/6.3 DC box£139
50 F1.4 DGMint ....£199/239
50 F2.8 EX...................... £119
50-500 F4/6. DG OS ... £649
70-300 F4/5.6
macro DG .........................£99
100-300 F4 EX DG....... £449
120-400 F4/5.6 DG OS£499
170-500 F5/6.3 DG ............£349
300 F2.8 EX DG..............£1299
1.4x EX DGM-...................£139
1.4x EX conv ........................ £99
2x EX DG conv..................£159
TAMRON NAF USED
17-35 F2.8/4.......................£169
17-50 F2.8 XR Di...............£199
70-300 F4/5.6 Di
VC USD.................................£239
90 F2.8 Di box.........£249/299
90 F2.8..................................£199
150-600 F5/6.3 Di VC
USDM-.................................£699
OTHER NAF USED
TOK 11-16 F2.8
ATX Pro........................... £349
TOK 12-28 F4 ATX
DX box............................ £399
TOK 16-50 F2.8
ATX Pro........................... £349
TOK 80-400 F4.5/5.6
ATX................................... £249
ZEISS 21 F2.8
ZFII M- box.................... £999
FLASH / ACCESSORIES USED
SB-24.........................................£49
SB-25.........................................£49
SB-28....................................... £69
SB-80DX................................. £79
SB-800 box.........................£189
SB-900...................................£269
SB-910M- box..................£289
SD-8 batt pack.................... £49
DR-6 angle finder............£149
DR-3 angle finder.............. £69
MB-16M- box..................... £89
MB-23 (fits F4)..................... £79
MC-30 remote .................... £39
MF-23 (date back F4) ...... £79
NIKONMF USED
F2 + DP-1 blk................ £199
F3HP body..................... £199
F3 body .......................... £149
FE-2 body blk ............... £249
FE-2 body chr............... £179
FM2n body chr ............ £179
FM2n body blk ... £199/299
FM body blk.....................£79
EM body............................£29
18 F4 AI .......................... £299
24 F2 AIS........................ £339
28 F3.5 AI..........................£99
28-85 F3.5/4.5 AIS....... £199

35 F2.8 AI..........................£99
35-105 F3.5/4.5 AIS.......£99
43-86 F3.5 AI....................£49
45 F2.8 E silv M-........... £269
50 F1.4 AIS..................... £199
50 F1.8 AIS........................£89
50 F1.8 AIS pancake... £139
50 F1.8 E............................£59
55 F3.5 AI..........................£89
85 F2 AI .......................... £149
135 F2 AI scruffy ......... £299
180 F2.8 AIS ED ........... £399
180 F2.8 AIS
ED scruffy ...................... £199
200 F4 AIS macro........ £279
200 F4 AIS...................... £149
200 F4 AI...........................£99
500 F8 ............................. £299
TC14A.............................. £129
TC200.................................£49
TC201.................................£69
TC301.............................. £199
SC-17 TTL lead................£25
DW-4 6x mag finder
fit F3 ...................................£99
PK-13 ext tube................£29
PK-12 ext tube................£29
OLYMPUS DIGITAL USED
E410 body ........................£99
E400 body ........................£99
E300 body ........................£69
11-22 F2.8/3.5 M-........ £449
12-60 F2.8/4 SWD....... £599
14-42 F3.5/5.6 .................£49
14-45 F3.5/5.6 .................£89
14-50 F3.8/5.6 .............. £199
14-54 F2.8/3.5 .............. £179
35 F3.5 ...............................£99
40-150 F3.5/4.5...............£49
40-150 F4/5.6 ..................£49
50 F2 macro.................. £349
70-300 F4/5.6 box ...... £219
25mm ext tube...............£79
FL-36 flash ........................£99
OLYMPUS PEN USED
OMD-EM1 body
M- box ............................ £749
OMD E-M5 body box £379
OMD-EM10 body........ £329
Pen E-PL5 + 14-42 .....£POA
Pen E-PM1
+ 14-42 M-..................... £149
Pen E-PM1 body.............£99
Pen E-P3 body ............£POA
12-40 F2.8 Pro box ..... £599
17 F2.8 ............................ £129
45 F1.8 ............................ £149
75-300 F4.8/6.7 II ........ £299
Pen VF2 viewfinder .... £129
HLD-7 grip M- .............. £129
OLYMPUS MF OM USED
OM-4 Ti body blk ......... £249
OM-1N body chr .......... £129
OM-1 body chrome .... £129
OM-2SP body..........£99/239
OM-2n body chrome.. £169
OM-2n body black....... £149
OM-2 chr body.............. £129
OM2000 body.................£99
OM30 body......................£49
OM-10 body chrome....£49
OM-40P body..................£49
24 F2.8 ............................ £169
28 F2.8.......£59 28 F3.5 £34
28-48 F4 ............................£99
35-70 F3.5/4.5 .................£79
35-70 F4 ............................£79
35-105 F3.5/4.5...............£79
50 F1.4....................................£99
50 F1.8....................................£29
50 F3.5macro.....................£89
135 F2.8.............................£99
135 F3.5.............................£39
300 F4.5.......................... £199
T32 fash............................£29
Auto ext tube 14..................£29
Man ext tube 7/25 ea...£15
PANASONIC DIGITAL USED
G6 body ......................... £299
G3 body ......................... £129
GX1 body sil/blk box. £149
GF2 body.............................. £79
GF1 body silver................... £79
14 F2.5 .................................£169
14-42 F3.5/5.6 .................£79
14-45 F3.5/5.6 .............. £149
14-140 F4/5.6 M- box £299
25 F1.4 M- box............. £349

45 F2.8 mac M-............ £449
45-200 F4/5.6 box ...... £199
100-300 F4/5.6 M- ...... £339
BG-GH3 grip ................. £149
PENTAX DIGITAL AF USED
K20D body .................... £199
DBG2 grip.........................£69
360AF FGZ flash.............£99
PENTAX 35mm AF USED
16-50 F2.8............................£499
17-70 F4 SDM M- box ....£349
18-55 F3.5/5.6 .................£29
20-35 f4 box.....................£269
28-70 F4 AL.......................... £59
28-80 F3.5/5.6 .................£49
28-90 F3.5/5.6 FA...........£69
35 F2.8 Limited............. £299
35-70 F3.5/4.5 .................£49
40 F2.8 Limited M- ...... £249
43 F1.9 Limited
M- box ............................ £319
50-135 F2.8 SDM
M- box ............................ £499
55-300 F4/5.8 ED box £229
70 F2.8 Limited............ £349
70-200 F4/5.6 ..................£69
70-300 F4/5.6 ..................£79
AF540 FGZ flash.......... £239
SIGMA PKAF USED
10-20 F4/5.6 EX DC .... £239
12-24 F4/5.6
EX DG Mint.................... £499
105 F2.8 EX DG
M- box ............................ £329
TAM 17-50 F2.8 XR Di.....£199
PENTAX 35mmMF USED
LX + prism............ £199/249
K1000 body chr..............£79
MX body chrome...........£69
P30T body ........................£59
P30N body .......................£59
17 F4 Fisheye M-......... £349
20 F4 M- ......................... £199
28-80 F3.5/4.5 .................£49
35-70 F2.8...................... £149
45-125 F4/4.5 ............... £129
50 F1.7 ...............................£49
50 F2...................................£49
50 F4 macro.....................£79
55 F1.8 ...............................£49
75-150 F4..........................£49
80-200 F4.5 ......................£69
135 F3.5.............................£49
Auto bellows K box.... £129
Ext tube set......................£69
Rear converter A 2x ......£79
Rear converter T62........£69
FB1 + FC1 LX V/F............£99
Angle finder K1000.......£49
PENTAX 645AF USED
645N body .................... £399
120 insert..........................£49
PENTAX 645MF USED
645 + 75 F2.8................ £249
645 body + insert ....... £199
45-85 F4.5...................... £299
55 F2.8 ............................ £249
150 F3.5 EX++.............. £149
200 F4 ............................ £149
2x converter.....................£179
120 Insert M- box...........£49
PENTAX 67 USED
45 F4................................ £249
165 F4 leaf latest......... £249
200 F4 latest ................. £169
200 F4 early.......................£99
300 F4 early scrufy....... £99
Pentax rear conv 1.4x...£249
2x rear converter......... £179
Auto ext tubes ................£49
Vivitar 2x conv ................£49
STUDIO LIGHTING USED
Bowens Esprit GM500
twin head kit ................ £449
Bowens Prolight 60
3 head kit....................... £349
Interft Stellar 600
three head kit .............. £249
Kenro Smart Light 300
twin head kit ................ £199
TAMRON ADAPTALL USED
300 F2.8 box................. £499
VOIGTLANDER USED
15 F4.5 + VF M- box... £299

Used Nikon
200-400mm f4 AFS

VRII M- box

£4299

Used Canon
400mm f2.8 L IS

USM

£3999/ £4499

Used Canon
500mm f4 L IS USM

£3999/4499

Used Sigma
800mm f5.6 EX

DG box

£2999

UsedNikon
300mm f2.8 AFS VRI

£2799

Used Canon
100-400mm f4.5/5.6

L IS USM

£699/899

UsedNikon
200mm f2 AFS VRI

£2399

UsedNikon
300mm f2.8 AFS VRII

Mint box

£3499
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Fuji X Lenses

16-50mm F3.5-5.6 OIS XC II.....................Unused £189

18-135mm F3.5-5.6 OIS WR XF........................... E++ /

Mint- £379 - £399

18-55mm F2.8-4 XF......................................E++ £279

18mm F2 XF R.................... E++ / Unused £179 - £239

27mm F2.8 XF........................E++ / Mint- £199 - £219

50-230mm F4.5-6.7 OIS XC ..........................E++ £159

55-200mm F3.5-4.8 OIS XF......................... Mint- £419

60mm F2.4 XF R Macro .................................E++ £289

4/3rds Lenses

Olympus 7-14mm F4 ED Zuiko ......................E++ £749

Olympus 9-18mm F4-5.6 ED Zuiko.................E+ / E++

£249 - £279

Olympus 11-22mm F2.8-3.5 Zuiko.........................E+ /

Mint- £249 - £299

Olympus 12-60mm F2.8-4 ED SWD......E+ £279 - £349

Panasonic 14-150mm F3.5-5.6 Asph ............E++ £689

Olympus 14-35mm F2 SWD ..........................E++ £989

Olympus 14-54mm F2.8-3.5 Zuiko................E++ £149

Panasonic 25mm F1.4 Summilux D ...............E++ £349

Olympus 25mm F2.8 Zuiko............................E++ £139

Olympus 35mm F3.5 Macro ZuikoE+ / E++ £79 - £129

Olympus 40-150mm F3.5-4.5 Zuiko..................E+ £39

Olympus 40-150mm F4-5.6 ED Zuiko..............E++ £49

Olympus 50-200mm F2.8-3.5 Zuiko......E+ / E++ £389

Olympus 50mm F2 ED Macro Zuiko ...............E++ £269

Samyang 85mm F1.4 IF MC Aspherical............E+ £179

Olympus 150mm F2 Zuiko...............................E+ £999

Micro 4/3rds Lenses

Panasonic 7-14mm F4 G Vario........... E++ £579 - £589

Panasonic 12-32mm F3.5-5.6 Asph G ...........E++ £149

Panasonic 12-32mm F3.5-5.6 OIS G................E+ £169

Olympus 12-40mm F2.8 M.Zuiko................. Mint- £589

Panasonic 12.5mm F12 G 3d......................... Mint- £99

Panasonic 14-42mm F3.5-5.6 Asph OIS .........E+ / E++

£69 - £79

Olympus 14-42mm F3.5-5.6 M.Zuiko II R ........E++ £79

Panasonic 14-45mm F3.5-5.6 ASPH G Vario..E++ £129

Olympus 15mm F8 Body Cap Lens ..................E++ £39

Voigtlander 17.5mm F0.95 Asph....................E++ £649

Olympus 17mm F2.8 M.Zuiko........................E++ £129

Panasonic 25mm F1.4 DG ......E++ / Mint- £279 - £339

SLR Magic 26mm F1.4 ....................................E++ £59

Olympus 75mm F1.8 ED M.Zuiko...................E++ £519

Sony NEX Lenses

10-18mm E OSS.......................................... Mint- £449

18-200mm F3.5-6.3......................................E++ £379

18-200mm F3.5-6.3 OSS ..............................E++ £369

18-55mm F3.5-5.6 OSS ..................................E++ £59

55-210mm F4.5-6.3 OSS ............................ Mint- £129

Yashuhara 5x Macro Lens..............................E++ £199

Tamron 18-200mm F3.5-6.3 Di III VC ............E++ £349

Bronica ETRS/Si

ETRSi Complete + AEII Prism...........................E+ £279

ETRSi Complete ......................... E+ / E++ £199 - £249

ETRS Complete..............................................E++ £179

ETR Body Only ...................................................E+ £79

30mm F3.5 PE Fisheye ..................................E++ £589

40mm F4 E............................................E+ / E++ £119

45-90mm F4-5.6 PE.......................... E++ £399 - £449

70-140mm F4.5 PE .......................................E++ £599

105mm F4.5 PE Macro ..................................E++ £199

150mm F3.5 E........................As Seen / E+ £39 - £109

200mm F4.5 E.........................E+ / Unused £99 - £219

200mm F5.6 E...............................................E++ £129

250mm F5.6 E..................... As Seen / E++ £79 - £159

500mm F8 E....................................................E+ £359

2x Converter E ...................................................E+ £59

120 E Mag................................................E+ £20 - £39

120 Ei Mag ...............................................E+ £39 - £45

220 E Mag.........................................................E+ £15

Polaroid Mag E............................... E+ / E++ £25 - £59

Autobellows E..................................................E+ £109

Extension Tube E14 ...................E+ / Unused £39 - £89

Pro Shade E..............................................E+ £15 - £25

AEII Meter Prism ................................................E+ £59

Rotary Finder E ................................................E++ £79

Speed Grip E......................................................E+ £25

Bronica SQA/Ai/B

SQB Complete + Grip.......................................E+ £299

SQA Body Only...............................................E++ £169

40mm F4 PS....................................................E+ £219

40mm F4 S......................................................E+ £169

50-100mm F4-5.6 PS....................................E++ £599

80mm F2.8 S.............................................As Seen £49

200mm F4.5 S.................................................E++ £99

500mm F8 S....................................................E+ £299

2x Teleconverter PS.........................................E++ £99

SQA 120 Mag ..................................................E++ £45

SQA 220 Mag ..................................................E++ £29

SQA 220J Mag...................................................E+ £75

AE Prism Finder S .....................................E+ £79 - £89

Proshade S ......................................................E++ £29

Waist Level Finder S ..........................................E+ £35

Canon EOS

EOS 3 + E2 Booster .........................................E+ £149

EOS 3 Body Only........................................As Seen £79

EOS 30 Body Only................................ E++ £69 - £119

EOS 30E Body Only....................................As Seen £39

EOS 5 Body Only................................................E+ £59

EOS 50E + BP50 Grip ...............As Seen / E+ £39 - £69

EOS 50E Body Only...................................E+ £39 - £49

EOS RT Body Only.....................................Unused £149

EOS 3000N + 28-80mm....................................E+ £39

EOS 300V + 28-90mm ....................................E++ £39

10-22mm F3.5-4.5 EFS.................................E++ £299

14mm F2.8 L USM.......................................... Exc £699

14mm F2.8 L USM II ............ E+ / E++ £1,199 - £1,349

15-85mm F3.5-5.6 IS USM............................E++ £399

16-35mm F2.8 L USM ...............Exc / E++ £499 - £549

17-40mm F4 L USM ................ Exc / Mint- £319 - £399

17-55mm F2.8 EFS IS USM ....E++ / Mint- £399 - £419

17-85mm F3.5-5.6 IS USM.. As Seen / E++ £79 - £149

17-85mm F4-5.6 IS USM................... E++ £149 - £189

18-55mm F3.5-5.6 EFS.....................................E+ £39

18-55mm F3.5-5.6 EFS II ................................E++ £49

18-55mm F3.5-5.6 EFS III ...............................E++ £59

18-55mm F3.5-5.6 EFS IS............. E+ / E++ £59 - £69

18-55mm F3.5-5.6 IS STM..............................E++ £69

18-55mm F3.5-5.6 IS STM (EOS M)............... Mint- £79

22mm F2 STM....................................Mint- £99 - £109

24mm F1.4 L USM....................................... Mint- £749

24mm F1.4 L USM MKII ..........E++ / Mint- £869 - £949

24mm F2.8 EF...............................................E++ £189

24-70mm F2.8 L USM ...................................E++ £749

28-105mm F3.5-4.5 USM..........................As Seen £59

35-350mm F3.5-5.6 L USM......................... Mint- £599

45mm F2.8 TS-E ............................... E++ £699 - £849

50mm F1.2 L USM.........................................E++ £889

50mm F1.4 USM.....................E++ / Mint- £199 - £219

55-200mm F4.5-5.6 USM...........E++ / Mint- £59 - £69

55-250mm F4-5.6 EFS IS..............................E++ £139

60mm F2.8 EFS Macro ...........E++ / Mint- £199 - £219

70-200mm F4 L IS USM .................... E++ £599 - £619

70-200mm f4 L USM................. E+ / E++ £329 - £379

70-210mm F3.5-4.5 USM................................E++ £99

70-210mm F4 EF ............................................E++ £69

75-300mm F4-5.6 EF III ............................As Seen £39

80-200mm F4.5-5.6 EF III ...............................E++ £49

800mm F5.6 L IS USM.............................. Mint- £7,989

85mm F1.2 L USM.........................................E++ £899

85mm F1.2 L USM MkII ..............................E++ £1,099

85mm F1.8 USM....................... E+ / Mint- £189 - £219

100mm F2 USM...............................................E+ £259

100mm F2.8 L Macro IS USM ...................... Mint- £529

100-300mm F4.5-5.6 USM................................E+ £79

100-400mm F4.5-5.6 L IS USM............E+ £649 - £699

200mm F2.8 L USM II ....................................E++ £439

300mm F2.8 L USM....................................E++ £1,899

300mm F4 L IS USM................. E+ / Mint- £679 - £699

300mm F4 L USM............................................E+ £489

400mm F2.8 L USM......................................E+ £1,899

400mm F5.6 L USM.........................................E+ £719

600mm F4 L IS USM...................................E++ £5,199

600mm F4 L USM.........................................E+ £3,249

800mm F5.6 L IS USM.............................. Mint- £7,989

Bower 500mm F8 Refex ...................................E+ £79

Contax 35-70mm F3.4 MM............................E++ £299

Contax 35-135mm F3.3-4.5 MM ...................E++ £449

Contax 100mm F2 MM + mount adapter .......E++ £749

Leica 28mm F2.8 PCS Shift ...........................E++ £699

Samyang 85mm F1.4 IF MC Aspherical..........E++ £179

Sigma 10-20mm F4-5.6 DC HSM ..........E+ / E++ £219

Sigma 12-24mm F4.5-5.6 EX DG HSM ...........E+ / E++

£319 - £329

Sigma 15-30mm F3.5-4.5 EX DG...................E++ £189

Sigma 17-50mm F2.8 EX DC OS HSM ...........E++ £199

Sigma 17-70mm F2.8-4 DC OS Macro HSM ..E++ £239

Sigma 17-70mm F2.8-4.5 DC Macro.............E++ £149

Sigma 18-35mm F1.8 DC HSM A...................E++ £479

Sigma 24-60mm F2.8 EX DG...........................E+ £159

Sigma 24-70mm F2.8 EX DG HSM.................E++ £449

Sigma 28-300mm F3.5-6.3 DL..................As Seen £49

Sigma 50mm F1.4 EX DG HSM ......................E++ £229

Sigma 50mm F2.8 EX DG Macro....................E++ £159

Sigma 50-500mm F4-6.3 Apo DG HSM .......... Exc £399

Sigma 70mm F2.8 EX DG Macro E+ / E++ £199 - £229

Sigma 70-210mm F2.8 Apo.............................E+ £179

Sigma 70-300mm F4-5.6 Apo Macro..... E++ £55 - £79

Sigma 100-300mm F4 Apo EX HSM .....E+ £279 - £299

Sigma 120-300mm F2.8 EX DG OS HSM S .E++ £1,889

Sigma 135-400mm F4.5-5.6 Apo DG.............E++ £229

Sigma 170-500mm F5-6.3 Apo .......................E+ £179

Sigma 300mm F2.8 Apo ...........................Unused £349

Sigma 300mm F2.8 APO EX DG HSM..........E++ £1,689

Sigma 300mm F4 Apo ............... E+ / E++ £159 - £199

Sigma 400mm F5.6 Apo Tele Macro ................E+ £189

Sigma 500mm F4.5 Apo EX HSM..................E+ £1,689

Sigma 600mm F8 Refex................................E++ £179

Tamron 10-24mm F3.5-4.5 Di II LD Asph ......E++ £279

Tamron 14mm F2.8 Asph (IF) AF SP...............E++ £349

Tamron 17-35mm F2.8-4 XR Di.....................E++ £149

Tamron 17-50mm F2.8 Di II...........................E++ £199

Tamron 17-50mm F2.8 Di II VC.................... Mint- £249

Tamron 18-270mm F3.5-6.3 DI II VC PZD....Mint- £199

Tamron 28-75mm F2.8 XR Di ...................... Mint- £229

Tamron 28-300mm F3.5-6.3 Di VC................E++ £289

Tamron 55-200mm F4-5.6 LD...................As Seen £19

Tamron 70-200mm F2.8 Di LD (if) Macro.........E+ £299

Tamron 70-300mm F4-5.6 Di VC USD ...........E++ £199

Tamron 90mm F2.8 Di VC USD .................... Mint- £279

Tamron 200-500mm F5-6.3 Di......................E++ £489

Tokina 10-17mm F3.5-4.5 DX Fisheye...........Ex Demo /

Mint- £329 - £499

Tokina 12-24mm F4 ATX PRO SD ..................E++ £279

Tokina 16-50mm F2.8 ATX Pro DX.................E++ £289

Tokina 24-200mm F3.5-5.6 SD .....................E++ £129

Tokina 28-70mm F2.6-2.8 ATX Pro ..........Unused £249

Tokina 28-70mm F2.8 ATX.......................... Mint- £169

Tokina 28-80mm F2.8 ATX Pro......................E++ £229

Tokina 35mm F2.8 Macro DX ATX ................E++ / New

£249 - £325

Tokina 50-135mm F2.8 DX ATX..............Ex Demo £480

Tokina 300mm F2.8 ATX SD...... E+ / E++ £649 - £749

Zeiss 21mm F2.8 ZE.......................... E++ / Mint- £899

Zeiss 28mm F2 ZE...........................................E+ £549

1.4x EF II Extender.........................................E++ £159

1.4x EF MkII Extender ......................................E+ £169

2x EF Extender........................... E+ / E++ £109 - £119

2x EF II Extender................................ E++ £179 - £189

Kenko 1.4x Converter DG Pro300.....................E++ £79

Sigma 1.4x Apo EX DG Converter................. Mint- £109

Sigma 2x EX Apo DG Converter..........................E+ £99

300EZ Speedlite ............................ E+ / E++ £15 - £29

380EX Speedlite ............................ E+ / E++ £49 - £59

420EX Speedlite ............................ E+ / E++ £75 - £79

430EX II Speedlite...................E++ / Mint- £144 - £149

430EZ Speedlite .......................As Seen / E+ £15 - £29

540EZ Speedlite ............................ E+ / E++ £39 - £49

550EX Speedlite .......................... E+ / E++ £99 - £109

580EX Speedlite ........................ E+ / E++ £125 - £159

Metz 15 MS-1 Flash ......................................E++ £179

Metz 40MZ2 Flash ......................................Unused £69

Metz 50AF1 Digital ........................ E+ / E++ £69 - £99

Nissin Di866 Flash...........................................E++ £89

Nissin 5000GW Flash..................................Unused £59

Sigma EF430 Flash.....................................Unused £19

Sigma EF430ST Flash.................................Unused £19

Sigma EF500 DG ST Flash ...............................E++ £39

Sigma EF500 DG ST Flash II.............................E++ £49

Sigma EF500 ST Flash.......................................E+ £39

ML3 Macrolite..................................................E++ £49

MR-14EX Macro Ringlite.........E++ / Mint- £249 - £279

ST-E2 Transmitter .....................E+ / Unused £59 - £99

EF12 Extension Tube .......................................E++ £39

Audio Tech Pro24CM Microphone .................. Mint- £49

Quartz Data Back E.....................................Unused £25

Technical Back E with Keyboard ....... Unused £49 - £75

Tripod Mount Ring C (WIII)..................................E+ £79

WFT-E7B Wireless Transmitter ......................Mint £449

Canon Manual

F1NAE Black Body Only................................... Exc £159

F1 Black Body Only.................As Seen / E+ £99 - £149

T90 Body + Databack ......................................E+ £119

T90 Body Only ..........................................E+ £69 - £99

T70 Body Only ...................................................E+ £29

A1 Black Body + Winder A................................ Exc £59

A1 Black Body Only........................Exc / E++ £49 - £79

AE1 Black Body Only......................................... Exc £49

AE1P Chrome Body..........................................E++ £59

AV1 Black Body Only..........................................E+ £49

AV1 Chrome + Winder A ................................... Exc £39

AV1 Chrome Body Only ......................................E+ £49

EF Black Body Only............................................E+ £89

FP Chrome Body Only ....................................... Exc £39

FTb QL Chrome Body Only .................................E+ £49

Pellix + 50mm F1.8 ...................................As Seen £69

28mm F2.8 FD...........................E+ / Unused £20 - £59

28mm F3.5 B/lock .............................................E+ £25

35-70mm F3.5-4.5 FD...............E+ / Unused £29 - £49

35-70mm F4 FD ................................................E+ £19

35-70mm F4 FD AF ....................................Unused £89

35-105mm F3.5-4.5 FD...................................E++ £89

50mm F3.5 FD + FD25 Tube .............................E+ £79

70-150mm F4.5 FD ...........................................E+ £19

70-210mm F4 FD .....................Exc / Unused £25 - £89

75-200mm F4.5 FD .......................Exc / E++ £25 - £49

100mm F4 FD Macro + Tube.E+ / Unused £119 - £199

100mm F4 Macro B/Lock ................................. Exc £65

100-300mm F5.6 FD ................Exc / Unused £39 - £99

135mm F3.5 B/lock ..................................E+ £25 - £35

300mm F5.6 FD........................................E+ £59 - £79

Cosina 100-500mm F5.6-8 ........................Unused £99

Tokina 300mm F2.8 ATX .............. Unused £549 - £599

2xB Extender ...........................................E+ / E++ £29

Autobellows.....................................................E++ £99

Film Chamber 250 ...........................................E++ £95

Film Chamber FN-100 .......................................E+ £75

Handy Stand F .................................................E++ £49

AE Finder FN............................................E+ / E++ £99

Angle Finder A2 .........................................As Seen £15

Angle Finder B ............................... E+ / E++ £25 - £35

Eye Level Finder FN ...........................................E+ £49

Speed Finder F .................................As Seen £45 - £65

Speed Finder FN ..............................................E++ £99

Speedfnder FN..........................................As Seen £49

Waist Level Finder F.........................................E++ £59

Waist Level Finder FN ......................................E++ £79

199A Speedlite ..................................................E+ £19

277T Speedlite ..................................................E+ £15

299T Speedlite ................................................E++ £29

300TL Speedlite............................. E+ / E++ £20 - £49

480G Speedlite ..................................................E+ £99

ML1 Macrolite..................................................E++ £99

ML2 Macrolite....................................................E+ £69

ML3 Macrolite................................ E+ / E++ £39 - £59

AE Motordrive FN.............................As Seen / E++ £49

AE Powerwinder FN ...........................................E+ £69

MA Drive Set..............................E+ / Unused £49 - £69

Powerwinder F...................................................E+ £49

Winder A......................................E+ / Unused £9 - £20

Winder A2.................................................E+ £15 - £19

Digital Mirrorless

Fuji Finepix X10 + Case .................................E++ £189

Fuji Finepix X10 Black....................................E++ £179

Fuji Finepix X100 Black LTD.............................E+ £489

Fuji Finepix X100s Silver............ E+ / E++ £479 - £499

Fuji Finepix X20 .............................................E++ £125

Fuji Finepix X100 Black LTD...........................E++ £499

Fuji X-E1 Black Body Only.................. E++ / Mint- £199

Fuji X-E2 Black Body Only............................ Mint- £369

Fuji X-Pro1 Body................................ E++ £279 - £299

Nikon J1 Black + 10-30mm...........................E++ £129

Nikon J1 Black + 10mm...........................Unused £179

Nikon J4 Black + 10-30mm VR ................... Mint- £229

Nikon V1 Black + 10-30mm ........................ Mint- £149

Olympus E-P1 Body Only .................................E++ £59

Olympus E-P2 Black Body Only..........................E+ £79

Olympus E-P2 Chrome Body Only ....................E++ £89

Olympus E-P3 + 14-42mm Black ....................E+ £179

Olympus E-P3 Body Only - Black .....................E+ £149

Olympus E-P3 Body Only - Silver .....................E+ £149

Olympus E-PL1 Black + 14-42 ............ E++ £99 - £109

Olympus E-PL2 Black Body Only .............Ex Demo £139

Olympus E-PL3 Black + 14-42mm + Flash......E+ £129

Olympus E-PL5 Black Body Only ....................E++ £169

Olympus E-M1 Black Body Only................... Mint- £649

Olympus E-M5 MKII Body Only - BlackMint £749 - £899

Olympus E-M5 Silver Body Only.......................E+ £259

Panasonic G1 Body Only ....................................E+ £49

Panasonic G3 Black Body Only............... E++ £89 - £99

Panasonic GF-1 Body Only...............................E++ £59

Panasonic GF-2 Body Only.................................E+ £79

Panasonic GF-3 + 14-42mm ...........................E+ £109

Panasonic GF-3 Black Body ........E++ / Mint- £69 - £79

Panasonic GF-3 Red Body.............................. Mint- £79

Panasonic GF-5 + 14-42 mm ...................Unused £239

Panasonic GF-6 Body Only.............................E++ £149

Panasonic GH-3 Body Only................. E++ £399 - £429

Panasonic GH1 Body Only.....................E+ £129 - £139

Panasonic GX1 Body Only .................. E++ £119 - £129

Pentax Q Body Only .......................................E++ £129

Samsung NX100 + 20-50mm..........................E++ £79

Samsung NX1000 Body Only .............................E+ £79

Samsung NX1100 + 20-50mm.................... Mint- £129

Sony A5100 Body Only........................... Unknown £299

Sony A7R Body Only ............E++ / Mint- £949 - £1,029

Sony NEX3 + 16mm F2.8 ..............................E++ £139

Sony NEX3 + 18-55mm.................................E++ £129

Sony NEX5 + 16mm F2.8 ................................E+ £159

Sony NEX7 + 18-55mm.........................E+ / E++ £449

Digital SLR Cameras

Canon EOS 1DS MkII Body Only ............... As Seen / Exc

£299 - £499

Canon EOS 1DX Body Only... E+ / E++ £3,399 - £3,499

Canon EOS 1D MKIV Body Only .....................E+ £1,749

Canon EOS 1D MkII Body OnlyAs Seen / E+ £199 - £439

Canon EOS 7D Body Only........... E+ / E++ £439 - £459

Canon EOS 5D MkII IR Body Only (720NM) ..E++ £1,099

Canon EOS 5D + BG-E4 Grip....................As Seen £249

Canon EOS 70D Body Only........................... Mint- £619

Canon EOS 60D + BG-E9 Grip..........................E+ £359

Canon EOS 60D Body Only......... E+ / E++ £329 - £399

Canon EOS 40D + BG-E2N Grip .....................E++ £149

Canon EOS 30D Body Only.................................E+ £99

Canon EOS 350D Body Only...............................E+ £59

Fuji S2 Pro Body Only.................................As Seen £49

Fuji S3 Pro Body Only.........................................E+ £99

Fuji S5 Pro + MB-D200 Grip ............................E+ £199

Minolta Dynax 7D + VC-7D Grip.....................E++ £149

Nikon D4 Body Only ........................ E++ / Mint- £2,999

Nikon D3S Body Only..................................E++ £2,399

Nikon D3 Body Only ................ E+ / E++ £899 - £1,249

Nikon DF Body Only ......................................E+ £1,489

Nikon D800E Body Only ................................E+ £1,349

Nikon D800 Body Only ............ E+ / E++ £999 - £1,099

Nikon D700 Body Only ..........As Seen / E+ £399 - £649

Nikon D610 Body Only ....................... E++ £889 - £899

Nikon D600 Body Only .............. E+ / Mint- £649 - £779

Nikon D300 Body Only .....................................E+ £249

Nikon D200 Body Only ....... As Seen / E++ £129 - £179

Nikon D90 Body Only .......................................E+ £179

Nikon D80 Body Only ......................... E++ £139 - £149

Nikon D70 Body Only .........................................E+ £79

Nikon D50 Body Only .......................................E++ £79

Nikon D7100 Body Only ............................... Mint- £569

Nikon D5300 Body....................................... Mint- £379

Nikon D3200 Body Only .................................E++ £189

Nikon D3100 Body Only .................................E++ £149

Nikon D3000 Body Only .....................................E+ £99

Olympus E3 Body Only.....................................E+ £279

Olympus E400 + 14-42mm .............................E+ £119

Olympus E410 + 17.5-45mm F3.5-5.6..........E++ £119

Olympus E420 + 17.5-45mm + 40-150mm ..E++ £189

Olympus E450 + 14-42mm .............................E+ £149

Olympus E510 + 14-42mm ...........................E++ £159

Olympus E510 + 14-42mm + 40-150mm .....E++ £159

Olympus E520 + 14-42mm ...........................E++ £159

Olympus E520 Body Only...................................E+ £99

Olympus E600 + 14-42mm ...........................E++ £179

Olympus E620 + 14-42mm ...........................E++ £239

Olympus E620 + 14-42mm + 40-150mm ..............E++

£339 - £349

Olympus E620 + 14-45mm + 40-150mm .......E+ £289

Pentax K7 Body Only......................................E++ £249

Pentax K30 Blue Body Only............................E++ £249

Pentax K10D Body Only ...................................E+ £129

Pentax K-S1 + 18-55mm ED WR ...................E++ £249

Pentax K-r Body Only .......................................E+ £129

Pentax *ist DL2 + 18-55mm............................E+ £119

Pentax *isT DL Body Only...................................E+ £79

Pentax *isT D + 18-55mm.............................E++ £129

Sigma SD14 + 105mm EX Macro ....................E+ £279

Sigma SD9 Body Only ................................As Seen £49

Sony A700 Body Only................. E+ / E++ £189 - £279

Sony A77 Body Only.........................................E+ £399

Sony A900 Body Only.....................................E++ £699

Hasselblad H Series

H4D Complete (60MP)...............................E++ £12,995

H4D Complete (40MP).................................E++ £6,499

H3DII Complete (39MP)...............................E++ £4,489

H3D Body + 31MP Back .............................E++ £2,989

H2 Complete.................................................E+ £1,949

H2 Body + Prism + Mag .............................E++ £1,250

H1 Complete.................................................E+ £1,199

H1 Body Only.........................................E+ / E++ £689

28mm F4 HCD..................E++ / Mint- £2,099 - £2,450

35mm F3.5 HC .................... E+ / E++ £1,189 - £1,389

50mm F3.5 HC .................... E+ / E++ £1,199 - £1,299

50-110mm F3.5-4.5 HC .................E+ £1,499 - £1,850

120mm F4 HC Macro........... E+ / E++ £1,649 - £1,799

1.5x HTS Tilt/Shift Converter..................... Mint- £2,495

1.7x H Converter.....................E++ / Mint- £599 - £699

Gil GPS Module ................................................E+ £289

Extension Tube H 13mm................................E++ £165

Hmi100 Polaroid Mag .................. E+ / E++ £59 - £149

HVM Turret Finder H ......................................E++ £219

Lens Hood 120mm HC.....................................E++ £35

Lens Hood 80mm HC.......................................E++ £35

Hasselblad V Series

205TCC Complete................ E+ / E++ £2,499 - £2,999

201F Body + Magazine....................................E+ £699

503CX Black Only + WLF.................................E+ £449

503CXi Chrome Body Only ...............................E+ £499

503CX Black Only + WLF.................................E+ £449

503CX Chrome Body Only......................E+ / E++ £499

501CM Complete + PME90 Prism...............E++ £1,249

500CM Gold Edition ...............................Unused £3,999

553ELX Black Body Only..................................E+ £449

553ELX Chrome Body Only ........ E+ / E++ £349 - £549

500ELX Black Body Only............ E+ / E++ £349 - £449

Arc Body + 45mm Apo + Accs....................E++ £1,950

Flex Outft ....................................... E++ £989 - £1,099

SWC + Finder ....................................E+ £889 - £1,199

SWC Complete............................................E++ £1,299

30mm F3.5 CFi Fisheye ..............................E++ £2,489

40mm F4 C Black ........................................... Exc £449

45mm F4.5 Apo Grandagon ...........................E++ £889

50mm F4 C Black .................As Seen / E+ £129 - £249

50mm F4 CF....................................................E+ £349

50mm F4 CF FLE ..................................E+ £549 - £599

50mm F4 Cf FLE.............................................E+ £649

50mm F2.8 F........................................E+ £349 - £389

50mm F2.8 FE.................................................E+ £649

60-120mm F4.8 FE ...............................E+ / E++ £599

60mm F3.5 CF.................................................E+ £299

120mm F4 CF Macro ...................................... Exc £399

135mm F5.6 S Macro......................................E+ £249

135mm F5.6 S Planar......................................E+ £179

140-280mm F5.6 C Black.....................E+ £499 - £549

140-280mm F5.6 F Variogon...........................E+ £599

150mm F2.8 F.................................................E+ £299

150mm F4 CF..............................Exc / E+ £249 - £349

160mm F4.8 CB .....................E++ / Mint- £349 - £399

250mm F5.6 C Black .......................................E+ £199

250mm F5.6 CF...............................................E+ £299

250mm F5.6 CF Super Achromat..................E+ £1,999

350mm F4 FE.............................................E++ £1,099

350mm F5.6 C Black .......................................E+ £349

350mm F5.6 CF.............................................E++ £699

500mm F8 C Black ...............................E+ £450 - £499

1.4x E Converter ........................ E+ / E++ £249 - £399

2x Mutar Converter ..........................................E+ £249

2xE Converter ................................................E++ £249

2x Converter ......................................................E+ £45

2x MC6 Converter.......................................Unused £79

A12 Chrome Mag...............................................E+ £99

A12 TCC Chrome Mag......................................E+ £199

A16 Black Mag ................................................E+ £129

A16 Chrome Mag...............................................E+ £79

A24 Black Mag ...................... As Seen / E++ £39 - £59

A24 Chrome Mag................. As Seen / E++ £39 - £125

A24 TCC Black Mag .........................................E+ £139

Aptus 22 Digital Back..................................E++ £2,500

E24 Black Mag ......................... E+ / Mint- £169 - £199

Emotion 54 Digital Back................................E+ £1,399

CW Winder..................................E+ / Mint £179 - £249

CW Winder + Remote ......................................E+ £199

Extension Tube 16E ............................... E++ £75 - £79

Extension Tube 32E ....................E++ / Mint- £79 - £89

Extension Tube 55 ......................... E+ / E++ £30 - £35

Extension Tube 56E ...........................................E+ £59

Profash 4504 .......................................E+ £149 - £159

PME3 Meter Prism.........................................E++ £259

PME90 Meter Prism........................................ Exc £349

SWCM Finder (52036)......................................E+ £189

Leica M Series

M Monochrom Black Body Only ....................E++ / Mint

£3,989 - £4,289

M Monochrom Chrome Body Only...............Mint £3,999

M (240) Black Body Only..... E+ / Mint- £3,649 - £3,849

ME Anthracite Body Only.... E++ / Mint £2,979 - £2,999

M9 Black Body Only........................E+ £1,999 - £2,399

M9 Steel Grey Body Only.............. E++ £2,349 - £2,399

M8 Black Body Only................ E+ / E++ £899 - £1,149

M6 Platinum + 50mm F1.4.........................Mint £6,499

M6TTL Millennium + 35mm F2 + 50mm F1.4 ........E++

£5,950

M6 Titanium + 35mm F1.4 + 50mm F1.4...E++ £4,499

M6 Titanium + 35mm F1.4...........................E+ £3,499

M6 Historica Edition....................................Mint £3,799

M4P Anniversary Chrome + 50mm F2 ........E++ £1,875

M7 0.72x Black Body Only ..........................E++ £1,199

M7 0.72x Chrome Body Only.......................E++ £1,499

M6 0.72x Black Body + Winder M....................E+ £749

M5 Black Body Only.........................................E+ £549

M4 Chrome Body Only .....................................E+ £699

M3 Chrome Body Only ..........................E+ £499 - £549

M2 Chrome Body Only .................Exc / E+ £389 - £449

MD2 Black Body Only ......................................E+ £249

MDA Chrome Body Only...................................E+ £249

Konica Hexar RF Limited Edition..................Mint £2,499

Konica Hexar RF + 50mm F2 + Flash ..............E+ £799

16/18/21mm F4 Tri Elmar + Finder ........................E+ /

Mint- £2,749 - £3,199

18mm F3.8 Asph M Black...........................E++ £1,599

21mm F1.4 Asph M Black 6bit.................. Mint- £3,699

21mm F2.8 Asph M Black.E++ / Mint- £1,549 - £1,649

21mm F2.8 Asph M Black 6bit..... E++ £1,599 - £1,699

21mm F2.8 M Black ............... E+ / E++ £989 - £1,199
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: Film or Digital
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Focus

: Medium or
Large Format

21mm F3.4 R + 122228 M Mount ............... Mint- £799

21mm F4 Chrome + Finder...........................E+ £1,149

24mm F2.8 Asph M Black.......Exc / E++ £999 - £1,429

24mm F2.8 Asph M Black 6bit............................. E++ /

Mint- £1,489 - £1,599

28/35/50 F4 Tri Elmar.................................E++ £2,399

28mm F2 Asph M Black................................E+ £1,399

28mm F2 Asph M Black 6bit.........................E+ £1,749

28mm F2.8 M Black ........................................E+ £749

35mm F1.4 Asph M Black.... E+ / E++ £1,749 - £2,149

35mm F1.4 Asph M Black 6bit................................E+ /

Mint- £1,749 - £2,899

35mm F1.4 Black ........................................ Exc £1,149

35mm F2 Asph M Black 6bit..................... Mint- £1,599

35mm F2 Asph M Chrome .. E+ / Mint- £1,299 - £1,450

35mm F2 M Black ......................................E++ £1,099

35mm F2.5 M Black 6bit + Hood ......Mint- £899 - £949

50mm F0.95 Asph M - Black ......Mint- £6,250 - £6,499

50mm F0.95 Asph M 6bit - Black ...........................E+ /

Mint- £5,699 - £5,999

50mm F1.4 Asph M Chrome 6bit ................E++ £1,889

50mm F1.4 Chrome.........................................E+ £749

50mm F2 Black ........................................... Mint- £749

50mm F2 Close Focus .....................................E+ £499

50mm F2 Collapsible ............As Seen / E+ £299 - £389

50mm F2.8 Elmar..........................................E++ £349

50mm F2.8 M Chrome...................................E++ £549

50mm F2.8 M Chrome 6bit............................E++ £629

50mm F3.5 Chrome.........................................E+ £229

65mm F3.5 Elmar...................... E+ / E++ £245 - £299

75mm F2.5 Black 6 BIT .................................Mint £999

90mm F2 Apo M Black 6bit..Exc / E++ £1,499 - £1,899

90mm F2 Black .............................................E++ £649

90mm F2 Chrome..........................................E++ £650

90mm F2 M Chrome......................................E++ £989

90mm F2.5 Black 6 BIT + Hood................... Mint- £949

90mm F2.8 Black ....................................As Seen £299

90mm F2.8 Chrome..............As Seen / E+ £179 - £349

90mm F2.8 M Black ........................................E+ £789

90mm F4 Collapsible .....................................E++ £299

90mm F4 Elmar...........................Exc / E+ £195 - £199

90mm F4 Elmar E39.............................E+ £199 - £249

90mm F4 Macro M Set 6bit ...................... Mint- £2,099

135mm F2.8 Black .................... E+ / E++ £299 - £349

135mm F2.8 M Black ....................................E++ £389

135mm F3.4 Apo M Black ............................E+ £1,499

135mm F4 Black .........................Exc / E+ £349 - £389

135mm F4 Chrome..........................................E+ £249

135mm F4 M Black .......................................E++ £799

135mm F4.5 Hektor..........................As Seen £69 - £99

1.4x Viewfnder Magnifer M ............................E+ £129

18mm Chrome Viewfnder ................. E++ £379 - £399

21/24/28mm Viewfnder - Black ....................E++ £249

24mm Black Viewfnder..................... E++ £179 - £199

Angle Finder M ..............................................E++ £149

Macro Adapter M...........................................E++ £269

Motor M............................................. E++ £199 - £249

MR4 Chrome Meter............................................E+ £85

Universal Wide Angle Finder M..................... Mint- £399

Mamiya 645 Series

645E Complete ..............................................E++ £249

24mm F4 ULD Fisheye...................................E++ £599

55mm F2.8 C............................................E+ £79 - £99

55-110mm F4.5 N...........................................E+ £159

75-150mm F4.5 C .........................................E++ £249

80mm F2.8 C.............................................As Seen £39

105-210mm F4.5 C ULD...... As Seen / E++ £65 - £149

110mm F2.8 C...................................................E+ £49

150mm F2.8 A.................................................E+ £169

150mm F3.5 C.................................................E+ £115

150mm F3.5 N ...................... As Seen / E++ £39 - £79

150mm F4 C.................................. E+ / E++ £69 - £99

210mm F4 C........................ As Seen / E++ £59 - £139

210mm F4 N ......................... As Seen / E++ £49 - £99

Komura 2x Converter .........................................E+ £35

Teleplus 2x Converter ......................................E++ £29

Vivitar 2x Converter............................................E+ £49

120 Insert ........................................................E++ £10

120 Pro Mag.............................................E+ £39 - £45

120 Super Mag..................................................E+ £35

Plain Prism 645 ................................. As Seen / E+ £29

Prism Finder 645 ................... As Seen / E++ £25 - £59

Prism Finder FP401 ...........................................E+ £49

Prism Finder N...................................................E+ £49

Waist Level Finder (1000s).................................E+ £35

AD401 Strobe Bracket ................................Unused £45

Auto Extension Tube 1 .......................................E+ £15

Auto Extension Tube 2 ................... E+ / E++ £15 - £25

Auto Extension Tube 3S .....................................E+ £19

Auto Extension Tubes No 1, 2, 3S ......................E+ £49

Power Drive N....................................................E+ £39

Power Drive WG401.........................................E++ £69

Mamiya RB67 Series

Pro S Gold Edition ........................................ Mint- £949

Pro Body + WLF...............................................E+ £119

127mm F3.5 KL.........................................As Seen £79

140mm F4.5 C Macro.......................As Seen £79 - £99

180mm F4.5..............................................As Seen £69

180mm F4.5 C..........................As Seen / E+ £75 - £99

250mm F4.5.....................................As Seen £79 - £99

Auto Extension Tube No1 ............... E+ / E++ £39 - £55

Auto Extension Tube No2 ............... E+ / E++ £29 - £39

Angle Finder ....................................................E++ £79

ProS 220 Mag................................................E++ £145

ProSD 120 Mag (6x4.5 )................................. Mint- £69

Mamiya RZ67 Series

Pro II Complete ..............................................E++ £649

Pro Complete.........................................E+ / E++ £449

50mm F4.5..................................................... Exc £350

50mm F4.5 ULD ..............................................E+ £249

50mm F4.5 W............................ E+ / E++ £149 - £199

75mm F4.5 Shift W..........................................E+ £399

100-200mm F5.2 W .................. E+ / E++ £249 - £399

140mm F4.5 Macro W...................................E++ £259

180mm F4.5 WN ....................As Seen / E+ £89 - £129

250mm F4.5........................................... Exc / E+ £129

1.4x Converter ...........................Exc / E++ £119 - £199

120 Pro II Mag .................................................E++ £69

120 Pro Mag......................................................E+ £59

120 Pro Mag (6x4.5) ........................................E+ £145

AE Prism Finder ...............................................E+ £179

PD Prism Finder.........................................As Seen £79

Prism Finder Model 2..................................... Mint- £79

Auto Extension Tube No 1 ................................Mint £79

Auto Extension Tube No 2 ................................Mint £79

Front Bellows Hood G3................................... Mint- £45

G2 Bellows Lens Hood ..............................E+ £29 - £39

Tilt/Shift Adapter (RZ67).................................E++ £399

Winder II ..........................................Exc / E+ £39 - £49

Nikon AF

F6 Body + MB40 Grip ....................................E++ £789

F6 Body Only ...................................................E+ £699

F5 Anniversary Body Only ..............................E++ £699

F5 Body + DA-30 Action Finder........................E+ £349

F5 Body Only ........................As Seen / E+ £149 - £299

F100 Body + MB15 Grip ................................E++ £179

F90X + MF26 Back....................................As Seen £29

F90 Body Only ...........................................As Seen £29

10.5mm F2.8 G AF ED DX Fisheye ............... Mint- £369

12-24mm F4 G AFS DX ED ................ E++ £349 - £369

16-35mm F4 G AFS ED VR.............................E++ £659

16-85mm F3.5-5.6 G ED VR AFS DX.................... E++ /

Mint- £269 - £299

17-55mm F2.8 G AFS DX IFED.. E+ / Mint- £449 - £549

18mm F2.8 AFD ............................................E++ £649

18-55mm F3.5-5.6 G AFS VR II...................... Mint- £69

18-70mm F3.5-4.5 G AFS ED DX. E+ / E++ £79 - £109

18-105mm F3.5-4.5 G AFS ED DX VR E++ £129 - £139

18-200mm F3.5-5.6 G AFS DX VRII ...............E++ £319

20mm F2.8 AFD ........................ E+ / E++ £279 - £349

20-35mm F2.8 AFD.....................Exc / E+ £299 - £449

24mm F1.4 G AFS ED ............................... Mint- £1,099

24mm F2.8 AFD ............................................E++ £249

24-50mm F3.3-4.5 AF.......................................E+ £79

24-50mm F3.3-4.5 AFN.....................................E+ £99

24-70mm F2.8 G AFS ED...............................E++ £849

24-85mm F2.8-4 AFD....................................E++ £299

24-120mm F4 AFS G ED VR...........................E++ £599

28-70mm F2.8 AFS .........................................E+ £549

28-85mm F3.5-4.5 AF.......................................E+ £69

28-105mm F3.5-4.5 AFD.................................E+ £129

28-300mm F3.5-5.6 G ED AFS VR ..........................E+ /

Mint- £449 - £499

35mm F1.8 G AFS DX ........................ E++ / Mint- £109

35mm F2 AFD ...............................................E++ £189

50mm F1.4 AFN ............................................E++ £129

50MM F1.4 G AFS...................E++ / Mint- £199 - £219

50mm F1.8 G AFS (Retro) ............................ Mint- £169

55-300mm F4.5-5.6 G AFS VR ......................E++ £179

60mm F2.8 AF Micro .......................................E+ £219

60mm F2.8 AFD Micro....................... E++ £229 - £249

70-200mm F2.8 G AFS ED VRII ................E++ / Unused

£1,249 - £1,389

70-210mm F4 AF ..........................................E++ £179

70-300mm F4-5.6 AFG.................. E+ / E++ £49 - £59

70-300mm F4-5.6 ED AFD ..............................E+ £119

75-240mm F4.5-5.6 AFD.................................E++ £89

80-200mm F2.8 ED AF ....................................E+ £299

80-400mm F4.5-5.6 G AFS ED VR ............ Mint- £1,549

85mm F1.4 AFD ........................ E+ / E++ £549 - £625

85mm F1.8 AFD ....................... E+ / Mint- £199 - £239

105mm F2 AF DC ........................................ Mint- £549

105mm F2.8 AFD Micro...................................E+ £329

105mm F2.8 AFS G VR Micro.........................E++ £499

135mm F2 D AF DC.......................................E++ £789

180mm F2.8 ED AFD ..............E++ / Mint- £449 - £489

200-400mm F4 G VR AFS IFED.... E++ £2,619 - £2,749

300mm F4 AFS IFED.................. E+ / E++ £649 - £749

500mm F4 AFS IFED II ..................................E+ £2,950

600mm F4 AFS IFED.............................As Seen £1,650

Samyang 14mm F2.8 AE ED AS IF UMC.........E++ £229

Samyang 24mm F1.4 AE ED AS UMC........... Mint- £379

Schneider 90mm F4.5 PC-TS Symmar........E++ £1,949

Sigma 10-20mm F3.5 EX DC HSM...................E+ £249

Sigma 10-20mm F4-5.6 EX DC HSM ...............E+ £199

Sigma 14mm F2.8 D EX Asph ........................E++ £349

Sigma 17-50mm F2.8 EX DC HSM............... Mint- £239

Sigma 18-50mm F2.8 EX DC HSM.................E++ £149

Sigma 28-70mm F2.8 EX Asph........................E+ £149

Sigma 30mm F1.4 DC EX HSM .......... E++ £129 - £159

Sigma 50mm F2.8 EX DG MACRO..................E++ £149

Sigma 50-150mm F2.8 Apo HSM II..................E+ £349

Sigma 50-500mm F4.5-6.3 APO DG OS HSM E++ £599

Sigma 70-300mm F4-5.6 DL Macro ..................E+ £49

Sigma 105mm F2.8 EX DG Macro....................E+ £199

Sigma 150-500mm F5-6.3 APO DG OS HSM ..E+ / E++

£419 - £449

Sigma 180mm F3.5 Apo EX Macro.................E++ £349

Sigma 300mm F2.8 APO EX DG HSM..........E++ £1,689

Sigma 300mm F4 Apo D................................E++ £179

Tamron 14mm F2.8 Asph (IF) AF SP...............New £395

Tamron 17-50mm F2.8 XR Di II .......................E+ £179

Tamron 17-50mm F2.8 XR Di II VC LD Asph...E++ £249

Tamron 18-270mm F3.5-5.6 Di VC..................E+ £179

Tamron 18-270mm F3.5-6.3 Di II VC ...............E+ £179

Tamron 20-40mm F2.7-3.5 SP Asph ...............E+ £179

Tamron 24-70mm F2.8 Di VC USD...................E+ £549

Tamron 28-300mm F3.5-6.3 XR Di..................E++ £99

Tamron 70-200mm F2.8 Di ...........................E++ £349

Tamron 70-200mm F2.8 VC USD......Mint- £699 - £789

Tamron 90mm F2.8 SP Di Macro ...................E++ £219

Tamron 200-400mm F5.6 AF LD ...................E++ £199

Tokina 11-16mm F2.8 ATX Pro DX.................E++ £299

Tokina 12-24mm F4 ATX PRO SDE+ / E++ £249 - £259

Tokina 16-50mm F2.8 DX ATX.......................New £399

Tokina 20-35mm F2.8 ATX Pro......................E++ £299

Tokina 35mm F2.8 Macro DX ATX ................E++ / New

£249 - £325

Tokina 80-400mm F4.5-5.6 ATX....................E++ £249

Voigtlander 20mm F3.5 SLII...........................E++ £299

Zeiss 18mm F3.5 ZF.2...................................E++ £749

Zeiss 21mm F2.8 ZF......................................E++ £799

Zeiss 25mm F2.8 ZF.2...................................E++ £599

Zeiss 35mm F2 ZF2.......................................E++ £599

Zeiss 50mm F1.4 ZF.2...................................E++ £399

Zeiss 85mm F1.4 ZF......................................New £799

Zeiss 85mm F1.4 ZF.2...................................E++ £749

Kenko 1.4x Converter DG Pro300.....................E++ £79

TC-20EII Converter.........................................E++ £179

Metz 54MZ4i Flash ..........................................E++ £79

Nissin 5000GW Flash..................................Unused £59

Nissin 6000GT Flash...................................Unused £59

Nissin Di466 Flashgun .....................................E++ £39

Nissin Di622 Flashgun ................................... Mint- £69

Sigma EF430 Super Flash..................................E+ £39

Sigma EF500 Super Flash.............. E+ / E++ £29 - £35

Sigma EF530 ST DG TTL Flash.........................E++ £79

Sigma EM-140 DG Macrofash..................... Mint- £219

R1C1 Speedlight Commander Set ................ Mint- £429

SB21B Ringfash.................................. E++ £99 - £179

SB22 Speedlight ..............................................E++ £35

SB22S Speedlight .......................... E+ / E++ £35 - £39

SB23 Speedlight ..............................................E++ £29

SB24 Speedlight ................................................E+ £39

SB25 Speedlight ..............................................E++ £49

SB26 Speedlight ............................ E+ / E++ £49 - £59

SB27 Speedlight ..............................................E++ £59

SB28 Speedlight ............................ E+ / E++ £49 - £69

SB50DX Speedlight........................ E+ / E++ £39 - £49

SB600 Speedlight ..................... E+ / Mint- £109 - £149

SB800 Speedlight .................................E+ £139 - £145

SB80DX Speedlight..........................................E++ £59

SB900 Speedlight .............................. E++ £189 - £199



We are a small, family owned and run company, specialising in photographic
consumables – and proud winners of multiple Good Service Awards.
We are located in Leamington Spa, in the heart of Warwickshire.

If you’re passing, please pop into our shop and meet Cooper – our ofce dog!

Lowering the cost of printing...

01926 339977 www.premier-ink.co.uk

www.premier-ink.co.uk Telephone: 01926 339977 or 0800 1077 211 Premier Ink & Photographic 12 Longfeld Road, Leamington Spa, Warwickshire CV31 1XBE&EO. Prices may be subject to change, but hopefully not!

We carry one of the largest ranges of printer ink cartridges
in the UK, with cartridges in stock for practically every inkjet
printer. We always stockOriginal cartridges, which are made
by your printer manufacturer, and in many cases we also ofer
Compatible cartridges, which are usually made by a UK company
called Jet Tec. Using Jet Tec Compatibles is a way of saving
money, without compromising on the quality of your prints.

Here are the
results from two
independent ink
tests that agree...

Ink Cartridges Albums & Frames
Wenow stock a comprehensive range of frames, mounts, albums
and accessories. The full range can be viewed on our website,
with detailed close-up images of each product to help you
choose the perfect way to display your printed photographs.
Below is just a tiny sample of what we ofer:

Memo Style Albums:
Grace 6x4 100 photos £5.99
Grace 6x4 200 photos £9.99
Grace 6x4 300 photos £14.99
Grace 7x5 100 photos £7.99
Grace 7x5 200 photos £13.99
Grace A4 100 photos £15.99
Grafton 6x4 200 photos £9.99
Grafton 7x5 200 photos £13.99
Baby 6x4 200 photos £9.99
Travel 6x4 200 photos £8.99
Traditional Style Albums:
Grace 29x32cm 100 pages £14.99
Grafton 29x32cm 100 pgs£14.99
Baby 29x32cm 100 pages £12.99
Accessories:
Photo Corners Pack of 250 £2.99
Photo Stickers Pack of 500 £1.99

Plastic Bevel, Glass Front:
Frisco 6x4 seven colours £1.99
Frisco 7x5 seven colours £2.29
Frisco 8x6 seven colours £2.79
Frisco 9x6 seven colours £3.49
Frisco 10x8 seven colours £3.79
Frisco 12x8 seven colours £4.59
Frisco A4 seven colours £3.99
Frisco A3 seven colours £8.99
Wood Bevel, Glass Front:
Emilia 6x4 two colours £4.99
Emilia 7x5 two colours £5.99
Emilia 8x6 two colours £6.99
Emilia 10x8 two colours £7.99
Emilia 12x8 two colours £8.99
Rio 6x4 four colours £5.99
Rio 7x5 four colours £6.99
Rio 8x6 four colours £7.99
Rio 10x8 four colours £8.99
Rio 12x8 four colours £9.99

More Ink Cartridges...

Photo Glossy 160gsm:
6x4 50 sheets +50 FREE £3.99
A4 100 sheets £12.99
Photo Satin 200gsm:
6x4 100 sheets +100 FREE £9.99
A4 100 sheets +100 FREE £19.99
Photo Glossy 200gsm:
6x4 100 sheets +100 FREE £9.99
A4 20 sheets £6.99
Premium Pearl 270gsm:
6x4 50 sheets +50 FREE £6.99
A4 20 sheets +20 FREE £8.99
Premium Gloss 270gsm:
A4 25 sheetsOFFER £8.99
A3 25 sheetsOFFER £15.99
A3+ 25 sheetsOFFER £19.99
Smooth Pearl 310gsm:
6x4 100 sheets £14.99
7x5 100 sheets £17.99
A4 25 sheets £12.99
A4 100 sheets £39.99
A4 250 sheets £84.99
A3 25 sheets £25.99
A3+ 25 sheets £35.99
17” Roll 30 metres £69.99
24” Roll 30 metres £96.99
Smooth Gloss 310gsm:
6x4 100 sheets £14.99
7x5 100 sheets £17.99
A4 25 sheets £12.99
A4 100 sheets £39.99
A3 25 sheets £25.99
A3+ 25 sheets £35.99
Premium Matt Duo 200 gsm:
A4 50 sheets £12.99
A3+ 50 sheets £34.99
Heavy Duo Matt 310gsm:
A4 50 sheets £17.99
A3+ 50 sheets £44.99
Gold Fibre Silk 310gsm:
A4 50 sheets £37.99
A3+ 50 sheets £89.99
Gold Mono Silk 270gsm:
A4 25 sheets £16.99
A3+ 25 sheets £42.99

Smooth Pearl 290gsm:
6x4 100 sheets £12.99
7x5 100 sheets £16.99
A4 50 sheets £17.99
A3 50 sheets £34.99
A3+ 25 sheets £25.99
Panoramic 25 sheets £26.99
17” Roll 30 metres £68.99
24” Roll 30 metres £85.99
PF Lustre 275gsm:
6x4 100 sheets £12.99
7x5 100 sheets £16.99
A4 50 sheets £17.99
A3 25 sheets £35.99
A3+ 50 sheets £47.99
Panoramic 25 sheets £26.99
17” Roll 30 metres £69.99
24” Roll 30 metres £86.99
PF Gloss 270gsm:
A4 50 sheets £17.99
A3 50 sheets £35.99
A3+ 50 sheets £47.99
Panoramic 25 sheets £26.99
Matt Ultra 240gsm:
A4 50 sheets £12.99
A3 50 sheets £26.99
A3+ 50 sheets £35.99
Fine Art / Fibre Base Papers:
Baryta A4 20 sheets £21.99
Bartya A3 20 sheets £42.99
Etching A4 25 sheets £19.99
Etching A3 25 sheets £34.99
Smooth Cotton A4 25 sh £24.99
Smooth Cotton A3 25 sh £51.99

PP-201 Plus Glossy II 275gsm:
6x4 50 sheets £9.99
7x5 20 sheets £11.99
A4 20 sheets £11.99
A3 20 sheets £27.99
A3+ 20 sheets £36.99
PT-101 Pro Platinum 300gsm:
6x4 20 sheets £7.99
A4 20 sheets £16.99
A3 20 sheets £37.99
A3+ 10 sheets £24.99
SG-201 Semi-Gloss 260gsm:
6x4 50 sheets £9.99
A4 20 sheets £11.99
A3 20 sheets £27.99
A3+ 20 sheets £42.99
LU-101 Pro Lustre 260gsm:
A4 50 sheets £14.99
A3 50 sheets £32.99
A3+ 50 sheets £49.99

Smooth Pearl 280gsm:
6x4 100 sheets £12.99
7x5 100 sheets £18.99
A4 50 sheets £18.99
A4 50 sheets £18.99
A3 50 sheets £35.99
A3+ 25 sheets £28.99
17” Roll 30 metres £64.99
24” Roll 30 metres £89.99
Ultra Pearl 295gsm:
6x4 100 sheets £14.99
7x5 100 sheets £20.99
A4 25 sheets £12.99
A3 25 sheets £22.99
A3+ 25 sheets £30.99
13” Roll 10 metres £21.99
17” Roll 30 metres £68.99
24” Roll 30 metres £92.99
Titanium Lustre 280gsm:
A4 25 sheets £22.99
A3 25 sheets £44.99
A3+ 25 sheets £62.99
Oyster 271gsm:
6x4 100 sheets £12.99
7x5 100 sheets £18.99
A4 50 sheets £18.99
A3 25 sheets £22.99
A3+ 25 sheets £28.99
13” Roll 10 metres £26.99
17” Roll 30 metres £64.99
24” Roll 30 metres £89.99
Gloss 271gsm:
6x4 100 sheets £12.99
7x5 100 sheets £18.99
A4 50 sheets £18.99
A3 25 sheets £22.99
A3+ 25 sheets £28.99
13” Roll 10 metres £26.99
17” Roll 30 metres £64.99
24” Roll 30 metres £89.99
Matt Plus 240gsm:
6x4 100 sheets £10.99
7x5 100 sheets £13.99
A4 50 sheets £13.99
A3 25 sheets £17.99
A3+ 25 sheets £22.99
13” Roll 10 metres £24.99
17” Roll 30 metres £42.99
24” Roll 30 metres £58.99
Matt Proofng 160gsm:
A4 150 sheets £18.99
A3 75 sheets £22.99
17” Roll 30 metres £26.99
24” Roll 30 metres £36.99
Double Sided Matt 250gsm:
A4 100 sheets £24.99
A3 50 sheets £27.99
Fine Art / Fibre Base Papers:
FB Gold Silk A4 25 sh £23.99
FB Gold Silk A3 25 sh £47.99
FB Distinction A4 25 sh £25.99
FB Distinction A3 25 sh £48.99
FB Royal A4 25 sheets £28.99
FB Royal A3 25 sheets £56.99
FB Gloss A4 25 sheets £26.99
FB Gloss A3 25 sheets £51.99
FB Matt A4 25 sheets £19.99
FB Matt A3 25 sheets £38.99
Artist A4 25 sheets £22.99
Artist A3 25 sheets £39.99
Museum A4 25 sheets £25.99
Museum A3 25 sheets £48.99
Parchment A4 25 sheets £22.99
Parchment A3 25 sheets £39.99
Omega A4 25 sheets £24.99
Omega A3 25 sheets £46.99
Portrait A4 25 sheets £26.99
Portrait A3 25 sheets £53.99
Portrait White A4 25 sh £26.99
Portrait White A3 25 sh £49.99

Premium Gloss 255gsm:
6x4 40 sheets +40 FREE £9.99
7x5 30 sheets £9.99
A4 15 sheets +15 FREE £9.99
A3 20 sheets £29.99
A3+ 20 sheetsOFFER £24.99
Ultra Gloss 300gsm:
6x4 50 sheets £9.99
7x5 50 sheets £12.99
A4 15 sheets £11.99
Premium Semi-Gloss 251gsm:
6x4 50 sheets £8.99
A4 20 sheets £14.99
A3 20 sheets £29.99
A3+ 20 sheetsOFFER £24.99
Archival Matte 192gsm:
A4 50 sheets £14.99
A3 50 sheets £33.99
A3+ 50 sheets £44.99
Heavyweight Matte 167gsm:
A4 50 sheets £11.99
A3 50 sheets £34.99
A3+ 50 sheets £44.99

Originals:
No.38 Colours 27ml each £26.99
No.62XL Black 12ml £21.99
No.62XL Colour 11.5ml £23.99
No.300 Black 4ml £10.99
No.300 Colour 4ml £12.99
No.301 Black 3ml £9.99
No.301 Colour 3ml £11.99
No.301XL Black 8ml £18.99
No.301XL Colour 6ml £18.99
No.350 Black 4.5ml £11.99
No.351 Colour 3.5ml £14.99
No.363 Black 6ml £13.99
No.363 C/M/Y/PC/PM each £9.99
No.363 SET OF 6 £39.99
No.364 Black 6ml £7.99
No.364 PB/C/M/Y 3ml each £6.99
No.364 SET OF 4 £21.99
No.364XL Black 14ml £13.99
No.364XL PB/C/M/Y6mleach£12.99
No.364XL SET OF 4 £49.99
No.920XL SET OF 4 £46.99
No.932XL SET OF 4 £43.99
No.950XL SET OF 4 £69.99

Compatibles:
No.15 Black 46ml £4.99
No.21 Black 10ml £7.99
No.22 Colour 21ml £11.99
No.45 Black 45ml £4.99
No.56 Black 24ml £9.99
No.57 Colour 24ml £12.99
No.78 Colour 36ml £9.99
No.110 Colour 12ml £10.99
No.300XL Black 18ml £14.99
No.300XL Colour 18ml £16.99
No.301XL Black 15ml £14.99
No.301XL Colour 18ml £16.99
No.337 Black 21ml £10.99
No.338 Black 21ml £10.99
No.339 Black 34ml £12.99
No.343 Colour 21ml £12.99
No.344 Colour 21ml £14.99
No.348 Photo 21ml £12.99
No.350XL Black 30ml £14.99
No.351XL Colour 20ml £16.99
No.363 Black 20ml £6.99
No.363 Colours 6ml each £4.99
No.363 SET OF 6 £24.99
No.364 Black 10ml £4.99
No.364 Colours 5ml each £3.99
No.364 SET OF 4 £15.99
No.364XL Black 18ml £8.99
No.364XL Colours11mleach £7.99
No.364XL SET OF 4 £31.99
No.920XL SET OF 4 £19.99
No.932XL SET OF 4 £29.99
No.940XL SET OF 4 £29.99
No.950XL SET OF 4 £29.99

T0711-T0714
Cheetah Inks
Originals:
Set of 4 £32.99
Black 7.4ml £8.99
Colours 5.5ml each £8.99
Compatibles:
Set of 4 £14.99
Black 7.4ml £4.99
Colours 5.5ml each £3.99

T0791-T0796
Owl Inks
Originals:
Set of 6 £72.99
Colours 11.1ml each £12.99
Compatibles:
Set of 6 £19.99
Colours 11.1ml each £3.99

T0801-T0806
Hummingbird Inks
Originals:
Set of 6 £49.99
Colours 7.4ml each £8.99
Compatibles:
Set of 6 £19.99
Colours 7.4ml each £3.99

T0871-T0879
Flamingo Inks
Originals:
Set of 8 £66.99
Colours 11.4ml each £9.99
Compatibles:
Set of 8 £27.99
Colours 11.4ml each £3.99

T0961-T0969
Husky Inks
Originals:
Set of 8 £69.99
Colours 11.4ml each £8.99
Compatibles:
Set of 8 £27.99
Colours 11.4ml each £3.99

T1571-T1579
Turtle Inks
Originals:
Set of 8 £149.99
Colours 25.9ml each £18.99

T7601-T7609
Killer Whale
Originals:
Set of 9 £169.99
Colours 25.9ml each £18.99

Photo Papers
We carry amassive range of papers (sheets & rolls) at competitive
prices. Below are some examples of the selectionwe stock.

Grace Albums
Available in
Burgundy
or Blue.

Travel
Albums
Over a dozen
designs in stock.

Grafton
Albums
Available in
Burgundy
or Blue.

Emilia Frames
Distressed wood
shabby chic
efect.
Blue or White.

Rio Frames
Handcrafted solid wood with
30mmwide profle, in four

colours.

Baby
Albums
Multiple
diferent
designs
available.

Frisco Frames
Simple,
basic design
available in a
huge range
of sizes &
colours.

“Jet Tec’s colours were superb, with single
greys and blacks very close to Epson... so

Jet Tecwins!”
- Total Digital PhotographyMagazine

“What we’re looking at here is not only
the best choice of ink for the R300 printer,
but also the best choice of ink in this

group test, period. There’s just no getting
away from the superb combination of

performance and pricing.”
- Computer UpgradeMagazine

Ink Test
Winner

PGi29
Pixma Pro 1
Originals:
Set of 12 £229.99
Colours 36ml each £19.99

PGi72
Pixma Pro 10
Originals:
Set of 10 £94.99
Colours 14ml each £9.99

CLi42
Pixma Pro 100
Originals:
Set of 8 £74.99
Colours 13ml each £9.99
Compatibles:
Set of 8 £27.99
Colours 14ml each £3.99

CLi8
Pixma Pro 9000
Originals:
Set of 8 £74.99
Colours 14ml each £9.99
Compatibles:
Set of 8 £27.99
Colours 14ml each £3.99

PGi9
Pixma Pro 9500
Originals:
Set of 10 £84.99
Colours 14ml each £8.99
Compatibles:
Set of 10 £44.99
Colours 14ml each £4.99

More Canon Inks...
Originals:
PGi520/CLi521 Set of 5 £42.99
PGi520 Black 19ml £9.99
CLi521 Colours 9ml £8.99
PGi525/CLi526 Set of 5 £42.99
PGi525 Black 19ml £9.99
CLi526 Colours 9ml £8.99
PGi550/CLi551 Set of 5 £37.99
PGi550 Black 15ml £9.99
CLi551 Colours 7ml £7.99
PGi550/CLi551XL Set of 5 £54.99
PGi550XL Black 22ml £11.99
CLi551XL Colours 11ml £10.99
PG540 Black 8ml £10.99
PG540XL Black 21ml £15.99
CL541 Colour 8ml £13.99
CL541XL Colour 15ml £15.99
PG545XL Black 15ml £13.99
CL546XL Colour 13ml £15.99
Compatibles:
PGi5 Black 27ml £4.99
CLi8 Colours 13ml £3.99
PGi5/CLi8 Set of 5 £19.99
PGi520 Black 19ml £4.99
CLi521 Colours 9ml £3.99
PGi520/CLi521 Set of 5 £19.99
PGi525 Black 19ml £4.99
CLi526 Colours 9ml £3.99
PGi525/CLi526 Set of 5 £19.99
PGi550XL Black 25ml £4.99
CLi551XL Colours 12ml £3.99
PGi550/CLi551XL Set of 5 £19.99
BCi6 Colours 15ml £2.99
PG40 Black 28ml £12.99
CL41 Colour 24ml £16.99
PG50 Black 28ml £12.99
CL51 Colour 24ml £14.99
PG510 Black 11ml £13.99
CL511 Colour 11ml £15.99
PG512 Black 18ml £13.99
CL513 Colour 15ml £15.99
PG540XL Black 21ml £13.99
CL541XL Colour 15ml £14.99
PG545XL Black 15ml £11.99
PG546XL Black 21ml £12.99

Many more in stock! Many more in stock!More Epson inks >>>

No.16
FountainPen Inks
Originals:
No.16 Set of 4 £22.99
No.16 Black 5.4ml £7.99
No.16 Colours 3.1ml each £5.99
No.16XL Set of 4 £42.99
No.16XL Black 12.9ml £14.99
No.16XLColours 6.5ml each £11.99
Compatibles:
No.16 Set of 4 £14.99
No.16 Black 12ml £3.99
No.16 Colours 12ml each £3.99

No.18
Daisy Inks
Originals:
No.18 Set of 4 £22.99
No.18 Black 5.2ml £7.99
No.18 Colours 3.3ml each £5.99
No.18XL Set of 4 £42.99
No.18XL Black 11.5ml £14.99
No.18XL Colours 6.6ml each £11.99
Compatibles:
No.18 Set of 4 £14.99
No.18 Black 12ml £3.99
No.18Colours 12ml each £3.99

No.24
Elephant Inks
Originals:
No.24 Set of 6 £41.99
No.24 Colours 4.6ml each £7.99
No.24XL Set of 6 £64.99
No.24XL Colours8.7mleach £11.99
Compatibles:
No.24 Set of 6 £22.99
No.24 Black 7ml £3.99
No.24 Colours 7ml each £3.99

No.26
Polar Bear Inks
Originals:
No.26 Set of 4 £29.99
No.26 Black 6.2ml £8.99
No.26 Colours 4.5ml each £7.99
No.26XL Set of 4 £49.99
No.26XL Black 12.1ml £14.99
No.26XL Colours9.7mleach £13.99
Compatibles:
No.26 Set of 4 £14.99
No.26 Black 10ml £3.99
No.26 Colours 7ml each £3.99

T0481-T0486
Seahorse Inks
Originals:
Set of 6 £69.99
Colours 13ml each £16.99
Compatibles:
Set of 6 £19.99
Colours 13ml each £3.99

T0541-T0549
Frog Inks
Originals:
Set of 8 £105.99
Colours 13ml each £14.99
Compatibles:
Set of 8 £27.99
Colours 13ml each £3.99

T0591-T0599
Lily Inks
Originals:
Set of 8 £89.99
Colours 13ml each £11.99
Compatibles:
Set of 8 £27.99
Colours 13ml each £3.99



Orders are shipped promptly by Royal Mail 1st class post, for which we charge just £1.99 per
order. All prices include VAT, and a full VAT receipt is provided with every order. Payment
accepted credit/debit card, cheque or postal order. Orders accepted securely online,
www.premier-ink.co.uk, over the telephone 01926 339977, by post, or by visiting our shop:
Premier Ink & Photographic, Longfeld Road, Sydenham Ind Estate, Leamington Spa CV31 1XB.

Lowering the cost of photography

01926 339977 www.premier-ink.co.uk

www.premier-ink.co.uk Telephone: 01926 339977 or 0800 1077 211 Premier Ink & Photographic 12 Longfeld Road, Leamington Spa, Warwickshire CV31 1XB E&EO. Prices may be subject to change, but hopefully not!

Straps & Accessories

Tripods & Monopods

The ingenious
Peak Design
Clutch, Slide,
Leash, Cuf&
Capture Clip
System. Entire
range in stock.

Sling Straps
from £29.99

Manfrotto
Carbon FibreMonopod

Only £59

Action Cameras

Amassive range of GoPro
Cameras, Batteries, Memory
Cards and Accessories in stock
at competitive prices!

Genuine GoPro
Hero £CALL US
Hero+ £CALL US
Hero3+ Black £CALL US
Hero4 Silver £CALL US
Hero4 Black £CALL US
Hero4 Session £CALL US
Battery Hero3+ £14
Battery Hero4 £14
Dual Charger Hero3+ £25
Dual Charger Hero4 £39
Battery BacPac £39
LCD Touch BacPac £59
Blackout Housing £39
Tripod Mounts £7
Chest Harness £29
Head Strap £14
Helmet Strap £12
Handlebar Mount £14
The Handler £21

Camera Bags

™

Entire range of
ThinkTank bags
in stock, from
just £25.99

Mind Shift bags
from £27

A big range of Billinghambags
starting at £109

NEWManfrotto
190 & 055
tripods

from just £149

Triad 30
Tripodwith
BH30
Ball Head
Only £39

Replacement rechargeable
Li-ion batteries, manufactured
by Hahnel or Blumax. All come
with a two-year guarantee.

NB-2L/LH for Canon £9.99
NB-4L for Canon £9.99
NB-5L for Canon £9.99
NB-6L for Canon £9.99
NB-7L for Canon £9.99
NB-9L for Canon £9.99
NB-10L for Canon £12.99
NB-11L for Canon £12.99
BP-511 for Canon £12.99
LP-E5 for Canon £9.99
LP-E6 for Canon £16.99
LP-E8 for Canon £12.99
LP-E10 for Canon £12.99
LP-E12 for Canon £12.99
NP45 for Fuji £9.99
NP50 for Fuji £9.99
NP95 for Fuji £9.99
NPW126 for Fuji £12.99
NP400 for Fuji £12.99
EN-EL3E for Nikon £14.99
EN-EL5 for Nikon £9.99
EN-EL9 for Nikon £12.99
EN-EL10 for Nikon £9.99
EN-EL11 for Nikon £9.99
EN-EL12 for Nikon £9.99
EN-EL14 for Nikon £19.99
EN-EL15 for Nikon £24.99
EN-EL19 for Nikon £12.99
EN-EL20 for Nikon £12.99
EN-EL21 for Nikon £12.99
Li10B/12B for Olympus £9.99
Li40B/42B for Olympus £9.99
Li50B for Olympus £9.99
BLM-1 for Olympus £12.99
BLN-1 for Olympus £24.99
BLS-1 for Olympus £12.99
BLS-5 for Olympus £15.99
CGR-S006 for Panasonic £9.99
CGA-S007 for Panasonic £9.99
DMW-BCG10 Panasonic £19.99
DMW-BCM13 Panasonic £19.99
DMW-BLB13 Panasonic £27.99
DMW-BLC12 Panasonic £23.99
DMW-BLD10 Panasonic £23.99
DMW-BLG10 Panasonic £22.99
DMW-BMB9 Panasonic £22.99
D-Li90 for Pentax £12.99
D-Li109 for Pentax £12.99
SLB-1137D for Samsung £9.99
SLB-1674 for Samsung £12.99
BG-1 for Sony £19.99
BX-1 for Sony £14.99
BY-1 for Sony £12.99
NP-FM500H for Sony £19.99
NP-FH50 for Sony £19.99
NP-FW50 for Sony £24.99

Battery Chargers
Universal Chargers
Unipal ORIGINAL £19.99
Unipal PLUS £24.99
Unipal EXTRA £29.99

AA & AAA Chargers
Hahnel TCNovo inc. 4xAA £8.99
Energizer Pro inc. 4xAA £14.99
Energizer 1 Hr inc. 4xAA £22.99

Other Batteries
Pre-Charged Rechargables
AA GP Recyko 3+1 FREE £5.24
AAA GP Recyko 3+1 FREE £5.24
AA Energizer Extreme (4) £8.99
AAA Energizer Extreme (4) £6.99

Standard Rechargeables
AA GP 2600mAh (4) £9.99
AA Lloytron 1300mAh (4) £3.99
AA Lloytron 2700mAh (4) £6.99
AAA Lloytron 1100mAh (4) £3.99

Lithium Batteries
AA Energizer Ultimate (4) £5.99
AAA Energizer Ultimate (4) £5.99
CR123A Energizer (1) £1.99
CR2 Energizer (1) £1.99
2CR5 Energizer (1) £3.99
CRP2 Energizer (1) £3.99
CRV3 Energizer (1) £5.99
A544 Energizer Alkaline (1) £1.99
A23 Energizer Alkaline (1) £1.99
LR44 Energizer Alkaline (2) £1.99
CR2025,CR2032 etc £1.99

Batteries

Battery Grips
Professional battery
grips, made by Hahnel.

5DMkII for Canon £84.99
5DMkIII for Canon £84.99
6D for Canon £84.99
7D for Canon £84.99
70D for Canon £84.99
650D/700D for Canon £84.99
D600 for Nikon £84.99
D800/D810 for Nikon £84.99
D3300/D5300 for Nikon £74.99
D7100 for Nikon £84.99

Compact Flash
Lexar Professional
800X (120MB/s)
8GB £19.99
16GB £27.99
32GB £36.99
64GB £56.99

1066X (160MB/s)
16GB £33.99
32GB £56.99
64GB £99.99
128GB £192.99

Sandisk Ultra
333X (50MB/s)
8GB £11.99
16GB £15.99
32GB £24.99

Sandisk Extreme
800X (120MB/s)
16GB £26.99
32GB £32.99
64GB £47.99
128GB £94.99

Sandisk Extreme Pro
1066X (160MB/s)
16GB £33.99
32GB £47.99
64GB £82.99
128GB £149.99

XQD Cards
Lexar Professional
1333X (200MB/s)
32GB £69.99
64GB £99.99

MicroSDHC & SDXC
Lexar Professional
633X (95MB/s)
32GB £21.99
64GB £43.99

Delkin Professional
375X (56MB/s)
32GB £16.99
64GB £32.99

Sandisk Ultra
320X (48MB/s)
16GB £6.99
32GB £12.99
64GB £24.99

The full range of Sandisk and
Lexarmemory cards at very
competitive prices.

SDHC & SDXC
Lexar Professional
633X (95MB/s)
16GB £8.99
32GB £15.99
64GB £27.99
128GB £54.99

1000X (150MB/s)
16GB £14.99
32GB £22.99
64GB £35.99
128GB £63.99

2000X (300MB/s)
32GB £51.99
64GB £95.99

Sandisk Blue
33X (5MB/s)
4GB £3.49
8GB £3.99
16GB £5.99

Sandisk Ultra
266X (40MB/s)
8GB £4.99
16GB £6.99
32GB £12.99
64GB £24.99

Sandisk Extreme
400X (60MB/s)
16GB £10.99
32GB £17.99
64GB £34.99

Sandisk Extreme Pro
633X (95MB/s)
16GB £17.99
32GB £23.99
64GB £42.99
128GB £82.99

1866X (280MB/s)
16GB £49.99
32GB £79.99
64GB £129.99

Readers & Cases
Lexar USB3 Card Reader £22.99
Lexar HR1Workfow Hub £49.99
Delkin USB2 Card Reader £9.99
Delkin USB3 Card Reader £19.99
Delkin SD Card (x8) Case £6.99
Delkin CF Card (x4) Case £6.99

Memory

EVO3
IS HERE

Vyv £149
Rick £199
Brian £349

KOOD Slim Frame
UV Filters
37mm £4.99
40.5mm £4.99
46mm £4.99
49mm £4.99
52mm £4.99
55mm £5.99
58mm £6.99
62mm £7.99
67mm £8.99
72mm £9.99
77mm £11.99
82mm £14.99
86mm £19.99

KOOD Slim Frame
Circular Polarisers
37mm £12.99
40.5mm £12.99
46mm £12.99
49mm £12.99
52mm £14.99
55mm £15.99
58mm £17.99
62mm £19.99
67mm £22.99
72mm £26.99
77mm £29.99
82mm £34.99
86mm £39.99

KOOD
ND4 & ND8 Filters
52mm £26.99
58mm £34.99

Marumi DHG Slim
Frame Multi-coated
Clear Protectors
37mm £10.99
43mm £10.99
46mm £10.99
49mm £10.99
52mm £10.99
55mm £11.99
58mm £12.99
62mm £14.99
67mm £15.99
72mm £17.99
77mm £19.99
82mm £22.99

Marumi DHG Slim
Frame Multi-coated
UV Filters
52mm £13.99
58mm £15.99
62mm £17.99
67mm £19.99
72mm £21.99
77mm £24.99

Marumi DHG Slim
Frame Multi-coated
Circular Polarisers
52mm £31.99
58mm £35.99
62mm £39.99
67mm £44.99
72mm £49.99
77mm £54.99
82mm £69.99

Hoya HMC
Slim Frame
UV Filters
37mm £12.99
40.5mm £12.99
46mm £12.99
49mm £11.99
52mm £11.99
58mm £14.99
62mm £16.99
67mm £18.99
72mm £21.99
77mm £25.99
82mm £29.99

HOYA Pro-1D Slim
Frame Multi-coated
Clear Protectors
52mm SPECIAL £16.99
58mm £28.99
62mm £31.99
67mm £35.99
72mm £39.99
77mm SPECIAL £29.99
82mm £49.99

HOYA Pro-1D Slim
Frame Multi-coated
Circular Polarisers
52mm £52.99
58mm £60.99
62mm £67.99
67mm £75.99
72mm £90.99
77mm SPECIAL £79.99
82mm £120.99

Filters
One of the largest ranges of screw-in threaded
flters in the UK, fromHoya, Kood andMarumi.
We carry sizes from 24mm, up to 105mm, and ofer Clear
Protectors, UVs, Skylights, Circular Polarisers, ND4s, ND8s, ND16s,
ND32s, ND64s, ND500s, ND1000s, Variable NDs, Starbursts, Close
Up Sets andmore! Below are just a few examples...

Square Filters
We stock three widths of square flters:
A-type (67mmwide), P-Type (84mmwide)
and Z-Type (100mmwide). Made in the UK, Kood square flters
are optically fat, with excellent colour density, neutrality and
stability. They received a maximum 5 star rating from Digital
Camera Magazine.

P-Type: 84mm wide flters
Standard Holder £5.99
Wide Angle Holder £6.99
Filter Wallet for 8 flters £9.99
Adapter Rings 49-82mm £4.99
Circular Polariser £27.99
ND2 Solid £12.99
ND2 Soft Graduated £13.99
ND2 Hard Graduated £13.99
ND4 Solid £12.99
ND4 Soft Graduated £13.99
ND4 Hard Graduated £13.99
ND8 Solid £14.99
ND8 Soft Graduated £15.99
ND8 Hard Graduated £15.99
Light Blue Graduated £12.99
Dark Blue Graduated £12.99
Light Tobacco Graduated £12.99
Dark Tobacco Graduated £12.99
Light Sunset Graduated £14.99
Dark Sunset Graduated £14.99
Starbursts x4, x6, x8 £17.99
Red/Green/Yellow each £14.99
Six-piece ND Filter Kit £59.99
A popular kit containing an ND2, ND2
Soft Grad, ND4, ND4 Soft Grad, Filter
Holder, plus Adapter Ring of your
choice (49-82mm).

Z-Type: 100mm wide flters
Pro Holder £24.99
Adapter Rings 52-95mm £8.99
ND2 Solid £16.99
ND2 Soft Graduated £17.99
ND2 Hard Graduated £17.99
ND4 Solid £16.99
ND4 Soft Graduated £17.99
ND4 Hard Graduated £17.99
ND8 Solid £18.99
ND8 Soft Graduated £19.99
ND8 Hard Graduated £19.99
Light Blue Graduated £17.99
Dark Blue Graduated £17.99
Light Tobacco Graduated £17.99
Dark Tobacco Graduated £17.99
Light Sunset Graduated £18.99
Dark Sunset Graduated £18.99

A-Type: 67mm wide flters
Standard Holder £4.99
Adapter Rings 37-62mm £8.99
ND2 Solid £10.99
ND2 Graduated £11.99
ND4 Solid £10.99
ND4 Graduated £11.99
ND8 Solid £11.99
ND8 Graduated £12.99

Bayonet-Fit Lens Hoods
ES-62 Canon 50/1.8 £9.99
ES-71II Canon 50/1.4 £9.99
ET-60 Canon 75-300/4-5.6 £9.99
ET-65B Canon 70-300/4-5.6 £9.99
ET-67 Canon 100/2.8 Macro £9.99
ET-67B Canon 60/2.8 £9.99
EW-60C Canon 18-55 IS £7.99
EW-63C Canon 18-55 IS STM £9.99
EW-73B Canon 18-55 IS £9.99
EW-78BII Canon 28-135 IS £9.99
EW-78D Canon 18-200 IS £9.99
EW-78E Canon 15-85 IS £12.99
EW-83E Canon 17-40/4.0 £12.99
HB-32 Nikon 18-105 VR £7.99
HB-45 Nikon 18-55 VR £7.99

Stepping Rings
25mm to 105mm
160 diferent sizes £4.99-5.99

Reversing Rings
52mm to 77mm
Canon, Nikon, Sony, Olympus
and Pentax £9.99-19.99

Coupling Rings
49mm-77mm £9.99-£11.99

Screw-Fit Lens Hoods
37mm Rubber Hood £3.99
40.5mm Rubber Hood £3.99
43mm Metal Hood £5.99
46mm Rubber Hood £3.99
46mm Metal Hood £5.99
49mm Rubber Hood £3.99
49mm Shaped Petal Hood £6.99
52mm Rubber Hood £3.99
52mm Shaped Petal Hood £6.99
55mm Rubber Hood £3.99
55mm Shaped Petal Hood £6.99
58mm Rubber Hood £3.99
58mm Shaped Petal Hood £6.99
62mm Rubber Hood £4.99
62mm Shaped Petal Hood £7.99
67mm Rubber Hood £4.99
67mm Shaped Petal Hood £7.99
72mm Rubber Hood £5.99
72mm Shaped Petal Hood £9.99
77mm Rubber Hood £5.99
77mm Shaped Petal Hood £9.99

Lens Caps
Lens Caps Centre-Pinch £2.99
Body & Rear Lens Caps £3.99

Lens Accessories

From
£15.99

Neoprene
Straps

from £11.99

Manfrotto
XPRO
3Way
Head £99



Retailer of the Year, Good Service Award winner 2014

and Best Online Retailer 2002-2014.

Good Service Awards winner 2008-2015.

THE WEX PROMISE: Over 16,000 Products | Free Delivery on £50 or over** | 28-Day Returns Policy†

OM-D E-M5 II Body £869
OM-D E-M5 II + 12-40mm £1449
OM-D E-M5 II + 12-50mm £1079
OM-D E-M10 Body

£324 Inc. £75 C/back* price you pay today £399

OM-D E-M10 + 14-150mm IIWEXEXCLUSIVE
£724 Inc. £75 C/back* price you pay today £799

E-PL7 Body £319
E-PL7 + 14-42mm £459

OM-D E-M5 II
Black or Silver

X-E2 Black or Silver

X-T10
Black or Silver

A7R II Black

A6000
Black or Silver

A77 II

K-3 II

GH4
GX8
Silver or Black

A6000 Body £399 Inc. C/back*
price you pay today £449

A6000 + 16-50mm PZ
£445 Inc. C/back*

price you pay today £495

A7R II Body £2599
A7R Body £1339
A7 II Body £1144 Inc. £100 C/back*

price you pay today £1244
A7s Body £1599 Inc. £100 C/back*

price you pay today £1699

A77 II Body £764
A77 II + 16-50mm £1199
A58 + 18-55mm
+ 55-200mm £399

K-3 II Body £769
K-3 II + 18-55mm £849
K-3 II + 18-135mm £1069
K-3 II + 16-85mm £1149
K-3 Body £699
K-3 + 18-135mm £939
K-50 £369
K-S1 from £419
K-S2 from £529

NEWGX8 Body £999
NEWGX8 + 14-140mm £1399
NEWGX8 + 12-35mm £1699
NEWG7 Body £599

NEW X-T10 Body £499
NEW X-T10 + 16-50mm XC £599
NEW X-T10 + 18-55mm XF £799
NEW X-T10 + 18-55mm
+ 55-200mm XF £999

D3300
Black, Red
or Grey

D3300 From £334

OM-D E-M5 II From £869

NEWA7R II From £2599 GH4 From£1049 GX8 From £999

X-E2 From £499 X-T10 From£499

24.1
megapixels

24.2
megapixels

24.2
megapixels

24.2
megapixels

24.3
megapixels

24.3
megapixels

16.3
megapixels

16.3
megapixels

16.05
megapixels

20.03
megapixels

6.0 fps 6.0 fps5.0 fps5.0 fps

12.0 fps

8.3 fps

7.0 fps

0 fps

12.0 fps

1080p
movie mode

1080p
movie mode

1080p
movie mode

1080p
movie mode

1080p
movie mode

Full HD
movie mode

1080p
movie mode

4KVideo
1080p

movie mode

D7100 Body £749
D7100 + 18-105mm VR £849

D7200 Body £849
D7200 + 18-105mm £1017

D5500 Body £499 Inc. C/back*
price you pay today £559

D5500 + 18-55mm VR II £539 Inc. C/back*

price you pay today £599

D7100 D7200D5500

D7100 From £748 D7200 From £849D5500 From£559

16.1
megapixels

10.0 fps

1080p
movie mode

24.3
megapixels

24.3
megapixels5.0 fps

11.0 fps

X-E2 Body £499
X-E2 + 18-55mm £701
X-M1 + 16-50mm £349
X-Pro1 £499
X-T1 Body £879
X-T1 + 18-135mm £1249

GH4 Body
£949 Inc. £100 C/back*

price you pay today £1049
GH4 + 14-140mm f3.5-5.6

£1294 Inc. £100 C/back*
price you pay today £1394

E-M1
Black or Silver

OM-D E-M1 Body £899
OM-D E-M1 + 12-50mm£1079
OM-D E-M1 + 12-40mm£1499

RECOMMENDED LENSES:
Olympus 9-18mm f4-5.6

£242 Inc. £120 C/back*
price you pay today £362

Olympus 14-150mm f4-5.6
£429 Inc. £120 C/back*

price you pay today £549
Olympus 40-150mm f2.8 Pro £1249

16.3
megapixels

10.0 fps

D810 Body £2349
D810A Body £2999

D810

D810 £2349

36.3
megapixels

5.0 fps

D3300 Body £304 Inc. C/back*

price you pay today £334

D3300 + 18-55mm VR II £319 Inc. C/back*

price you pay today £349

RECOMMENDED LENSES with £100 Cashback*:
Sony FE 55mm F1.8 ZA Carl Zeiss Sonnar T*............. £699 Inc. C/back* price you pay today £799

Sony FE 16-35mm f4.0 ZA OSS ZA Vario Sonnar T* £1189 Inc. C/back* price you pay today £1289

D4s Body £4449

D4s

D4s £4449

16.2
megapixels

11.0 fps

D610 Body £1184
D610 + 24-85mm £1599

D610

D610 From£1184
D750 Body £1499
D750 + 24-85mm £1877
D750 + 24-120mm £1999

NEW D750 From£1499

D750

24.3
megapixels

24.3
megapixels

6.5 fps6.0 fps

1080p
movie mode

1080p
movie mode

Full Frame
CMO Sensor

Full Frame
CMO Sensor

D3200 Body £237

D3200 + 18-55mm f3.5-5.6 VR II £279

D5300 Body £429
Inc. £50 Cashback* price you pay today £479
D5300 + 18-55mm VR II £449
Inc. £50 Cashback* price you pay today £499
D5300 + 18-140mm VR £729

For 2-year warranty on any camera and lens kit simply register your new Nikon within 30 days of purchase. Offer applies to UK & Republic of Ireland stock only. Call 0800 597 8472 or visit www.nikon.co.uk/register

NEW

FREE
GRIPs

NEW

CUSTOMER REVIEW: D4s Body

‘Spectacular Camera’
Charlie Delta – Hertordshire

CUSTOMER REVIEW: D7100 Body

‘Quality bit of kit! Love it!’
Fang! – Warwickshire

FUJINON X-MOUNT LENSES:
35mm f1.4 R..........................£379
56mm f1.2 R..........................£729
50-140mm f2.8 WR OIS XF.........£1099

NEW 16-55mm f2.8 R LM WR..£799
NEW 90mm f2 R LM WR XF .....£699
56mm f1.2 APD XF......................£999

RECOMMENDED LENSES:
12-35mm f2.8 Vario Power OIS.£829
14-140mm f3.5-5.6 OIS ............£431
42.5mm f1.2 ASPH ..................£1099

K-3 II From £769E-M1 Body £899

RECOMMENDED LENSES:
Sony 70-400mm f4-5.6 G SSM II

£1359 Inc. £200 Cashback*
price you pay today £1559

Sony 70-300mm f4.5-5.6 G SSM £689

A77 II From £764A6000 From £449

Read our D7200 review on
our blog at wex.co.uk/blog

Read our D810 review on
our blog at wex.co.uk/blog

Full Frame
CMO Sensor

Full Frame
CMO Sensor

NEW

Nikon Cashback* offer ends 26.8.15

Sony Cashback* offer ends 6.9.15

Olympus Cashback* offer ends 31.8.15

4KVideo

FREE
Grip*

*Via Redemption. Offer ends 31.8.15

£60
Cashback*

£30
Cashback*

£50
Cashback*

100-300mm f4-5.6 ................ £378
20mm f1.7 II.......................... £269
45-150mm f4-5.6.................. £169

£100
Cashback*

Panasonic Cashback* offer ends 7.9.15

sFree Grip offer ends 02.09.15. Offer redeemed
post purchase via Nikon.

sFree Grip offer ends 02.9.15. Offer redeemed post purchase via Nikon.

FREE
GRIPs

8.0 fps



I have used Wex for nearly 15 years and

always received excellent service both

online and in store.
J. Whigham – Norfolk

“
”

Visit our Norwich Showroom – open from 10am Daily
Drayton High Road, (opposite ASDA) Norwich. NR6 5DP.

CALL CENTRE NOW OPEN SATURDAYS

01603 208761
Mon-Fri 8am-7pm, Sat 9am-6pm

visit www.wex.co.uk

THE WEX PROMISE: Part-Exchange Available | Used items come with a 12-month warranty††

Quality used cameras,

lenses and accessories

with 12 months warranty*

www.wex.co.uk/pre-loved

Pre-Loved
cameras

*Excludes items marked as incomplete or for spares

Canon 700D Cashback* offer ends 19.8.15

Terms and Conditons All prices incl. VAT at 20%. Prices
correct at tme of going to press. FREE Delivery** available
on orders over £50 (based on a 4-day delivery service).
For orders under £50 the charge is £2.99** (based on a
4-day delivery service). For Next Working Day Delivery
our charges are £4.99**. Saturday deliveries are charged
at a rate of £8.95**. (**Deliveries of very heavy items,
N.I., remote areas of Scotland & Ch. Isles may be subject
to extra charges.) E. & O.E. Prices subject to change.
Goods subject to availability. Live Chat operates between
9.30am-6pmMon-Fri and may not be available during
peak periods. †Subject to goods being returned as new
and in the original packaging. Where returns are accepted
in other instances, they may be subject to a restocking
charge. ††Applies to products sold in full working

conditon. Not applicable to items specifically described as
“IN” or incomplete (ie. being sold for spares only).

Wex Photographic is a trading name ofWarehouse Express
Limited.©Warehouse Express 2015.

*CASHBACKS Are redeemed via product registraton with
themanufacturer. Please refer to our website for details.

Showroom: Drayton High Road, (opposite ASDA)
Norwich. NR6 5DP.Mon &Wed-Sat 10am-6pm, Tues

10am-5pm, Sun 10am-4pm

£40
Cashback*

Flashguns & Lightng Accessories

Tripods

EF 610DG ST

£109.99

24 AF-1

£49.99

HVL-F60AM
£439

FL-300R
£134.99

AF 540FGZ
£349

MG8000

£349

PF30X...............£74.99

16R Pro ............£337.99

Di622 II.............£114.99

Di700................£159

Di866Mark II...£199
EF 610DG Super

£149.99

44 AF-1

£125

HVL-F43M
£275

FL-600R
£279

AF 360FGZ
£225

SB700
£229

PZ42X

£99

430EX II £169
Inc. £40 C/back*
price you pay
today £199

52 AF-1

£179

SB910
£339

MR-14EX II
£499

R1 Close-Up
£415

600EX-RT
£449

58 AF-2

£249

EM-140DG

Macro Flash

From £314.99

15MS-1

£249

Ezybox

Sofbox £44.99

Reflector

Bracket

£24.99

Ezybox Hotshoe

From £89.99

Off Camera

flash Cord

From £30.99

Tilthead

£17.99
Micro Apollo

£25.99

Collapsible

Umbrella Flash Kit

£65

Folding Sofbox

From £54.99

TriFlip Kits

From £69.99

3m Background

Support

£99

Light Stands

From

£10.99

FlashBender

From £23.99

MT-24EX
£749

R1C1
£555

Speedlites:

Flashguns: Flashguns:

Rogue

Flashguns: Flashguns:Macro flash:

Macrolites: Speedlights: Flashguns: Flashguns: Flashguns:Kits:

Sekonic L-308s

£149

Pro 478DR

£324.99

DigiPro F

£159.99

Plus III Set

£229

MiniTT1 £149

FlexTT5 £149

EzyBalance

Grey £19.99

UrbanCollapsible

£165

Background

Support £124.99

Reflectors:
30cm £12.50
50cm £22.99
75cm £34.99
95cm £59
120cm £74.99

Soflite
Reflector Kits
Inc Honeycomb
& Diffuser:
42cm £49
55cm £69
70cm £129

Sand Bag

£9.99

PlusX Set

£139.99

MT190XPRO3 ..............£129
MT190XPRO4 ..............£159
MT190CXPRO3 Carbon Fibre ..............£229
MT190CXPRO4 Carbon Fibre ..............£239
MT190XPRO3 + 496RC2 Ball Head......£149
MT190XPRO4 + 496RC2 Ball Head......£189

Aluminium
Available in Black, Red,
Green and Blue.................... £119
Carbon Fibre ....................... £265

MT190XPRO3
• 160cm Max Height
• 9cm Min Height

Befree
Travel Tripod
• 144cm Max Height
• 34cm Min Height

The new EOS 5DS –
A revolution in resolution

5D Mark III Body £2249

70D Body £734
70D + 18-55mm f3.5-5.6 IS STM £760
70D + 18-135mm f3.5-5.6 IS STM £939

EOS 6DEOS 7D MkII

EOS 760D

5D Mark III

70D

6D From £11397D Mk II From £1429

760D Body £649

5D Mark III From£2249

70D From £734

NEW 5DS Body £2999 NEW 5DS R Body £3199

22.3
megapixels

6.0 fps

50.6
megapixels

5.0
fps

1080p
moviemode

1080p
moviemode

Full Frame
CMOS sensor

20.2
megapixels

4.5 fps

1080p
moviemode

Full Frame
CMOS sensorFull Frame

CMOS sensor

24.7
megapixels

20.2
megapixels

5.0 fps 7.0 fps

1080p
moviemode

1080p
moviemode

6D Body £1139
6D + 24-70mm f4.0 L IS USM £1849

7D Mark II Body £1429

NEW 5DS Body £2999
NEW 5DS R Body £3199

EOS 1Dx

1Dx Body £4499

18.1
megapixels

12.0 fps

NEW
NEW

The first of its kind in the EOS line-up, the

Canon 5DS is a full-frame DSLR boastng a

groundbreaking 50.6-megapixel CMOS

sensor for professional photographers

who want high-resoluton images and

extraordinary detail.

Aimed at themost demanding professionals,
the 5DS R sports a low-pass cancellaton filter
to deliver sharpness and extraordinary clarity.

Mountaineer
Carbon eXact Tripod:
GT0532....................................................£479
GT1532....................................................£539
GT2542....................................................£599
GT3542L ..................................................£709

GT3542L
• 178cmMax Height
• 16cmMin Height Hybrid GP2B

• 1000gMax Load
• 25.7cm Height

Joby Tripods
Original..............................£17
Hybrid................................£29
SLR Zoom.................. from £39
Focus GP-8................ from £79

CUSTOMER REVIEW: EOS 70D + 18-135mm IS STM

‘An excellent step up’
Adam – Portsmouth

Up to £250 cashback*when bought with selected lenses. Offer ends 31.1.16
Seewww.wex.co.uk/canon5ds for details

NEW 760D Body £649
750D Body £527
750D +18-55mm £607
750D + 18-135mm £831

For Canon DSLR
accessories visit our
website at wex.co.uk

1080p
moviemode

10.0 fps

20.2
megapixels

Full Frame
CMOS sensor

CUSTOMER REVIEW: EOS 1D X Digital SLR Camera Body

…bought this as an upgrade to
the 5D Mk 2 and have never
looked back.’ Dave – Cornwall

Canon 5D Mk III Cashback** offer ends 31.1.16

up to£250
CASHBACK**
when bought with
selected lenses

700D Body £364 Inc. £50 C/back*
price you pay today £414

700D + 18-55mm IS STM
£419 Inc. £50 C/back*

price you pay today £469
700D +18-135mmIS STM

£618 Inc. £50 C/back*
price you pay today £668

1Dx Body £4499

CUSTOMER REVIEW: EOS 5DMk III Digital SLR Camera

You haven’t got one? Get one!’

Roland – Northampton



Retailer of the Year, Good Service Award winner

2014 and Best Online Retailer 2002-2014.

Good Service Awards winner 2008-2015.

CALL CENTRE NOW OPEN SATURDAYS

01603 208761
Mon-Fri 7am-8pm, Sat 9am-6pm

visit www.wex.co.uk

Follow us on Twitter, Facebook, Google+ and Youtube

for all the latest ofers, reviews, news and advice!

Black

Intuos5 Pro Professional
Pen and Touch Tablet
Small ........................£169
Medium ...................£250
Large ........................£369

Apache:
Apache 2 .................£99
Apache 4 .................£144
Apache 6 .................£169

Apache 2

Messenger Bag

Brown

Hadley Pro
Original

Khaki

DSLR Lenses

Photo Bags& Rucksacks Computng

Digital Compact Cameras Digital compact camera bateries, cases and accessories are available on our website

WG-30

Red or Black.............. £159

Ricoh GR II

16.2 Megapixel with

fixed f2.8 GR lens ...... £599

Lumix LX100
£544 Inc. £50 Cashback*
price you pay today £594

Lumix DMC-FZ1000
£549 Inc. £50 Cashback*
price you pay today £599

Lumix FZ72.....................................................£169
Inc. £30 Cashback* price you pay today £199

umix TZ57.....................................................£139
Inc. £20 Cashback* price you pay today £159

Lumix TZ70 ....................................................£262
Inc. £30 Cashback* price you pay today £292

Lumix FZ200 ..................................................... £279
Inc. £30 Cashback* price you pay today £309

FREE delivery on orders over £50** **Based on a 4-day delivery service, UK only.

NEW Datacolor
Spyder 5 Pro ....£145
i1 Display Pro...£145
ColorMunki
Smile.................£67

PIXMA Pro 100S................................................................£389
PIXMA Pro 10S..................................................................£549
PIXMA Pro 1......................................................................£645

FinePix S9200................................................... £169
FinePix S1......................................................... £279
FinePix S9800................................................... £179
FinePix XP80 Purple and Black ........................ £129
XQ2 Silver and Black ........................................ £269

Canvas/Leather: Khaki, Black
FibreNyte/Leather: Khaki,
Sage, Black.
Digital.........................£109
Small ..........................£139
Large...........................£154
Pro Original................£169

FinePix X100T £846

APS-C
size sensor

16.3
megapixels

Black or

Silver

Black
or Silver

24x
optcal zoom

Stylus TG-4

£299

Stylus SP-100EE.......................................................£225
Stylus Tough TG-860 Black, Silver & White ............£229
Stylus 1s ..............................................................£429

Coolpix P900 £499

Black

16.0
megapixels

20.1
megapixels

CANON LENSES
EF 20mm f2.8 USM ........................................ £385
EF-S 24mm f2.8 Pancake................................ £139
EF 28mm f1.8 USM ........................................ £379
EF 35mm f2.0 IS USM .................................... £399
EF 40mm f2.8 STM......................................... £94
Inc. £25 Cashback*......... price you pay today £119
EF 50mm f1.2 L USM...................................... £995
EF 50mm f2.5 Macro Lens ............................. £203
EF 85mm f1.2 L USM II................................... £1499
TS-E 90mm f2.8.............................................. £1124
EF 100mm f2.8 USM Macro........................... £373
EF 300mm f4.0 L IS USM ............................... £959
EF 400mm f4.0 DO IS USM II ......................... £6999
EF 500mm f4.0 L IS USM II ............................. £6899
EF-S 10-22mm f3.5-4.5 USM ......................... £360
Inc. £50 Cashback*......... price you pay today £410
EF 11-24mm f4L USM .... ............................... £2799
EF-S 15-85mm f3.5-5.6 IS USM...................... £531
EF 16-35mm f4.0 L IS USM............................. £721
EF-S 17-55mm f2.8 IS USM ............................ £482
Inc. £50 Cashback*......... price you pay today £532
EF-S 18-55mm f3.5-5.6 IS STM Lens .............. £169
EF-S 18-135mm f3.5-5.6 IS STM .................... £279
Inc. £25 Cashback*......... price you pay today £304
EF-S 18-200mm f3.5-5.6 IS............................. £389
EF 24-70mm f2.8 L IS USM II.......................... £1400
EF 24-105mm f4.0 L IS USM........................... £727
EF 28-135mm f3.5-5.6 IS USM....................... £359
EF 70-200mm f2.8L IS USM II......................... £1499
EF 70-300mm f4.0-5.6 IS USM....................... £318
Inc. £50 Cashback*......... price you pay today £368
EF 70-300mm f4.0-5.6 L IS USM .................... £904
EF 100-400mm f4.5-5.6L IS USM II ................ £1999

PowerShot G1 XMark II
£489

12.8
megapixels

5.0x
optcal zoom

1080p
movie mode

PowerShot G7 X
£390

4.2x
optcal zoom

20.2
megapixels

1080p
movie mode

PowerShot SX60 HS
£339

65x
optcal zoom

16.1
megapixels

1080p
movie mode

20 ...........................£99.95
30 ...........................£179
50 ...........................£179

Manfroto
Professional
Backpacks
Designed
to hold
a DSLR,
lenses and
several accessories.

IXUS 160........................................................£73
PowerShot SX610 HS....................................£144

Inc. £20 Cashback* price you pay today £164

PowerShot D30.............................................£169
Inc. £30 Cashback* price you pay today £199

PowerShot S120 ...........................................£206
PowerShot SX530 HS....................................£215

Inc. £30 Cashback* price you pay today £245

PowerShot SX710 HS....................................£224
Inc. £30 Cashback* price you pay today £254

PowerShot G16.............................................£256.98

Toploader Pro

70 AW II Black

Toploader:
Pro 70 AW II ...........................£66
Pro 75 AW II ...........................£85

ProTactc:
350 AW............................... £159
450 AW............................... £209

ProTactic

350 AW

Perfect for
carrying a Pro
DSLR plus a
standard lens
plus
accessories.

Lumix TZ60
£219 Inc. £30 Cashback*
price you pay today £249

18.1
megapixels

Cyber-Shot HX60 ...............................................£199
NEW Cyber-shot WX500 ....................................£261
Cyber-Shot RX100 III.........................................£519

Inc. £50 C/back* price you pay today £569
NEW Cyber-Shot RX100 IV ................................£849
NEW Cyber-Shot RX10 II .................................£1199
Cyber-shot HX400...............................................£299
Cyber-Shot RX10.................................................£549

Inc. £50 Cashback* price you pay today £599

FinePix X30 319

4x
optcal zoom

18-140mm f3.5-5.6 G ED AF-S DX VR ............ £429
18-200mm f3.5-5.6 G ED AF-S DX VR II ......... £569
18-300mm f3.5-5.6 ED AF-S VR ..................... £669
24-70mm f2.8 G ED AF-S................................ £1199

24-85mm f3.5-4.5 AF-S G ED VR.................... £399
24-120mm f4 G AF-S ED VR ........................... £749
28-300mm f3.5-5.6 G ED AF-S VR.................. £659
55-200mm f4.0-5.6 G AF-S ED DX VR II ......... £234
Inc. £20 Cashback*......... price you pay today £254
55-300mm f4.5-5.6 G AF-S DX VR.................. £254
Inc. £15 Cashback*......... price you pay today £269
70-200mm f2.8G ED AF-S VR II ...................... £1579
70-300mm f4.5-5.6 G ED AF-S IF VR .............. £419
80-400mm f4.5-5.6 G ED AF-S VR.................. £1899

SIGMA LENSES - with 3 Year Warranty
30mm f1.4 DC HSM ....................................... £369
35mm f1.4 DG HSM ....................................... £699
50mm f1.4 EX DG HSM .................................. £319
70mm f2.8 EX DG Macro ............................... £351
85mm f1.4 EX DG HSM .................................. £649
105mm f2.8 APO EX DG OS HSM Macro ....... £379
150mm f2.8 EX DG OS HSM Macro ............... £668
8-16mm f4.5-5.6 DC HSM.............................. £549
10-20mm f4.0-5.6 EX DC HSM....................... £345
10-20mm f3.5 EX DC HSM ............................. £384
12-24mm f4.5-5.6 EX DG HSM II.................... £599
17-70mm f2.8-4.0 DC OS HSM ...................... £329
18-200mm f3.5-6.3 DC OS HSM II ................. £239
18-250mm f3.5-6.3 DC Macro OS HSM......... £299
18-300mm f3.6-6.3 C DC
Macro OS HSM............................................... £399
24-70mm f2.8 IF EX DG HSM ......................... £599
50-150mm f2.8 EX DC APO OS HSM.............. £739
50-500mm f4.5-6.3 DG OS HSM.................... £999

12.0
megapixels

NEW

EF-S 10-18mm f4.5-5.6 IS STM ...................... £156
Inc. £25 Cashback*......... price you pay today £181
EF-S 55-250mm f4.5-5.6 IS STM .................... £200
Inc. £25 Cashback*......... price you pay today £225

NIKON LENSES
10.5mm f2.8 G IF-ED AF DX Fisheye .............. £549
14mm f2.8 D AF ED Lens................................ £1219
20mm f1.8 G AF-S ED..................................... £649
24mm f1.4 G AF-S ED..................................... £1379
28mm f1.8 G AF-S .......................................... £495
35mm f1.8 G ED AF-S..................................... £429
40mm f2.8 G AF-S DX Micro .......................... £185

45mm f2.8 D PC-E Micro................................ £1393
50mm f2.8 G AF-S ED Micro .......................... £379
60mm f2.8 D AF Micro................................... £368
58mm f1.4 G AF-S .......................................... £1135
85mm f1.8 G AF-S .......................................... £349
105mm f2.8 G AF-S VR IF ED Micro ............... £619

135mm f2.0 D AF DC...................................... £1029
180mm f2.8 D AF IF-ED.................................. £695
200mm f4.0 AF Micro .................................... £1179
300mm f4.0E AF-S PF ED VR .......................... £1639
NEW 500mm f4.0E FL AF-S ED VR ................. £8149
NEW 600mm f4.0E FL AF-S ED VR ................. £9649
10-24mm f3.5-4.5 G AF-S DX ......................... £639
14-24mm f2.8 G ED AF-S ............................... £1315
NEW 16-80mm f2.8-4G ED AF-S DX VR ......... £869
16-85mm f3.5-5.6 G ED AF-S DX VR .............. £429
17-55mm f2.8 G ED DX AF-S IF ...................... £999
18-35mm f3.5-4.5G AF-S ED .......................... £519
18-105mm AF-S DX f3.5-5.6 G ED VR ............ £204

NEW DJI

Quadcopter

Drones

From £599

*GoPro available separately

83x
optcal zoom

Perfect for
carrying 1-2 Pro
DSLRs (one
with up to 24-70
attached), up
to 6 lenses/
speedlights,
a 13” laptop,
tripod and
accessories.

For Canon-fit Tamron,

Sigma or Samyang lenses,

visit our website

Canon Cashback* offer ends 19.8.15
Nikon Cashback* offer ends 26.8.15

Sony Cashback* offer ends 6.9.15

FREE
Battery

FREE
Case +
Adobe§

FREE
Case +
Adobe§

§Free one year subscription to Adobe Creative Cloud redeemed post purchase via Canon. All Canon offers end 19.8.15.

70-200mm f2.8 EX DG OS HSM ..................... £799
120-300mm f2.8 OS....................................... £2699
120-400mm f4.5-5.6 DG OS HSM......... From £639
150-500mm f5.0-6.3 DG OS HSM.................. £699
150-600mm f5.0-6.3 S DG OS HSM ............... £1499
24mm f1.4 DG HSM A.................................... £699
150-600mm f5-6.3 C DG OS HSM.................. £899

TAMRON LENSES - with 5 Year Warranty
180mm f3.5 Di SP AF Macro .......................... £629
10-24mm f3.5-4.5 Di II LD SP AF ASP IF ......... £359
15-30mm f2.8 SP Di VC USD .......................... £949
16-300mm f3.5-6.3 Di II VC PZD Macro......... £449
18-270mm f3.5-6.3 Di II VC PZD .................... £269
24-70mm f2.8 Di VC USD SP .......................... £740
28-300mm f3.5-6.3 Di VC PZD ....................... £539
70-200mm f2.8 Di VC USD ............................. £999
150-600mm f5-6.3 SP Di VC USD................... £869
70-300mm f4-5.6 SP Di VC USD..................... £249
90mm f2.8 SP Di USD VC Macro .................... £379
18-200mm f3.5-6.3 XR Di II............................ £132

£50
Cashback*

£50
Cashback*

£30
Cashback*

Panasonic Cashback* offer ends 7.9.15

Cyber-Shot HX90V
£339

18.2
megapixels

30.0x
optcal zoom

1080p
movie mode

NEW



ExpoDisc 2.0
A neutral diffusion filter used with a custom

white balance which ensures

perfect colour balance.

Just 15 secs when

you expose can save

hours in post-pro-

duction. 77mm or

82mm £39.95

SpeedGraphic
.co.uk

SpeedGraphic 01420 560066
Unit 4 Woodlea Park, Four Marks, Alton, Hampshire GU34 5AZ

email sales@speedgraphic.co.uk

CALLERS WELCOME Open 8.30am-5.30pm Monday-Friday.

UK carriage from £4.95. We send to most places in the world.

All prices include VAT at 20%

Order securely online at www.speedgraphic.co.uk

The photography specialists

Uniqball
Two heads in one. Level and pan.

The revolutionary Uniqball design incorporates two ball

heads in the same unit to allow it to be used as a pan and tilt

head as well as a conventional ball head.

UBH35X designed for use with lenses up to 400mm.

Maximum load 15kg. £269.00

UBH45X for the largest lens and camera combinations.

Maximum load 40kg. £395.00

NEW UBH45XC (pictured) has X-Cross Clamp as stan-

dard to speed changing camera orientation. £415.00

Lee Filters
The leading professional square filter system.

We keep all four sizes

in stock, from the

Bug filters for GoPro,

to the SW150 Mk II.

100mm system
Foundation Kit . . . . 57.50
Std adaptors . . . . . . 19.40
W/A adaptors . . . . . 37.50
DSLR Starter Kit . . 216.00
ND Grad Sets . . . . . 195.00
ND Grads 0.3-0.9 . . 77.95
ND Solids 0.3-0.9 . . 86.50
Pro Glass ND 0.6 0.9 119.50
Little/Big Stoppers . 99.00
Resin Sets . . . . . . . 108.00
Landscape Polariser 174.00
Polariser Ring . . . . . 33.50
Field Filter Pouch . . 36.00

MRC UV or Protector
49mm . . . . . . . . . . . 29.00
52mm . . . . . . . . . . . 29.00
58mm . . . . . . . . . . . 32.90
62mm . . . . . . . . . . . 40.60
67mm . . . . . . . . . . . 48.40
72mm . . . . . . . . . . . 59.00
77mm . . . . . . . . . . . 77.00
XS-Pro UV or Protector
49mm . . . . . . . . . . . 33.95
52mm . . . . . . . . . . . 35.80
58mm . . . . . . . . . . . 44.50

Ilford
FP4/HP5 135-24 . . . . 3.59
FP4/HP5 135-36 . . . . 4.59
FP4/HP5 120 . . . . . . . 3.89
FP4 5x4” (25) . . . . . 36.95
Delta 100/400 -36 . . 5.49
Delta 100/400 120 . . 4.59
Delta 100 5x4” (25) 38.50
XP2 135-36 . . . . . . . . 4.99
Fuji
Neopan Acros -36 . . . 5.89
Neopan Acros 120 (5) 25.95
Velvia 50 135-36 . . . 11.95
Velvia 50 120 . . . . . 34.95

Seven5 system
Starter Kit . . . . . . . 109.00
Deluxe Kit . . . . . . . 429.95
Circular Polariser . 189.95
ND Grad Sets . . . . . 150.00
Little/Big Stoppers . 66.00
Urban etc Sets . . . 156.50
Adaptors . . . . . . . . . 17.95
Lens Hood . . . . . . . . 76.00

SW150 II Holder £149.00
Lightshield (fits original
SW holder) £18.00

Beach-Rolly

A mobile seat
which carries your
equipment too!

Beware cheap

imitations; this is

the genuine high

quality German-

made item. £95.00

Think Tank

The Urban Approach

15 is a compact slim-

line backpack

designed for CSC or

smaller DSLR. Discreet

styling; high quality;

with leather trim-

mings. £130.00

Wide selection of Think Tank always in stock

Urban Approach 5 . . 89.00
Urban Approach 10 105.00
Airport Commuter .149.95
Airport Essentials . 129.95
Airport TakeOff . . . 259.95
Airport Navigator . 199.95
Airport Internat’nal 259.00
Airport Security . . 289.00
Retrospective 5 . . . . 87.50

Retrospective 7 . . . 114.50
Retrospective 10 . . 117.00
Retrospective 20 . . 123.00
CityWalker 10 . . . . . 92.60
CityWalker 20 . . . . 103.50
Pro Speed Belt . . . . 29.95
Lens Changers etc in stock
Hubba Hubba Hiney 49.95
Glass Taxi . . . . . . . 112.50

NEW

BEST ACCESSORY 2015

Bouncelite
The all-in-one compact

professional light

shaping tool. Soften,

direct and filter your

flash output.

Solo Kit £99.00

Hero Kit (includes fil-

ters etc) £119.00

Follow us on Facebook

/SpeedGraphicUK

Latest news on Twitter

@Speed_Tweets

Create perfect

multi-row panoramas

To accurately stitch shots

together to make great

panoramas you need to

rotate the camera around

the nodal point of the

lens. Here’s the solution.

£119.95

Panosaurus

B+W Filters
Top quality; made in

Germany, with Schott

water and dust-resistant

MRC multicoated glass

and anodised brass

mounts. 4mm mount or

3mm XS-Pro slimline.

62mm . . . . . . . . . . . 51.30
67mm . . . . . . . . . . . 57.00
72mm . . . . . . . . . . . 67.60
77mm . . . . . . . . . . . 81.00
XS-Pro Kasemann Circ Pol
58mm . . . . . . . . . . 102.00
62mm . . . . . . . . . . 108.80
67mm . . . . . . . . . . 130.80
72mm . . . . . . . . . . 146.00
77mm . . . . . . . . . . 167.00
82mm . . . . . . . . . . 202.40

Films

Velvia 100 135-36 . . 12.75
Velvia 100 120 . . . . 36.95
Provia F 135-36 . . . 11.50
Provia F 120 (5) . . . 32.50
Superia 200 -36 . . . . 3.99
Superia 400 -36 . . . . 5.19
Kodak
TMX400 135-36 . . . . . 4.79
Tri-X 135-36 . . . . . . . 4.79
Tri-X 120 (5) . . . . . . 23.95
Ektar 135-36 . . . . . . . 5.29
Ektar 120 (5) . . . . . 23.50
Kentmere 400 -36 . . 2.99
Agfa APX100 -36 . . . . 3.49

DARKROOM Hardware from Paterson, Kaiser etc; paper
and chemistry from Ilford, Fotospeed, Tetenal . . .

FUTURE VISION

12A Kings Parade

Cambridge

CB2 1SJ

TEL: 01223 368087 | Email: sales@campkinsfuturevision.co.uk

Nikon Lenses Canon Leica

AF Nikon Extension

Tubes - Kenko £170

AF Sigma 150-500

DG OS

£600

Leica R3 Body £300

AFS 1.7x MK2 £200

AF 100 mm L Series

Macro f/2.8 £550

SL MOT body

£500

AF-D 24-120 £399 AF 60mm Macro f/2.8 £280 Leica F Red Dial Body £400

AF Tamron 28-200 £100 AF Sigma 105 Macro £300 Leica 1 f/3.5 £950

AF Tamron 18-250 £190 Mamiya M 90mm f/4 Elmar £350

AFS Nikon 24-85 G £299 Mamiya M645 100s £150 SL2 Body £500

AF-D Nikon 85 f/1.8 £299 Seckor C 110mm £120 M1 Body £625

AF-D Nikon 70-300

ED
£200

Seckor C 80mm £250 Leica 3A £400

Seckor C 145mm £300 MDA Body £700

AF-D Nikon 18-35 ED £299 35mm Cameras M 135 f/2.8 £550

AF Teleplus Pro 300 £120 Camon EOS 1 £170 R3 Body £300

AI Nikon 300 f/2.8 £1150 Nikon F2s Body £300 Zeiss

AFS 18-200 ED £399 Nikon FE2 Body £185 Zeiss Ikon £1100

AF-D Sigma 17-70 £199 Pentax S1A £150 Voightlander 21mm f/4 £470

AF 80-200 f/2.8 ED £400 Canon A-1 £125 Fuji

D7000 Body £500

Pentax P30 & 50mm

Lens £125 XE-2 Inc 18-55 £650

Ex Demo D800 Body £1400 Olympus 35-SP £130 X Pro-1 Inc 18mm f/2 £600

Nikon 70-200 f/4 £800 Nikon F3 Body £190 27mm f/2.8 £299

Looking for items? Email or phone with your requirements.

Postage & Packaging £6.00 - All Prices include 20% VAT.

Callers welcome Monday - Saturday 08:45 - 17:30.

All major cards accepted. Additional 3% charge for American Express.



Enjoy music anywhere
with this bluetooth
speaker made to
resemble an SLR lens.
The built-in 500MaH
rechargeable battery

has a life of 4-6 hours
& charges via the

supplied USB lead. Also
features a 3.5mm jack
line-in socket so it can
be used with most devices.

ACCESSORISE

FOR LESS!

www.ukphotodistro.co.uk 0845 287 0710

Canvas
Bag

l Fashionable design high
quality canvas camera bag.
l Front & inner pockets for all
of your gear.
l Durable,waterproof canvas.
l Interior dimension:
320mm x 140mm x 200mm.
l External dimension:
380mm x 180mm x 280mm.

Now
Only

£44.99

This is a very small selection of our range - please
see the website . All prices shown include VAT at

current rate and U.K. mainland delivery.

Fotomate
Macro

Focusing
Plates

l Available
from us in 3 diferent

sizes, these top quality focusing
plates are a great asset for macro
photographers requiring precise
distance modifcations, and other
situations where accurate camera
positioning is crucial.

Three
sizes

available
from

£19.99

Many items less than£10*

Waterproof

memory card case
Micnova fashgun

snoot/refector
Aputure dual remote (fts

Canon/Nikon in one unit)

Articulatingmagic

friction clamp

Flat fash

difuser Lens

cleaning pen Hand strap DSLR Flash rail

* Actual prices plus manymore items listed on our website

Viltrox Macro
Light JY-670

Ofers both
continuous and fash lighting for
macro and close-up photography.
Each light panel can be rotated
80° in either direction. Left-right
ratio can be set at anything from
8:1 to 1:8 with overall power
reducible to 1/128.

Now
Only

£84.99

TTL version

for Canon Only £119.99

Aputure Amaran
Halo LED Ring
Flash

Steady, bright and uniform light. Six modes,
full brightness or left/right side, either
continuous light or as a fash.

Now
Only

£49.99

Collapsible Rubber
Lens Hood

Our rubber lens hood
provides protection from
accidental bumps or
scratches thanks to high
quality shock absorbent
rubber. 3-in-1 collapsible
design: * Extend to full
length for telephoto lens;
* Collapse midway for wide angle
shots; Collapse completely for easy
and compact storage.
Screw mount in the
following sizes: 49, 52,
55, 58, 62, 67, 72, 77
and 82mm.

Only
£8.99

each

Charged at
National
Rate

WITH UKPHOTODISTRO

Bluetooth Speaker

Only

£39.99

Easyfold Ringfash
Soft Box

Softbox front has a difuser,
internal area has refective

materials. Top has a width
adjustable opening for
your fash unit. Easy to
fold and easy to carry. Fits

most popular fashguns.

Only

£39.99

Triopo DG-3
Gimbal Head

Made of the
highest quality
magnesium-

aluminum alloy to provide a
large load capacity,
DG-3 can be set
precisely & smoothly.

Ideal for
sport and

wildlife photography. Other
Gimbals available - see web.

Only

£209.99

FREE large

QR plate with

DG-3

Four Piece Set Soft
Lens Pouches

These 3mm thick
(approx) Neoprene
pouches will provide
protection and prevent
damage to your lenses. A belt loop
allows you to attach the pouch to
your belt for convenient carrying.
Hook allows you attach the pouch to
anywhere with a ring (such as camera
bags and backpacks). Finest quality
water resistant Neoprene!

New Low
Price

£9.99
For All 4

Triopo HY-250 3D
Video Head
A multipurpose photo
and video head,
the HY-250 is made
of light composite
material. Easy, intuitive
handling of the head’s
knobs, fuent movement
of all parts and the tilt hinge
with a spring, make it a perfect tool for
every flm making
beginner and photo
enthusiast alike.

Only

£34.99

WE PAY

CASH
for your equipment

www.cash4cameras.co.uk
at STAFFORD CAMERAS

283, Eccleshall Road, Stafford, ST16 1PE.

(*On inspection. Before travelling any distance to see us, please ring for an appointment)

Email: cash4cameras@ntlworld.com

Tel:01785 601028

All makes - but not these!

We always offer a fair price
Urgently Required - Digital Including:

NIKON. CANON. SIGMA. TOKINA.

TAMRON. SONY. OLYMPUS. PENTAX.

PANASONIC. LEICA.

INSTANT* CASH! CALL US NOW!
Single items through to large collections

Cameras, lenses, flashguns, binoculars, scopes and other accessories



www.LCEgroup.co.uk
SEARCH OUR USED EQUIPMENT AT:

BATH
01225 462234

BRISTOL (BALDWIN ST)

0117 929 1935

BRISTOL (BROADMEAD)

0117 927 6185

CHELTENHAM
01242 519 851

CHESTER
01244 326531

COLCHESTER
01206 573444

DERBY
01332 348644

EXETER
01392 279024

GLOUCESTER
01452 304513

GUILDFORD
01483 504040

HEREFORD
01432 272655

LEAMINGTON
01926 886166

LINCOLN (HIGH ST)

01522 528577

LINCOLN (SILVER ST)

01522 514131

LONDON (STRAND)

0207 3790200

MANCHESTER
0161 834 7500

NORWICH
01603 612537

NOTTINGHAM
0115 941 7486

PLYMOUTH
01752 664894

PORTSMOUTH
023 9283 9933

READING
0118 9592149

SALISBURY
01722 335436

SOUTHAMPTON (CIVIC CTR)

023 8033 1720

SOUTHAMPTON (HIGH ST)

023 8022 1597

TAUNTON
01823 259955

WINCHESTER
01962 866203

WORCESTER
01905 22314

OPENING TIMES:
Monday—Saturday
9am—5:30pm
Selected stores open Sunday
- please check for details.

Upgrading - we want your old camera & lenses! They may be
worth more than you think! Quality equipment bought outright!

PART EXCHANGE WELCOME

SIGMA
70-200MM
F2.8 APO EX DG
OS HSM
The OS function offers
the use of shutter
speeds approximately
4 stops slower than otherwise possible
and allows for easy shooting for many
types of photography. SRP £1539.99

£799.99

CANON/NIKON FIT

Guaranteed UK stock with 3-year warranty on all products.

Big selection available now in all LCE stores. Come in and ask our

knowledgeable staff for a ‘try before you buy’ demonstration.

THE UK’S FAVOURITE PHOTO SPECIALIST

ASK THE EXPERTS AT

SIGMA
18-250MM
F3.5-6.3 DC
MACRO OS HSM
Versatile lens designed
exclusively for digital SLR
cameras, suitable for all
types of photography. SRP
£499.99

£249.99*

CANON/NIKON FIT

SIGMA 150-600MM
F5-6.3 DG OS HSM ‘CONTEMPORARY’
A high-performance, high-end ultra-telephoto
zoom lens that fulfills photographers’ most
stringent requirements.

SIGMA 1.4X
TELECONVERTER
CANON/NIKON FIT £259.99

SIGMA 2X
TELECONVERTER
CANON/NIKON FIT £329.99

£899.99

CANON FIT AVAILABLE MARCH
NIKON FIT AVAILABLE MAY

SIGMA 150-600MM F5-6.3 DG OS HSM ‘SPORT’
CANON/NIKON FIT - 12 MONTHS INTEREST FREE CREDIT AVAILABLE! £1499.99

SIGMA 10-20MM
F3.5 EX DC HSM
Ultra wide-angle zoom lens with
a large, constant aperture of F3.5,
designed specifically for digital SLR
cameras. SRP £649.99

£339.99*

CANON/NIKON FIT

SIGMA
105MM
F2.8 EX DG
MACRO OS HSM
High performance, large
aperture medium
telephoto macro lens
with OS (Optical Stabilizer).
SRP £649.99

£379.99

CANON/NIKON FIT

£50
CASHBACK

ends 30/09/15

* AFTER CASHBACK, YOU PAY £389.99

MANCHESTER
0161 834 7500

NORWICH
01603 612537

UK MAIL ORDER Next day delivery available from all LCE branches. Postage & Insurance £4.99 for most items.
E. & O. E. Prices quoted include VAT @ 20%. Prices subject to change. Goods subject to availability.BRANCHES NATIONWIDE

* AFTER CASHBACK, YOU PAY £299.99* AFTER CASHBACK, YOU PAY £299.99 £50
CASHBACK

ends 30/09/15







Canon EOS 700D+
18-55mmSTM £469*
Above + 55-250 IS Mk II Lens............£649*
Above + 55-250 IS STM Lens.............£679*

Panasonic Lumix
GX7+14-42mm £449*
Panasonic Lumix
GX7 + 20mm f1.7 ll

......£515*
GX7 Body Only £399*

*Less £50 Cashback, Free
Case & 2 Year Warranty

Phone: 01204 522186
For Orders, Help and Advice
(Open Mon-Sat 9.30-5.30)

Or Order On-Line

Please visit our website:www.mathersoflancashire.co.uk

E-mail: sales@mathersoflancashire.co.uk Shop Address: 23, Market Street, Bolton. BL1 1BU.

ALL UK STOCK-ORDERS OVER £100 POST FREE

Please visit our website for best prices on
Hoya and Kood filters, Fuji memory cards,
batteries and camera accessories. E&OE.

®

G Series
®

19mmf2.8A-DN(Pan4/3,Sony).........£149
30mmf2.8A-DN(Pan4/3,Sony).........£149
60mmf2.8A-DN(Pan4/3,Sony).........£149
30mmf1.4A...................................................£369
35mmf1.4DGAHSM.................................£699
50mmf1.4DGAHSM.................................£649
85mmf1.4EXDGHSM..............................£635
105mm f2.8 EX DGOSHSMMacro......£379
150mmf2.8EXDGOSHSMMacro......£665
180mmf2.8EXDGOSHSMMacro..£1179
10-20mm f3.5 EX DC HSM..............£389*

*Less £50 Cashback
12-24mmf4.5/5.6MK2DGHSM.........£599
17-50mm f2.8 EX DC OS HSM ......£309
17-70mm f2.8/4 DC Macro OS HSM.....£329
18-35mmf1.8DCA...................................£625
18-200mmf3.5/6.3DC“C”...................£265
18-250mmf3.5/6.3DCOSMacro.....£299
18-300mmf3.5/6.3DCCOSHSM.....£389
24-70mmf2.8EXIFDGHSM.................£599
24-105mmf4AOSHSM(Can/Nik).....£645
50-500mmAPOEXDG(Can/Nik).......£999
70-200mm f2.8 APO EX DG OS....£749
70-300mm f4/5.6 APO DG Mac II.....£159
120-300mmf2.8EXDGOSS............£2579
150-600mmf5/6.3DGOS‘C’..............£829
150-600mmf5/6.3DGSOSHSM...£1385
1.4xAPOEXDGConv(EXlenses)...........£199
2xAPOEXDGConv(EXlenses)...............£239

BEST UK PRICES ON FILM !
PLEASE CALL US
OR SEE WEBSITE

G Series Lenses

D3300+18-55VRIILens.......................£379*
D3300+18-55VRII+55-200VRll........£529*

*Less £30 Cashback

D5300+18-55VRIILens.......................£529*
D5300+18-55VRII+Sig70-300APO ...£679*
D5300+18-140mmVRLens.................£669*

*Less £50 Cashback

D7100+18-105mmVRLens..................£849
D7100BodyOnly..................................£699

D750BodyOnly..................................£1499
D750+AF-S24-85mmVR....................£1995
D750+AF-S24-120mmVR..................£1995

Canon EOS 1200D+
18-55mm IS ll £319*
Above + 55-250IS Mk II Lens..............£489*
Above + 75-300mm Mk lll Lens.........£415*
1200D Body Only........................................£249*

*Less £20 Cashback

14mmf2.5Mkll..........................................................£309
20mmf1.7Mkll(BlackorSilver)(Un-Boxed).£199
20mmf1.7Mkll(BlackorSilver)..........................£279
30mm f2.8..................................................................£279
42.5mmf1.7 (BlackorSilver)............................£329
7-14mm f4.................................................................£829
12-32mm f3.5/5.6...........................................£269
12-35mmf2.8..........................................................£829
14-42mmf3.5/5.6MkllHD(Un-Boxed)........£129
14-140mmf3.5-5.6O.I.SHD..........................£499
35-100mmf4/5.6..................................................£269
35-100mm f2.8......................................................£889
45-150mm f4/5.6.................................................£215
45-200mm f4-5.6 ...............................................£259
100-300mmf4-5.6.............................................£379
Leica15mmf2.8.......................................................£469
LeicaSummilux25mmf1.4ASP........................£415
LeicaElmaritDGMacro45mmf2.8...................£549

Now With 2 Year
Warranty

(See web for Details)

Nikon D3200 +
18-55mm VRll£315*
Above + 55-300mm VR.............£539*

Above + Sigma 70-300 APO..£469*

Nikon D3200 Body Only.............£229*

*With 2 Year Warranty

Nikon D7200 with
18-105mm VR Lens

........£995*
D7200 + Sigma17-50 f2.8.£1139*

Nikon D7200 Body Only............£839*

*With 2 Year Warranty

Panasonic Lumix
G-7+14-42mm £599*
Panasonic Lumix

G-7 + 14-140mm HD
......£749*

G-7 Body Only£539*
*Claim 5 Year Warranty

Panasonic Lumix
GF7+12-32mm £349*
Panasonic Lumix
GF7 + 12-32mm
+ 45-150mm £549*

GF7 Body Only £199*

*With 2 Year Warranty

Panasonic Lumix

GH4+14-140mm HD

......£1449*

GH4 Body Only

......£1089*

*Less £100 Cashback
& 5 Year Warranty

Lumix SZ-10....................£129
Lumix FZ-72...................£215*
LumixFZ-200................£299*
Lumix LX-7......................£285*
*Less £30 Cashback

LumixTZ-57..................£179**
**Less £20 Cashback

LumixTZ-60.................£265***
LumixTZ-70.................£295***
***Less £30 Cashback &
5 Year Warranty

Lumix FT30......................£129
Lumix FT5.........................£259
Lumix LX100.............£569****
LumixFZ1000...........£599****
****Less £50 Cashback &
5 Year Warranty

All Lumix Cameras Now
Have A 2 Year Warranty

Ixus160.................................£79
PowerShotSX610HS£179*
*Less £20 Cashback

P’Shot SX710HS.......£279**
PowerShotSX520HS.£229
P’Shot SX530HS.......£268**
** Less £30 Cashback

PowerShot SX60HS....£315
PowerShot G16.............£339
PowerShotG1XMkll....£449
PowerShotG7X.............£419

AF-S20mmf1.8GED.....£579
AF-S35mmf1.8GED.....£395
AF-S85mmf1.8G.............£365
AF-S105f2.8VRMacro....£629
AF-S17-55mm f2.8 G£1019
AF-S18-200G VRll..........£589
AF-S24-70f2.8GED...£1225
AF-S 55-200GVR II......£259*
AF-S70-200mm f4VR.£899

AF-S35mmf1.8G................£159
AF-S50mmf1.8G................£159
AF-S40mmf2.8 Mac..........£195
AF-S14-24mmf2.8G....£1299
AF-S18-35GED..................£499
AF-S18-300GVR............£529**
AF-S24-120GVR...............£729
AF-S55-300GVR...............£265
AF-S70-200 f2.8VR......£1575

AF-S 80-400mm f4.5/5.6EDVR................................................£1869
* Less £20 Cashback **Less £50 Cashback

Nikon D5500 +
18-55mm VRll £635*
D5500 with18-140mm VR........£779*
D5500 with Sigma 18-250 OS£829*
Nikon D5500 Body Only...............£539*

*Less £60 Cashback &
2 Year Warranty

EF-S 24mm f2.8 STM.....................£139*
EF-S 10-18mm IS. STM.................£195*
EF16-35mmf4L.IS.USM.................£749
EF-S18-55mmIS.STMUnboxed..£128
EF24-70mmf4L.IS.USM.................£695
EF-S55-250 f4/5.6 IS.II...................£185
EF-S55-250 f4/5.6 IS.STM..........£215*
EF70-200mmf4L.IS.USM..............£865
EF70-200mmf2.8L.IS.USM......£1529
EF70-300mmf4/5.6MKIII................£99
EF50mmf1.8Mk2..................................£89
EF50mmf1.8STM................................£119
EF85mmf1.2.L.USM.II...................£1399
EF135mmf2.0.L.USM.......................£719
EF100mmf2.8LMacroIS.USM....£639

*Less £25 Cashback

(For full range see our website)

EOS100D+18-55STM....£369*
Above+40mmSTM........£519*

*Less £30 Cashback

EOSM3+18-55 IS.STM..£569*
*Less £50 Cashback

EOS750D+18-55IS.STM.£599
EOS750D+18-135STM...£829
EOS750D+Sigma18-250£839
EOS750DBodyOnly........£529
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CHELMSFORD 01245 255510
High Chelmer Shopping Centre, Chelmsford, Essex CM1 1XB

LONDON 0207 636 5005
14 Wells Street (off Oxford Street), London W1T 3PB

www.cameraworld.co.uk/used

WEWANT
YOURGEAR!

Dale Hawkins
Used Equipment Manager

Direct Line: 0207 467 9912
Email: dale@cameraworld.co.uk

Dale, has over 30 years of
experience in the photographic trade. He is
particularly interested in themore serious

and unusual photographic equipment, but
hewill consider prettymuch anything!

CALL FOR A QUOTE!

Do you have any unwanted photographic equipment?

WEBUY
MORE…

...mostdigital cameras, FilmSLR’sof all formats, AF&MF lenses, Flashes, Tripods,
DarkroomandStudioaccessories, topcamerabagsandmuch,muchmore.

REALPEOPLE,REALEXPERIENCE&ADVICETHATYOUCANTRUST!

PART-EXCHANGE

SPECIALISTS

Examples of our many Trade-Up BONUS Offers...
Get an EXTRA BONUS on top of our high trade-in quotes, NOW is the time to upgrade!

£250
TRADE-UP

BONUS

£80
TRADE-UP

BONUS

£180
TRADE-UP

BONUS

Thinking of downsizing? Do you leave your big at home because it’s too ?

Or are you enjoying your so much that you’d like a and some ?

Are you frustrated having to change and would like just 1x ?

Maybe you’ve outgrown you and need to upsize to a …or vice versa?

Or you own a that you don’t use... or you’ve got an old and need the space?

Do you have one of those funny looking and want to get up to date with a ?

You love your old film but just don’t use it now. Such a shame gathering dust in a cupboard

when you could part-exchange it for a or a that you’ve been dreaming of!

BANG!

100s
OF USED
BARGAINS
ONLINE!
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To advertise here, call Felix Barlow: 020 3148 2508   Email felix.barlow@timeinc.com

CLASSIFIED

Light Tents

teddingtonphot graphic

New and used photographic specialist

BUY & SELL QUALITY

USED PHOTOGRAPHIC

EQUIPMENT

020 8977 1064

www.teddingtonphotographic.com

NIKOND750 PLUS 24/120 AF F4

VR LENS

BOTH BOXED, MINT, VERY LITTLE USE £1875.
NIKON F4 (FILM) PLUS 28/85 SIGMA AF MACRO
LENS PLUS 60mm NIKKOR MACRO AF £450.

POOR HEALTH.

TEL. 01733252678 (PETERBOROUGH) KarenWillson Bristol
Superior quality processing &

printing.

tel: 01179 515671

www.kwflmprocessing.co.uk

Classic Dealer

Black & White processing

Camera Fairs

Wanted

Insurance

Cameras for Sale
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Final Analysis

Roger Hicks has been writing about photography since 1981 and has published more than three dozen books on the subject, many in partnership with his wife Frances Schultz (visit his website 
at www.rogerandfrances.com). Every week in this column Roger deconstructs a classic or contemporary photograph. Next week he considers an image by Larry Towell

Roger Hicks considers… 
Abandoned Barn, Mid-Ulster, Northern Ireland, 1999, by Donovan Wylie

Photo Critique

T
he harp and crown 
of the Royal Ulster 
Constabulary, 
reinforced by the 

letters RUC underneath, 
evoke strong emotions in those 
who are familiar with the 
history of the Six Counties of 
Northern Ireland. Republicans 
see a symbol of oppression, 
while Unionists think of 
a band of men so brave they 
were collectively awarded 
the George Cross. 

In 2001, the RUC became 
the Police Service of Northern 
Ireland, GC, and their old 
badge was replaced by one that 
is much more inclusive but also 
far less memorable. Also, it has 
to be said that the six-letter 
abbreviation PSNI GC lacks 
the immediacy and simplicity 
of the three-letter RUC. But 
what if you know nothing of 
Irish history in general, and 
of the RUC in particular? 
Is there really much of a 
picture here? Only ‘sort of’, 
otherwise it’s a fairly generic 
change-and-decay image. 

Many photographers are 
fascinated by change and 
decay, perhaps because a 
photograph is almost the polar 
opposite. The picture itself 
may fade or become dog-eared, 
but its subject matter is frozen 
forever. Also, as here, change 
and decay are often associated 
with wide variations in texture: 
again, the polar opposite of the 
uniform texture of almost all 
photographic prints. 

Out of the ordinary
This is a picture that almost any 
photographer might have taken, 
but it is lifted out of the 
ordinary (a long way out of the 
ordinary) by the crowned harp 
almost exactly in the middle of 
the image. Normally, we are 

enjoined never to centre the 
principal feature of the picture 
– its ‘focal point’, the thing that 
fi rst draws our attention – but 
rather to place it ‘on the thirds’, 
or at least asymmetrically, 
‘balanced’ by some other 
element. If no other 
composition presents itself, 
those are useful guidelines, but 
as this picture demonstrates, 
they are guidelines rather than 

rules. In a strict and literal 
sense, it recalls a target with 
a bullseye – the graffi to is very 
much Barthes’ punctum, the 
thing that engages the viewer. 

What of the second, cruder 
rendition of the badge below? 
Is it a faded, more battered 
version of the original? An 
earlier attempt or a child’s 
copy? It doesn’t matter, but its 
repetition reminds us still 

more of both the passion and 
the passage of time. The RUC 
is now history, or at least, 
rebranded in order to distance 
it from its former self. The barn 
is history too. Maybe this is the 
only way to reconcile the twin 
views I described in the fi rst 
paragraph: oppression and 
brutality versus bravery and 
self-sacrifi ce. 

We cannot ignore our history. 
That would be foolish. But 
neither do we need to re-live 
it. Instead, we can make a 
determined effort to learn from 
it. And photographers can 
help us to do this. 
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‘We cannot ignore our history. That
would be foolish. Instead, we can make
a determined ef ort to learn from it’






